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Microsoft Office® 2007 users will go through the regular text sequence of Chapters 1 through 14 and
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Introduction
By William Landon Farrell

Welcome to My Newest Students
I’ve been an educator for over thirty years. When I’m at my best, I find joy in being able to present
complex material (I teach Statistics) and turn it into a journey of understanding and inspiration. I
work hard to create and deliver my classroom presentations with the preparation and craft of a
stand-up comic. I try to make my presentations transcend traditional lectures and note taking. I find
ways to open up my students’ visual and auditory channels, and pull the trigger on their curiosity. I
project visuals using a dialogue and I tell stories. That’s right, I tell stories!
I’ve always seen great potential in each of my students. When I finally discovered the possibilities
of Microsoft® PowerPoint® as a creative learning tool, it was as if NASA gave me the keys to the
Space Shuttle. What I’ve been able to achieve with this medium, by applying many researched
techniques, has enriched the lives of myself, my colleagues and my students.
There is no such thing as a former Olympian; once you are an Olympian, you are always an
Olympian. The same thing goes for my students; once they are my students, they are always my
students. With the advent of e-mail, this holds truer now than at any time in history.
Many of my students, now in college and beyond, continue to write me daily with questions and
requests for guidance. While some go on to pursue technical degrees, others are exploring areas in
courses of study that didn’t exist ten years ago. Additionally, my students relate how they are now
being required to produce live presentations in addition to being tested and writing quality position
papers for assessment. My students reporting the most success with presentations are doing so by
simply telling good stories using pictures and words.
In A Whole New Mind: Why Right-Brainers Will Rule the Future, author Daniel H. Pink writes,
“Stories are easier to remember-because in many ways, stories are how we remember.”1
Please let me guide you toward becoming a crafty storyteller and an inspiring educator. Embrace the
lessons in these following chapters and learn how to create and deliver inspiring academic
presentations using the audio-visual medium of Microsoft® PowerPoint.
While this text is primarily directed toward educators, many of the lessons can also be applied to
professionals who need to create and deliver presentations. Successful professionals are often
excellent educators. Successful educators and professionals possess skills and qualities that captivate
the imagination. Whether working with teenage students in flip flops or adults in business suits,
there will always be three main objectives when creating and delivering a successful presentation: to
communicate, educate and to inspire.
The purpose of any presentation should not be to merely teach or persuade but to communicate,
educate and inspire. The information that your students need to learn may involve many complex
facts and details; however, by understanding how your students learn better, you’ll have the ability
to make complex topics understandable and enlightening. Good preparation, good visuals and your
communication skills as an educator and storyteller can make your presentations deliver meaningful
learning and inspiration.

There are several individuals who deserve a great deal of credit for their inspiring intellectual work.
Cliff Atkinson’s two books, Beyond Bullet Points 2005 and 2008 editions (Microsoft Press) inspired
me to change my direction as an educator. Once I discovered that my students did indeed learn
better when I began using the Beyond Bullet Points approach, I became driven to share his message.
I’ve employed many of his ideas and adapted his template designs to work for other educators. My
personal copies of Beyond Bullet Points became so beaten and battered that I needed to get them
rebound with duct tape. Every time I pick up one of Atkinson’s books, I get another great idea. I
strongly suggest buying a copy of Beyond Bullet Points and visiting his website,
www.beyondbulletpoints.com for additional inspiration.
Another debt of gratitude is owed to Richard E, Mayer. Mayer is a Professor of Psychology at the
University of California in Santa Barbara. His Multimedia Learning (Cambridge University Press)
was another text that gave me a sense of clarity on how my students could learn better. His text was
another that I’ve worn out from continuous reading. Mayer’s Multimedia Principle: Students learn
better from words and pictures than from words alone, now an embedded mantra in my brain,
became the genesis for the subtitle of this text.
Tom Mucciolo’s writing on delivering presentations in Using PowerPoint 2003 and 2007 (Que
Publishing) directed me to use a more disciplined approach while presenting. His ideas for
presentation floor layouts worked perfectly in my classroom. Please visit Mucciolo’s website at
www.medianet-ny.com.
Robert E. Horn’s Visual Language (MacroVU Press) gave me great insight in the use of words and
pictures to draw on the emotions of my students. Garr Reynolds’s Presentation Zen; Simple Ideas
on Presentation Design and Delivery (New Riders) gave me a greater sense of appreciation of visual
simplicity.
And finally, I’d like to thank my Statistics students and colleagues at Kimball Union Academy in
Meriden, NH. Many of my students have successfully adopted the methods described in this text.
They continue to create and deliver some terrific presentations in college and beyond. It is so
rewarding whenever my students send me an e-mail with a copy of their presentation, or a note of
thanks.
In addition to this textbook, please visit my website www.academicpresentations.com for additional
resources. Also, please e-mail me at bill@academicpresentations.com whenever you have any
questions, comments or (gulp!) find any errors.
Hey! You’ve read this far which means that you too are now one of my students, just like an
Olympian.
William Landon Farrell
Grantham, NH
March 17, 2008

Please forgive my purposely adopted use of dialogue rather than narration.
Throughout this text, I purposely use dialogue rather than narration. Usually, a dialogue is conveyed
in the form of a conversation between two people while a narration is delivered to an audience.
Please forgive me for my rhetorical transgression, but I always write my stories as if I will be
conversing with my students rather than reading to them.

Chapter One for Microsoft® Office 2003 and 2007 Users

A New Direction for Presenting and Educating
We can no longer allow multimedia teaching and presenting to be underutilized or misused. We need to
change our direction when presenting ideas and educating our students. This requires that we first
recognize and understand that our students learn better with pictures and words.
As educators, we love this profession and we have messages to deliver and great stories to tell. Perhaps
you have seen someone deliver a great presentation and wished that you could learn to be as effective.
I’ve personally worked with individuals who have learned presentation skills that have taken them from
being mundane teachers to inspiring educators.
My initial frustration came from several years of creating lesson plans in which I attempted to describe
technical concepts with chalk and body language. I always felt like my messages were limited and I
wished that I had some additional visual tool that could make sense of a complex topic or to make a group
of numbers come to life. In my head I could see the visuals that I was trying to explain, however, I just
didn’t have a special tool that allowed me to project my ideas in the way that my students could learn
better. I now have that special tool, Microsoft® PowerPoint, and I have combined it with my ideas and my
passion for educating and communicating. It allows me to deliver stories and reach into the minds of my
students.

The Academic Presentations Plan
The Academic Presentations Plan begins with understanding the steps of how students select and
process information through their audio and visual channels.1 After these five basic steps of
multimedia learning are understood, educators can then begin to develop their message through a
well crafted story that is delivered with headlines, relevant visuals and a personal dialogue. Some
stories are short and specific, while others are longer. When educators engage in the Academic
Presentations Plan; their students will become inspired and experience meaningful learning.
While I could have selfishly absorbed this knowledge for my personal use and confined it to my own
classroom, I felt a sense of obligation both to other educators but more to their students. For me,
understanding the potential of PowerPoint and multimedia became a turning point in my career as an
educator.
I’ve seen educators who delivered PowerPoint presentations that were painful in their communication
breakdown. I’ve seen presentations that dragged on without making any points; presentations with too
much on-screen text and presentations where the text was so small that it was unreadable or actually
blended in with the background. I’ve also witnessed educators who sat down and read the on-screen text
with their backs turned toward their students. Unfortunately, many students see poorly delivered
presentations given by their teachers and mentors and they think THAT IS THE WAY
POWERPOINT SHOULD BE DONE. This is a terrible message and it perpetuates inferior and
poor quality learning.
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There Needs to Be a New Direction for Presenting and Educating
Some educators may think that working with PowerPoint is too difficult, too time consuming and often
too impersonal. At first, these concerns might seem reasonable; however, if these same educators could
discover PowerPoint’s enormous potential when using the Academic Presentations Plan, they would soon
discover the enormous value of using this medium. They would realize a new direction for presenting
and educating.
The audio-visual medium of PowerPoint is now widely available and educators need to know how to
unleash its potential. Educators must not merely offer canned PowerPoint presentations but create and
deliver their own personally crafted presentations and let their students get a glimpse into their soul.
Crafting a story through PowerPoint is unlike anything done before on such a scale. Currently there are
an estimated 40 million copies of PowerPoint worldwide. Important and inspiring educational messages
are now being delivered using this medium. Some of these messages are changing the course of
history! Additionally, the prices of the necessary computer equipment and projectors are steadily
decreasing, and grants and funds are now being made available to educators who have a strong desire to
pursue the direction of multimedia learning.

This New Direction will require that educators move from being Information
Presenters to Cognitive Guides.
Whenever any of my newer students ask me how or why I became a teacher, I quickly respond that I’m
not a teacher, I’m a learning facilitator. I tell my students that my job isn’t to teach, it’s to help them to
learn better.

Will we remain as stagnant Information Presenters or become dynamic Cognitive
Guides?
Educators follow many paths; and in my opinion the least effective educator follows the path of the
Information Presenter. The most effective educator blazes the trail of the Cognitive Guide.

To lead in this new direction, educators
must abandon the practice of the
Information Presenter and become
Cognitive Guides.
Educators will become Cognitive Guides
only when they become more empathetic
and put themselves in their students’
shoes.2 This will require that educators
understand how their students learn
better, prepare quality presentations and
deliver their messages through a
personal dialogue and a well crafted
story.
2
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The differences between an Information Presenter and a Cognitive Guide are as follows:
The Information Presenter

The Cognitive Guide

He fills a PowerPoint screen with an unfair
amount of text which overloads his students.

He judiciously limits the amount of text he places on
a screen, uses relevant visuals and a corresponding
dialogue.

He is not concerned with whether he is
reaching all of his students. He figures that
there are some students who just won’t be
able to process the information.
He often can be heard saying, “I teach this
stuff OK, I don’t know why they can’t learn
it.”
He prides himself on giving his students
plenty of homework.
He doesn’t understand why some of his
students neglect their homework.

He is more concerned with whether his students can
process and understand his message than with how
much information he can deliver.
He understands that students learn better through
good visuals and a conversational dialogue.
He is concerned that his students build useful
workable knowledge in their long term memory.
He communicates by telling a story in a way that
inspires his students to continue learning.

He shows a reluctance to change and adapt to
new and innovative ideas.

His lessons and presentations are delivered and
designed with respect to the way his students learn
better.

He continues to be retained year after year
with this attitude.

He is empathetic, flexible, adaptive and he continues
to learn and takes advantage of newer technology.

When Will Our Students Get the Educators They Deserve?
When we begin to move in a new direction and think of ourselves as Cognitive Guides, our students will
be able to learn better. The walls and barriers that previously inhibited learning will be torn down. We
will craft and deliver messages with skill and purpose. Those students, who were once reluctant, will step
into a new world of curiosity and learning. They will find themselves lured, engaged, inspired and
receptive.
We will also find clarity in how our students learn better. Ideas that we once considered too complex or
too intellectual for our students will be understandable. Whatever we can understand, can also be
delivered, received and understood by our students. We can stimulate their cognitive capacity, open up
their minds and deliver messages and concepts that we may once have considered too difficult for most
students to understand. However, we will accomplish this only when we begin to understand and respect
our students’ learning capacity and the limits of their auditory and visual channels.
When our students see the respect that we have for their learning capacity, they will respect us for our
efforts as educators. The values that we place on thinking, writing, showing, describing and
communicating will be embraced. If we set high standards with our own presentations, our students will
be inspired and may themselves become capable communicators who can create great ideas and articulate
their messages. The knowledge, writing and creative skills necessary to produce these classroom
presentations are all learnable. The acquisition of these skills is propelled by our desire to learn and
improve as educators who are willing to move in the direction of being Cognitive Guides.
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I firmly believe that there is enormous power when educating by telling a good story with pictures and
words. While words and context can be translated and interpreted over several languages, pictures will
always be able to stand alone in any language and in any culture. While words alone have a certain degree
of meaning, a projected photograph of an impoverished orphan in central Africa when combined with a
related personal dialogue can produce a more powerful learning experience.
As educators, we now have access to the power of multimedia tools such as PowerPoint. The unrestricted
use or misuse of this tool will produce a diminished learning experience. This is not the direction that we
educators chose to follow.
Leading in a new direction will require an understanding of the researched principles of multimedia
learning and a resolve to produce carefully constructed and delivered messages with respect to the limits
of our students’ learning capacity.
As educators we must make the commitment to lead in this new direction. Only then will our students
get the educators they deserve.

4
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Chapter Two for Microsoft® Office 2003 and 2007 Users

Knowing Your Students and How They Learn
Better
If you want to create and deliver a presentation to communicate, educate and inspire, you must
first become familiar with some multimedia concepts to understand how your students learn
better. When an educator creates and delivers a multimedia presentation using the medium of
PowerPoint, students select and receive verbal and visual information through two channels.
Verbal information, written words (on-screen text) and your spoken words (dialogue) are received
through both the visual and auditory channels. Visual information, headlines and corresponding
pictures are received through the visual channel.
This chapter will give you some insight about some of the most fundamental aspects of knowing
your students and how they learn better.

Multimedia Principle: Students learn better from words and picture rather than from
words alone.1
My “Words Alone” Story

The “Esteemed” Professor
When I was a freshman in a small teachers’ college in northern Vermont, an esteemed professor lectured
a course entitled, The Development of World Civilization. For each visit, this professor arrived wearing
his meticulously tailored business suit, a long jacket and carrying a small leather briefcase. Abruptly and
without any cordial introductory conversation, he began addressing the class in a very stoic manner,
reading narration from a pulpit about his recent visits to far-away places like Bogotá, Columbia and
going on forever while giving his lecture. At no time can I ever remember any visual; any graph, any
chart, any map or even any eye contact (with me). Most students feverishly took notes, wrote down his
rhetorical phrases, and listened as his narrated words droned on. I on the other hand, doodled and drew
pictures of ski boots, binding interface diagrams and anything else that pertained to my own interest. The
class assessment was a mid term and a final exam with mostly fill-in-the-blanks and retention questions. I
received a 55% on the mid term and never bothered to take the final. I flunked the course and I really
couldn’t have cared less. There were three possible learning outcomes from this style of teaching: no
learning, rote learning and meaningful learning. While there may have been a few students who had
some meaningful learning from this professor, I’d wager that many in the class experienced only rote
learning. I was one of the students who had little or no learning.
Creating Better Academic Presentations: Our Students Learn Better with Pictures and Words
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The “Chalk-Talk” Professor
The next semester, I was able to retake the course, however, this time it was with another professor.
Same text book, same material; however, this is where my understanding of learning changed. The new
professor was an energetic individual, always wielding a piece of chalk. He began each class stating what
was going to be covered and then he feverishly drew image after image on the chalk board while
describing situations like how the silt deposits in river bottoms rose when levees were built or how the
rhythm cycle for birth control was being used in underdeveloped countries. He would hold maps up or he
would have us move out of our seats so that we could manipulate miniature plastic horses into alignment.
He’d brandish a sword above his head while describing the courage and yet the anxiety of a warrior. He
lured us into learning, always engaging us with an open conversational dialogue. You could never look
away from this man, his ability to establish eye contact with us was powerful. He always ended his class
with a solid conclusion. He was often sweating (in the dead of a Vermont winter) and his pants and sport
jacket were always covered with chalk. This professor led me and the others out of the valleys of “no
learning” and “rote learning” to the mountain of “meaningful learning”. I began reading and digesting the
contents of my textbook with a newfound passion for learning. It was a turning point in my life; this
professor inspired me to become an educator and to adopt his craft. Most of his inspiring lectures and
stories are as clear to me now as they were forty years ago. While he didn’t have the audio-visual tools
that we have available today, he had an understanding of how his students could learn better and
followed this up with a method and purpose in his teaching. He was a passionate, empathetic educator
who energized his students by reaching through both the visual and auditory channels. He told us great
stories and he understood and practiced this very important principle; Students learn better with
pictures and words.
When an educator uses PowerPoint as a tool to design and deliver a presentation with respect to the
multimedia principle that students learn better from pictures and words, learning becomes more
meaningful. This requires utilizing both the visual and auditory channels in a researched and tested way.
Unfortunately, some educators don’t have an adequate understanding of how their students select and
process information. They see PowerPoint as a device to create slides with a bounty of text, vivid colors
and animations. Educators must move away from this direction and begin to understand that their
students have information reception limits and need time to process information. The creation and
delivering of presentations that recognize and respect students’ reception limits and processing needs will
result in more meaningful learning. PowerPoint is a tool, a multi media tool that is used in the
creation of the visual aspects of a presentation. However, it can be a dangerous tool when abused
or it can be a wonderful and creative tool that can inspire and facilitate meaningful learning.

The Academic Presentations Plan is not about PowerPoint. It is how you as an educator correctly use
PowerPoint as an applied tool in the creation and delivery of a well designed presentation that adheres
to the researched principles of multimedia learning and allows you to tell a great story.

6
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The Sensory Memory Toll Booth: Your Students Have Two Channels
Before you can get to know your students, you must recognize and understand how they learn better.
While your students may have different educational backgrounds, differences in their learning abilities
and various attitudes toward learning, there is common ground with all students. This involves how they
successfully or unsuccessfully select and process information using their visual and auditory channels.
Understanding how your students select and process information is the first step in your journey toward
knowing your students. Your students have two channels, visual and auditory.2 Think of these
channels as lanes through a toll booth. Information is like rush-hour traffic and the toll booth is like their
sensory memory. To move your information through their Sensory Memory Toll Booth, it is first
necessary to get your information into alignment. While the turnpike authority could open up a few more
lanes, this isn’t possible with your students because they only have two channels. As their Cognitive
Guide, you need to align the information, slow it down and respect their cognitive limits. Regardless of
how much information you want to present during a class period, you can only fit so much information in
a given amount of time through their Sensory Memory Toll Booth. A great deal of information can pass
through your students’ toll booth but only if you align the information and slow it down at a passable
rate. That’s just the way it is. Once the vehicle has entered the lane, the process of payment and passage
occurs (Working Memory) and the vehicle then can travel on its (Long Term) journey. There are no
“E-Z Passes” through the Sensory Memory Toll Booth.

Visual
Channel

Auditory
Channel

Figure 2-1 One toll booth, two lanes

Figure 2-2 A cognitive “crash”

Clogging a Channel
Reading on-screen text aloud at the same time that your students are trying to select and process
information actually inhibits learning.3 Although this might seem counterintuitive, “I’ll really make
them understand; I’ll read it to them!” It just doesn’t work! It creates the same mess as if you’re trying
to get the two cars described in figure 2-2 to go through a single toll lane at the same time. It jams the
system and causes a learning disaster.
Nothing scientific about
this one. It’s just what
my students told me.
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The Five Basic Steps of Multimedia Learning4
The following section is adapted from Richard E. Mayer’s Multimedia Learning (Cambridge University
Press) Chapter 3, A Cognitive Theory of Multimedia Learning.
1. Students select and receive relevant words from presented text or dialogue.
2. Students select and receive relevant images from presented illustrations.
3. Students organize the selected words in a coherent verbal representation.
4. Students organize the selected images in a coherent visual representation.
5. Students integrate the verbal and visual representation with their prior knowledge.

1. Students select and receive relevant words from presented text or dialogue.
Relevant words are selected and received through two channels. Written words or text are received
through the visual channel, the eyes, and spoken words or dialogue is received through the auditory
channel, the ears.
SELECTING AND RECEIVING WORDS FROM TEXT

Figure 2-3 Words from text are presented on-screen and enter the Sensory Memory
through your students’ eyes.
The text on a PowerPoint slide must be large enough to be easily seen by everyone in the room. This
usually requires a minimum type size of 24 points and a maximum of 40 to 44 points. Text should be
positioned near the picture and preferably in a headline form and be limited to two lines per slide.5
Any more than two lines per slide may overload your students with too much on-screen text. The amount
of on-screen text should be minimal. This means that you are going to have to edit ruthlessly. Any
extraneous on-screen text should be excluded because it seriously inhibits learning. Better learning is
realized when words are spoken as dialogue rather than on-screen text. If there is a relatively large
quantity of text required, it is best to deliver this text in shorter passages over several slides with
corresponding visuals whenever possible. Actually, it is better if text is written in the notes pages and
delivered through your dialogue and in the form of a well written structured handout that can be
delivered at the end of your presentation.6 This way your students can absorb your message with respect
to their learning ability to select and process at their convenience.
From my observations, some educators would facilitate better learning if they transferred most of
the text from their slides onto their notes pages, delivered the text through their dialogue and
offered a set of printed handouts at the conclusion of their presentation.

8
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SELECTING AND RECEIVING WORDS FROM DIALOGUE

Figure 2-4 Words from your dialogue enters the Sensory Memory through your
students’ ears.
Dialogue (or spoken words) must have the following: it should be clear, conversational tone and at a
volume level high enough to be heard by everyone in the room. A good dialogue should always be well
rehearsed, grammatically correct and follow a well written script. Your dialogue must also correspond
to the projected slide. When you need to focus on a specific thing that you say, you should black out the
screen so that your students can see you and your body language to enhance your spoken word. Avoid
talking about anything that is not related to the presentation or to the essence of your message or
the current projected visual. Anecdotes, while sometimes interesting, amusing and arousing can often
confuse, however, if you do have an anecdote or a related point, tie it together with a visual on a slide
that lends itself to the essence of your message. However, be judicious as it is important to consider
excluding extraneous and irrelevant information no matter how amusing or inspiring you think it may be.
I’ve observed some educators who rambled on in a stream of consciousness and completely fell away
from the essence of their message.
Dialogue is an integral part of the delivery of your presentation. When you correctly and strategically
remove excessive on-screen text content from your projected slide, you’ll need to pass your message
through your dialogue. Don’t depend on on-screen text to deliver your message. Deliver a strong
message using visuals, preferably pictures and a well crafted dialogue with your students. While this shift
in delivery might seem to be counterintuitive (“I have a lot of information that my students need to see”)
it is one of the least understood and yet the most powerful aspects of delivering a great multimedia
presentation. Your dialogue delivered with a good visual and minimal on-screen text gives a better
opportunity for more meaningful learning than reading aloud the same on-screen text that a
student may be struggling to read. Reading on-screen text aloud at the same time that your students are
trying to select and process information actually inhibits learning.7 In other words, don’t expect your
students to read, select and process much (or any) of your text message on-screen while you read it to
them. While it is sometimes acceptable to verbally reinforce a major point that is presented with onscreen text, reading on-screen text should be avoided. Any large amount of text material required for
your presentation should be printed in the notes pages and offered as a handout at the conclusion
of your presentation. If you did a good job inspiring your students, they will take the time to read your
text in the notes pages at their convenience. Other areas to be discussed in a later chapter deal with the
removal of extraneous sounds like music with lyrics.
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2. Students select and receive relevant visuals from presented pictures and images.
Visuals are selected from pictures and received through the visual channel, the eyes.
SELECTING AND RECEIVING VISUALS FROM PICTURES

Figure 2-5 Pictures, photographs, graphs and illustration are presented on-screen and
enter the Sensory Memory through your students’ eyes.
Pictures, photographs and other visuals should be relevant and carefully selected to add to the message of
a presentation. While some visuals may be beautiful and arouse the senses, they may not correspond and
add to the message of your story.8 While you may never get a perfect visual that corresponds to your
written script, you should try your best to get a visual to fit as close as possible.
Illustrations must be clear and understandable when projected. Do not try to WOW your students with
the coolest 3D image of a Ferrari engine. Remember that the visual channel has limits. If the illustration
or diagram is initially complex, it may be possible to separate it into a series of layers so that each layer
can be placed on a series of multiple separate slides and then assembled into one meaningful image. This
will allow students to build the image in a way that makes sense. There are also times when a pair of
pictures or photographs can be placed on the same slide for the purpose of comparison.
As you will learn later in this text, slides that are composed of a headline with a corresponding picture
give the best opportunity for meaningful learning.

10
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3. Students organize the words in a coherent verbal representation.
ORGANIZING WORDS FROM TEXT

Figure 2-6 Text words go from the Sensory Memory to the Working Memory where
images are formed and connections are made to form sounds resulting in a verbal
model.
ORGANIZING WORDS FROM DIALOGUE

Figure 2-7 Dialogue goes to the Working Memory where sounds are formed resulting in
a verbal model.
Students will “pay attention” when you design and deliver a presentation with a good clear dialogue
and a judicious and limited use of on-screen text.
Text words (figure 2-6) are brought from the Sensory Memory into the Working Memory for processing
in the cognitive system. Organizing and making sense of these text words requires your students to begin
building connections between the selected text images and the corresponding sounds they create to build
a coherent verbal model.
Your dialogue (figure 2-7) is brought from the Sensory Memory into the Working Memory for
processing in the cognitive system. Organizing and making sense of your dialogue requires your students
to begin building the sounds into a verbal model. Students read the limited on-screen text , listen to your
dialogue and organize this information into a cause and effect pattern.
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The movement of on-screen text words via the visual channel is limited. This is why the on-screen text
must be limited. Additionally, avoid reading the on-screen text to your students.9 The movement of
your dialogue through the audio channel also has limits. Your dialogue must be clear, understandable and
without extraneous distractions.

4. Students organize the selected visuals in a coherent pictorial representation.
ORGANIZING VISUALS IN A COHERENT PICTORIAL REPRESENTATION

Figure 2-8 Pictures go from the Sensory Memory to the Working Memory where images
are formed resulting in a pictorial model.
Pictures are now being brought into the working memory to build a pictorial model.10 While a picture
may tell more than a thousand words, detailed images can present so much information that they may
require a longer viewing time or over several slides to begin making sense to the learner. Don’t rush
through each slide. Take the time so that your students can absorb the impact of your visual. Not all
learners can absorb the same amount of information from a visual in the same time period. This is one
reason to also consider having your presentations available for review by offering handouts, CDs or by
posting them as PDF Notes Page view downloads on a website.
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5. Students integrate the verbal and visual representation with their prior
knowledge.
INTEGRATING VERBAL AND VISUAL REPRESENTATIONS WITH PRIOR
KNOWLEDGE

Figure 2-9 Input that initially came through the verbal and visual channels now
integrates with any prior knowledge.
This is the most crucial step in the cognitive process, making a connection between a word based and
image based representation. Input, initially entering from the verbal and visual channels now begins to
connect and integrate with any prior knowledge. This integration builds connections between words,
images and prior knowledge. It is the prior knowledge that helps coordinate this complex integration
process.11 This is what making sense means.
When your students begin making sense of your presented message, you are succeeding.
Some students will have more prior knowledge about a subject than others. These students tend to need
less guidance in understanding the message of your presentation.
Some students will have more spatial ability. That is, they can visualize pictures in their head more
easily than other students. These students have an advantage in that they can process verbal (or text)
information and create images.
Do not assume that there is an abundance (or any) prior knowledge and never assume that everyone can
create visual images from your spoken or written words. Both the audio and visual channels should be
used simultaneously to facilitate effective learning. However, realize that there are reception limits and
whenever words are being delivered through both the visual and auditory channels at the same time, there
may be an information overload.

It’s Up to You!
These five steps in applying PowerPoint to the researched principles of multimedia learning allowed you
to see the way that relevant text, dialogue and visuals are selected, processed and integrated with prior
knowledge. However, it is how you create and methodically deliver audio-visual information that makes
the difference between a learning disaster and a learning success. When well done, the result is
meaningful learning with corresponding output and knowledge.
Creating Better Academic Presentations: Our Students Learn Better with Pictures and Words
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The Five Course Meal Analogy

A five course meal has an appetizer, soup, salad, entrée and desert. What would it be like if a waiter
brought you your dinner with all five courses at the same time? It wouldn’t make for an enjoyable dining
experience. There needs to be a sequence and a time to savor and enjoy each course in its due time. It
might be possible that some individual could eat their salad, soup and desert at the same time while
chugging down a glass of wine but this would be a form of overload or perhaps gluttony.
The waiter who serves all five courses at once is similar to an educator who improperly designs and
delivers a multimedia presentation. This educator’s objective is to merely deliver information. This
educator stuffs information down the throats of his students and overloads their senses. While you can
deliver an enormous amount of information using PowerPoint, you must not. You’ll overload and
overwhelm your students in the same way as the waiter who delivers all five courses of food at the same
time. To rephrase a borrowed passage from Cliff Atkinson’s Beyond Bullet Points, “…narrow down all
the things you could say to only the most important things you should say…”. 12
Just as diners have limits in how they can savor and enjoy their food, your students also have limits as to
how they can select, process and integrate information.
Think of each of these five courses as my approach in presenting you with the five basic steps involved
in successfully applying PowerPoint to the researched principles of multimedia learning. Just as each
course needs to be served separately to enjoy the meal, each of the five basic steps needs to be considered
separately in order to build an understanding of the whole concept.
As an author, educator and cognitive guide, I tried my best to serve each of these above five steps in an
ordered sequence. My purpose was to have you be able to process and understand this information.
Before presenting the integrating diagram, figure 2-7, I separated the prior steps into a series of diagram
layers that built up to the meaning of the integrating diagram, figure 2-7.
While it may have taken you some additional time for you to process each step, I hope that I guided you
into the understanding the integrating diagram, figure 2-7, with a clear understanding of how it all works.
While it makes sense to me, it really doesn’t matter unless it makes sense to you. If you can
articulate how each step works, you have acquired good construct knowledge.
Had I taken the lazy-author route of using figure 2-7 as the only visual for this section, I would have been
merely presenting information and your learning might not be as good. Because this is a textbook, I’m
somewhat limited with this media; however, if I had the opportunity to deliver these five basic steps in a
PowerPoint presentation with appropriate visuals and using my dialogue, I’d wager that you may have
learned better.
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Diversity in Your Students
Now that you have some familiarity with these five steps involved in multimedia learning, it’s time to
find our some of the particulars about your students.
Different students need to be addressed in different ways. One group of students may be more
sophisticated or worldly than another. The age level and academic maturity of your students must always
be taken into consideration. While one group may have some understanding in a specific subject area,
another group may be working without any prior knowledge on the subject.
Despite the fact that many of your students may have no prior knowledge in a subject area, always
address students in a positive conversational tone that makes them feel like they are capable learners.
Conversely, never assume that your students know a great deal about a subject. Always ask a few
probing questions and then frame your introduction in a tone that will give those students, with little prior
knowledge, some kind of foundation and confidence.
Find out the specific interests of the students such as their home town, choice of music or something
about them that would make them different than another student and adjust your presentation to heighten
the level of their interests. This often means preparing for your presentation by reading student files or
searching for some background information about the audience. Try to create a “student profile” and set
the presentation parameters. Your presentation should be appropriately tailored to your students.

Similarity and Differences of Your Students
Try to find areas of similarity between you and your students. Also tell them about things that make them
similar to other students to whom you have presented.
Then go the other way. Try to find the things that make your students different from you. Also find
things that may make them different from other students to whom you have presented. These differences
are important when creating and delivering a message.
Don’t reflect on the melodies and lyrics of Burt Bacharach and Hal David to a group of students who
were born after 1988. Conversely don’t reflect on the melodies and lyrics of the Hansons if the mean
average age of your students is 56 years.

Direct Contact with Your Students
The more direct contact (experience) you have with a particular group of students, the easier it is to
create and deliver a more targeted message. When you present to current students, you may feel more
comfortable than when presenting to a group of new students.

Your Students’ Demographics
When you cannot have a direct contact with a group of students, you might have to profile your students
by demographics. Try to research your students’ culture and language.
If your students are made up of students where English is a second language, your presentation may need
to employ more general and conceptual terms, using fewer words and perhaps more visuals, graphs and
symbols.
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Find Out what Motivates Your Students.
Try to find the element that you will be presenting that may motivate your students. This might mean
changing or adding a visual, rewriting a headline or adding or leaving out part of your dialogue.
Understand that some groups may be motivated by different things, perhaps fear, perhaps grades or even
pride. Try to look for something that may motivate your students.
I was invited to deliver a presentation to a group of competitive cyclists who were considering taking up
Nordic skiing as an off-season activity. The presentation was given several hundred miles from my home
and I had never met any of these athletes. Before writing a word, I found out as much as possible about
the competitive background of this group, their ages, aspirations etc. I received a list of the athletes who
would be attending the presentation and then searched the web using Google® for their race results. I was
able to get some actual photos of them competing. I designed my presentation by placing some of their
results and photos into my visuals and related some of the highlights of certain races. When the slides
came up, there was an electric buzz in the air. Their focus during my presentation could not be higher.
My audience was enthused, engaged and hung onto every word, faithfully anticipating each subsequent
slide. This was no canned presentation, but a lasting opportunity that resulted into some excitement and
some very meaningful learning. From the start, these athletes recognized that I was grabbing an
opportunity by connecting with them personally.
While some of the initial buzz and chatter may have led to a momentary lapse in the thrust of my
presentation, the added value created by my audience’s heightened personal interest was worth the chaos.
It was pride in their own racing achievements that served as a strong motivator to this group. With
a well developed motivator, the original objective will not be changed but made more specific to your
students.

Testing the Multimedia Principle:
Students learn better from words and pictures than from words alone.
When I initially began reading Multimedia Learning by Richard E. Mayer, I became very curious about
his research, specifically with its effect on retention. I decided to design a study with three of my classes
composed mostly of high school seniors. Although this wasn’t formal academic research, the results
redirected the way my students and I approached learning.

Reinhold Messner, Murdering the Impossible, November 2006, National Geographic
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The November 2006 issue of National Geographic featured an article on the life and exploits of Reinhold
Messner.13 This individual is arguably one of the most famous mountaineers in history; however, not one
of my students had any prior knowledge of his existence. I decided to deliver an overview of the Messner
article, Murdering the Impossible, using three different delivery methods to three separate groups of
similar students.
First Group (Using Words Alone)
I read a ten minute narration on the Messner article to the class and then handed them a twenty question
retention ability test. The results of the first group were as follows:
Mean 56%

Median 55%

Range 35-70%

Standard Deviation 11.95

Second Group (Using Pictures and Words)
I delivered a series of twenty slides, each with a two line headline and a related photograph of Messner
taken from the National Geographic photo archives. I read from the same narration as the first group;
however, I paused for a few seconds as each slide was projected to allow the students to read the headline
and process the visual. I did not read the headlines. I then handed them the same twenty questions that I
gave to the first group. The results of the second group were as follows:
Mean 71%

Median 70%

Range 60-90%

Standard Deviation 7.95

Third Group (Using Pictures, Words and Discussion with Notes)
I delivered this final presentation to a third group using the same series of twenty slides and related
photographs of Messner while reading from the same narration and pausing for a few seconds as I did
with the second group. However, this time, I blacked out the screen after each fourth slide and instructed
the students to turn to a friend and quietly discuss what they had seen. I also allowed them to write down
any notes on a separate sheet of paper during their discussion.
At the end of this third presentation, I allowed the students in this group a few additional minutes for
discussion and note writing. I then asked them to turn in all notes and handed them the same twenty
question retention ability test. The results of the third group were as follows:
Mean 87.1%

Median 90%

Range 70-100%

Standard Deviation 9.51

Figure 2-10 The results above indicate the retention for three separate groups of similar
high school seniors. Each group of 16 students was given the same information by the
same instructor; however, the information was delivered using three different methods.
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The results of this informal study are notable because of the differences in the scores of each group. Each
group represented a similar mix of learning abilities, yet their ability to retain facts was significantly
higher when pictures and words were used. When pictures, words, notes and discussion were used, the
results were even more impressive. Responding to the suggestion of a colleague, I allowed the third
group to use notes and discussion among themselves at selected intervals.
When I presented the findings to each class, the first group actually resented me for using them as guinea
pigs. The second group indicated how helpful the pictures were. The third group was convinced that the
combination of pictures, words and taking notes while they were given time-outs to discuss the
presentation with other students, was extremely helpful. Additionally, this brief study actually ignited the
third group’s curiosity for Reinhold Messner, the National Geographic, climbing Everest without oxygen
and Messner’s mountain museums in the South Tyrol. In fact, a few days later, a student came to class
with the November 2006 edition of National Geographic and others indicated that they had visited
Messer’s website. Many of the third group students responded with, “Why can’t we be introduced to
material that way in our other classes?”
Why?
Maybe it is because too many educators keep moving in the direction of being Information Presenters
instead of Cognitive Guides.

Our Students Learn Better with
Pictures and Words.
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Chapter Three for Microsoft® Office 2003 and 2007 Users

Great Presentations Are Really Great Stories
Why a Story is the Key to Delivering a Great Presentation.
One of my students submitted a request for presenting. The title of her presentation was simply, “My
Trip to France”. When I asked her to give me some additional details about her upcoming
presentation, she simply gave me a timeline detail of each day of her trip in chronological order. She
indicated that she had taken over one hundred shots with her digital camera and wanted to simply
present the photos and “talk about each one as it popped up on the screen”.
“Hold on.” I said, “What’s your story about? How will you get all of the other students engaged in
your presentation? You can’t just ramble on with a steam of consciousness can you? When you talk
with others do you just simply talk for talking sake?”
She responded, “Well yes. Sometimes I like talk with my friends and we like don’t have anything to
like say, it’s called ‘small-talk’ Mr. Farrell.”
The problem was that not everyone in the class was one of her “small-talk” friends. There were
some students of other areas of interest and I didn’t want them to be subject to this potential
presentation abuse.
After discussing some of the details about the who, what, why, where, when and how of her trip, a
story and a very good one began to develop. There were certain things that happened to her on the
trip that were really life changing. I needed to get her to tell her story and present this material in a
thoughtful and orderly way. With guidance, she began the task of writing it out in a systematic way.
Her story gradually came to life. She started with a picture of her home in a very small village in
Vermont that reflected a rural New England culture. She built her story template around conflicts she
experienced and the culture shock when she arrived in France fully expecting to see her French host
family “dressed in berets, holding loaves of bread and singing with a squeeze box accordion”.
Instead, she was greeted by an international family; some from India with turrets and long skirts with
other members in long white robes, speaking Arabic. She described how she desperately tried to call
her father on her cell phone and wanted to get back on the plane and go home to Vermont.
Eventually, the girl went though some cultural crises, but finally, embraced her new relationship
with the complex family. She described many of the risks of stereotyping people and made some
great points that related to other students. She used her digital photos and related her headlines to
each picture. She built a turning point as to how she eventually became comfortable in the culture
and how she greatly appreciated the experience. She used many supporting points while describing
the family, the topography and the economy; all the while weaving the theme of her culture shock.
The small talk that might have resulted if she went ahead without consul and coaching never
happened. Instead, she delivered her presentation in clear conversational sentences that were read
from a lectern. Her pace was nearly perfect and her delivery was clear. She developed her story with
impressive poise and a clean, crisp dialogue.
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In the end, she concluded with humor and charm and produced a meaningful, well received presentation.
She adhered to her script, rehearsed her dialogue and inspired her audience. What began as a presentation
destined for a disaster, turned into a quality performance with a lasting message.
Her audience responded very favorably. Her question and answer period demonstrated the depth of her
understanding and in a little less than twenty minutes, she created a very meaningful learning experience
with her audience.
She told a story.
She took what could have been the same old, same old and built it into a story,….her story.

It’s All About the Story
Telling a good story is a powerful way to communicate complex facts, however, a good story needs to be
rooted in the mechanics of the story structure. A good story requires the following elements:

The Title and Byline
While your presentation may have required the help from others, it is you who are telling the
story and delivering the message. Select an appropriate title and always put your name on
your presentation.

The Introduction
Where and When? This establishes the setting for your story.
Who or What is this story about? Try to get your students to relate to your story.
What is the Obstacle? Describe a problem that needs to be solved.
What is the Desired Result? Show a “destination” where you want to lead your students.
What is a Possible Solution? This gives the purpose for your story.

The Three Major Points of Your Story
Deliver three major points (with additional supporting sub points).

The Turning Point of Your Story
Tie everything together into one main turning point.

The Conclusion
Establish a conclusion that begins the closure for your story.
These elements will be discussed in greater detail in Chapter Four.
Don’t back away from the story. Your students have great expectations. While they are in the
classroom, you are the center of their attention. Don’t let them down. Build a great story.
Inspire them to develop a passion for learning. We educators can and must do a better job.
Great presentations begin with great stories and these stories are best delivered with
pictures and words.
20
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The Great Storytellers Use Pictures and Words.
Al Gore, Nobel Peace Prize Recipient, former Vice President of the U.S.,
Presenter and author of An Inconvenient Truth

“Rin Tin Tin was a movie star. I just have a slide show.” 1, March 21, 2007, Al Gore
responding to former house speaker Dennis Hastert during the House Energy
Subcommittee Hearing on Global Climate Change1
After being defeated in his 2000 bid for the U.S. presidency, Al Gore assembled and edited a “slide
show” to educate the public on global warming. I once considered Al Gore to be too rigid and
hollow to be any kind of Cognitive Guide. I was dead wrong about this guy. When doors close,
widows open. Gore went on to reinvent himself to superstar status as he dug into his soul, found his
message and delivered it to the world with pictures and words. His “slide show” has become one of
the most compelling audio-visual presentations in history. In 2004, film director Davis Guggenheim
became so inspired by Gore’s presentation that he immediately began working with him. This
collaboration resulted in the award winning documentary, An Inconvenient Truth.
Like all great storytellers, Gore delivers his message by engaging us in a beautiful and reflective
introduction. “You look at the river gently flowing by. You notice the leaves rustling with the wind.
You hear the birds; you hear the tree frogs. In the distance you hear a cow. You feel grass. The mud
gives a little bit on the river bank. It’s quiet; it’s peaceful. And all of a sudden, it’s a gear shift inside
you. And it’s like taking a deep breath and going ‘Oh yeah, I forgot about this.” 2
He defines the problem, develops the story and offers a possible solution. Finally, he leaves us with
understanding, meaningful learning and inspiration. Gore conveys his message with pictures and
words and speaks to us from his heart. This is the essence of great educating and great storytelling.
While many embrace Gore’s message, others, in the political, academic and scientific community,
remain critical. In my opinion, his critics resent him because he is able to tell his story with such
great conviction and they can not. While they continue to struggle when presenting (to themselves)
with canned rhetoric, boring presentations and slides filled with bulleted text, Gore tells the world a
convincing story with pictures and words; a story that goes all the way from a PowerPoint “slide
show” to a Nobel Peace Prize.
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Greg Mortenson, founder of the Central Asia Institute and author of Three Cups
of Tea

“…but I’m not an educator, I build schools.” 3 October 2007 Bellows Falls, Vermont
while presenting at a local middle school.
Greg Mortenson inspires people. Internationally recognized for building schools in Pakistan villages,
Mortenson captured the hearts of hundreds of students, teachers and parents one autumn evening in
the small town of Bellows Falls, Vermont, by telling his beautiful story. In his peaceful and low key
manner, he drew on the emotions of his audience with only his pictures and words. When
complimented on how much meaningful learning transpired that evening, Mortenson, the
quintessential essence of humility, responded, “…but I’m not an educator, I build schools”.

James Taylor, Singer, Songwriter and Guitarist, Multiple Grammy Winner,
Honorary Doctorate of Music from the Berklee College of Music, Boston,
Massachusetts.

“Now the first of December was covered with snow, and so was the turnpike from
Stockbridge to Boston.” 4 August 2007, Manchester, NH, Verizon Arena
It isn’t enough that James Taylor is a brilliant songwriter and singer, he is also an engaging
storyteller. During a recent concert, my wife and I were treated to an interlude with Taylor telling the
story of his creation of “Sweet Baby James”. He told his story with projected images of his family,
his friends and a picture of his first car, a Ford Cortina. Taylor related how he’d written the lyrics for
this song while driving the Cortina down toward New Jersey to visit his newborn nephew, James.
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Chapter Four for Microsoft® Office 2007 Users
2003 Users please go to page 97

Developing Your Story and Writing Your Script
While you may know your purpose for presenting, how your students learn better, who your students are,
and that telling a good story makes your presentation more effective, how do you begin this seemingly
complex process? I have two ways of thinking about developing a story. I’ll try to communicate this by
first telling a personal story. What did you expect?

The Hardware Store Story
For thirty years, my wife and I have taken different approaches when shopping in a hardware store. Before
going into town, my wife usually finds a quiet moment where she writes down a list of items in a very
orderly way. As she enters the hardware store, she scopes the store for the big picture usually looking at
the overhead signs and then methodically chooses her selected items.
I take a different approach. To me, a hardware store is a big adventure. I usually have some idea of what
items I need; however, I rarely write out a list. As I enter a hardware store, a form of chaos often ensues. I
wander aimlessly down the aisles, often fascinated by the assortment of pipes, connections, tools and
innovative products. I want to purchase items that I didn’t even know existed. My wife looks on in
disbelief as I gaze in a trance during my hardware store adventure. I consider my shopping experience in a
hardware store to be a catalyst for my inspiration in which I am often affected physically and get goose
bumps. I start getting ideas about what I need to complete a household task or even to begin a new project.
Eventually, we both get our shopping done; however, here lies the big difference: my wife’s way is more
purposeful. My brainstorming way, while being filled with fun, goose bumps and inspiration, is more
chaotic. My wife usually ends up with exactly what is needed and spends less money. I end up with many
things that I want. Some of the items I purchase are purposeful; however, many items often go unused and
eventually end up in the landfill.
The hardware store story can be related to building a presentation. One educator can patiently sit and write
a well crafted outline about what he wants to say, put his ideas in order, develop the script for his dialogue
and then select the appropriate and relevant visuals. Another educator may like to look at as many visuals
as possible and then create a story and write the script to go along with the visuals.
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From my experience with creating presentations, there is reason to initially consider both ways. However,
my very best presentations are those in which I write down my ideas before I select my visuals as it
gives my presentation better direction. Looking at a set of visuals before writing gives me inspiration.
However, when I select my visuals before writing down what I want to say, I find myself shackled
because I am forced to craft my story around the visuals instead of selecting the visuals around my story.
While I encourage you to initially peruse a variety of possible visuals for inspiration, your
presentation will be more effective if your story outline is written before your visuals are selected.

What is a Story Outline?
The Story Outline is the basic structure that allows you to build your story in a systematic outline form by
filling in the blank headline fields of the Academic Presentations Story Template. The template used in
the Academic Presentations Plan is modeled after the template developed by Cliff Atkinson in Beyond
Bullet Points (Microsoft Press).1 The Academic Presentations Story Template is available for copying
on the last page of this chapter. You can also access a copy with the companion CD or by going to
www.academicpresentations.com and click on “Build Presentation”.

What Can Happen When You Don’t Write a Story Outline?
One of my students wrote a story outline with so much information that it spilled over the bounds of his
headline fields. He wrote at least three times as much permitted by the space allotted. He told me that he
just couldn’t reduce the number of words to fit the headline fields and when he transferred the headline
fields of his Story Template to the slides in his PowerPoint file, there was so much text spilling out of the
headline area, there was little room left for a visual. After some counseling, he procrastinated and then told
me that he would be changing his topic to something he considered more interesting. In short, he neglected
to write a clear story outline and he failed to adhere to the guidelines. Unfortunately, I wasn’t able to meet
with him before his he gave his presentation.
When he began his presentation, I soon realized that serious trouble was brewing. His slides were filled
with text that was small and unreadable. He selected a different background color for each slide and some
of the text color blended in with the background. He was turning his back to the audience while reading
from the slides, promoting his personal agenda on a controversial issue without any consideration for
balance or an opposing viewpoint. He was speaking from a stream of consciousness with no apparent
direction. He began to overload the class with slide after slide of seemingly unending and often boring
information.
What was supposed to be a 15 minute presentation dragged on to over 45 minutes and the attention span of
the class was going into overtime (and well beyond cognitive overload!). His information was flawed and
he had several typo errors. While the class remained respectful, I could see that they were becoming
increasingly impatient. I finally asked him to stop. I told him that with all of the preparation work that we
did as a class, he had violated nearly every rule about giving a good presentation.
“Mr. Farrell, I’m not finished”
“Yes Charlie, you are finished. You’ve basically killed us for nearly 45 minutes and I can no longer allow
you to hold the other students in this class as hostages to your presentation.” This is what I’d specifically
warned against when you were building your first presentation.
A few of my students said that I was overly harsh on Charlie, that he was one of the brightest students in
the school and that I had humiliated him by cutting short his presentation. Other students understood that I
was making a strong and painful statement about the need to prepare well and respect the cognitive limits
of the audience.
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One student later said that Charlie’s presentation was similar to the many presentations delivered
by some of their teachers who simply rambled on until the end of class with slide after slide of dense
information. Herein lies the problem; the tolerance level of presenting poorly is related to a
educators who continue to produce and deliver poor quality presentations. It’s not surprising that
many students also produce poor presentations when they observe their teachers who produce and
deliver poor quality presentations. Educators cannot hold their students as hostages while delivering
poor quality presentations and subject them to boring lessons day after day.
When we write a sentence, we begin with an uppercase letter; then we introduce the subject, slow down
for the commas, release the action through the verb, relate the object and finally, pause at the period.
Although there are a myriad of ways to compose words, to communicate complete thoughts, we need to do
it through the structure of the sentence. Likewise, to communicate our thoughts through a presentation, we
also need to do it through a structure. This communication is best done through the structure of a
story that has a Title with a Byline, an Introduction, Three Major Points, Further Explanations and
Details, a Turning point and a Conclusion.

Writing Your Story Outline with the Academic Presentations Story Template

Figure. 4-1 The Academic Presentations Story Template
The Academic Presentations Story Template is what I consider an educator’s version of the template
initially developed by Cliff Atkinson in Beyond Bullet Points. The Academic Presentations Story
Template that you’ll be using to develop the story for your presentation can be accessed with the
companion CD or by going to “Build Presentation” in www.academicpresentations.com.
You can also make copy of the printed form at the end of this chapter. The Academic Presentations
Story Template guides you in outlining the structure of your story. This template is actually a Microsoft
Word® document that can be edited, saved and the fields that you fill in will be transferred to a Holding
Document. These fields will then be further edited and will eventually become the headlines in your
PowerPoint file.
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Choosing between the Handwritten or Automated Approach to Develop Your Story

Figure 4-2 A view of the possible approaches used in developing your story

Using the Handwritten Approach
When using the Handwritten Approach, a copy (or copies) of the Academic Presentations Story
Template (found on the last page in this chapter) can be made. You’ll fill in the blank headline fields with
a pen or pencil and then rewrite what you have written in these fields as headlines to individual slides in a
specially formatted PowerPoint file. This approach works well for shorter presentations and lessons.

Using the Automated Approach
When using the Automated Approach, you enter and edit the elements of your story directly into the
Academic Presentations Story Template (this file is on the companion CD or can be downloaded from
“Build Presentation” at www.academicpresentations.com). The elements you enter into the headline
fields are then temporarily transferred to a Holding Document where they are further edited, and then
automatically pasted into the headlines of your specially formatted PowerPoint file. Although the
Automated Approach takes a few more steps, it is inherently easier and more productive with longer
presentations.

Thoughts on which Approach to Use: Handwritten, Automated or a Combination of
Both Ways.
I find that I am more creative when handwriting my outline on a blank copy of the Academic
Presentations Story Template (found on the last page in this chapter). I often use this handwritten
approach to “control” my brainstorming activity. In Presentation Zen (New Riders), author Garr Reynolds
states, “One of the most important things you can do in the initial stage of preparing for your presentation
is to get away from your computer.”2 I couldn’t agree with him more.
After writing out my headlines (I sometimes use several template copies), I then type the headlines into
my computer using the Academic Presentations Story Template and then use the Automated
Approach from there. This combination of approaches is the way that works well for me. I’d suggest that
you initially consider writing down your headlines on a copy of the Academic Presentations Story
Template.
Additionally, a Handwritten Presentation Building Kit can be found in Appendix B. Using copies of
this kit will allow you to brainstorm, write your headlines, sketch your slides and compose your dialogue
in the good old-fashioned, tried and tested way with pen and paper.
The Academic Presentations Story Template can be found on the last page in this chapter and the
Handwritten Presentation Building Kit can be found in Appendix B. Both can be found on the
companion CD or by downloading them in “Build Presentation” in www.academicpresentations.com
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Beginning the Process of Writing Your Story
It is critical that you capture the attention of your students with a strong introduction. Get them to focus on
you and your message as quickly as possible. If you begin your presentation with a strong and well done
introduction, your students will begin paying attention, classroom noise will diminish and there will be
focus. A poor introduction is a sure signal to your students that you are about to waste their time. A good
introduction tells your students that they are about to go on an inspiring journey and that you will become
their Cognitive Guide.
Throughout this text, I use the presentation, “Windchill: Oh Baby It’s Cold Outside” as an example. I
initially developed this presentation for my statistics students during their study of bi-variate data and the
relationship between wind speed and ambient air temperature. I firmly believe that by using this type of
story-based presentation with relevant visuals, a well delivered dialogue and by encouraging students to
read additional study materials produces a far better way to facilitate learning. From my experience, it
yields a richer and more meaningful learning experience than the traditional classroom methods of using
only lectures and having students take notes or worse, transcribe your notes.

Open the Academic Presentations Story Template and Enter the Title and Byline:

Figure 4-3 The Title and Byline Field in the Academic Presentations Story Template
It is important that you give adequate thought to your title and perhaps ask others for suggestions and
guidance. While you are well into the writing process, a more appropriate title may become apparent. The
title field or any of the headline fields can be changed whenever necessary. Even though you may have
other people assisting you with your presentation, it is your name that goes in the byline. Your
presentation is your responsibility. Without your byline, the presentation might appear to look “canned”.
The work that you are presenting is your responsibility. This leads to the overall credibility of your
message. A presentation without a byline is faceless information. It’s your presentation, your creation, so
stand behind it with pride. I like to use my first, middle and last name because I’ve met too many other
“William Farrell”s in my life. I strongly encourage my students to take pride in their work.
Place the cursor in the first blank field and enter your Title and Byline.

Write the Headlines for the Introduction Section
Each of these fields will become the headlines for your slides. Try to use full sentences and emphasize
brevity and clarity.

Figure 4-4 The Introduction fields in the Academic Presentations Story Template
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Where and When?
This establishes the setting for your story. The Where does not necessarily need to be a physical location.
It could be a state of mind and the When does not need to be a specific date. However, be a bit more
specific than “Once upon a time”. Also, don’t open up your presentation with a statement which is unclear
or too controversial as this could diminish the attention of some of your students. In the model, Windchill:
Oh Baby It’s Cold Outside, I used a fictitious quote “The windchill will be 50 below tonight in northern
New Hampshire” to firmly establish the Where and When? for this introduction.

Who or What?
To get your students to relate to your presentation, try to involve them as the Who in your story. As a
presenting educator, you guide your students while they give you their support. I’ve found success when
I’ve established my students as the main characters and make my presentation personal to them. For
example, with my statistics students, I’ve often used data that involves their grades, their demographics
and their friends.
Whenever I orientate my presentation around the activities and interests of my students, a positive
feedback loop usually results. If your students have some stake in your presentation, they will pay closer
attention and gain meaningful learning. This requires tailoring your presentation to your students. In the
Windchill model, I specifically used “New Hampshire residents occasionally hear these windchill
warnings.” in the Who or What? headline field because the presentation was designed to be delivered to
students living in New Hampshire.

What is the Obstacle?
When I first encountered this directive toward making an interesting story, I questioned why I needed to
state that there was any obstacle or anything wrong for that matter. I was just trying to present
information. Wouldn’t this upset my students? However, after reading on the subject of writing stories and
rereading some of my favorite short stories, I realized that the most interesting and well written stories
involve some type of conflict or overcoming some obstacle. In any academic or educational pursuit
there is always some obstacle that needs to be overcome or a problem that needs to be solved. To
craft a good story, it is often necessary to expose and develop some form of obstacle or conflict.
Describing some problem or obstacle that needs to be overcome sparks the interest in your students and
they will soon appreciate listening to your presentation. There is always some obstacle or some form of
conflict that needs to be recognized and addressed. Learning in itself creates a problem. Your students
need to be moved from a state of being uninspired, questioning and not understanding… to a state of
understanding and enlightenment. Remember you are leading your students in the direction of
understanding as their Cognitive Guide. The obstacles encountered in moving in this direction present the
problems. In the Windchill model, I used a question, “What does this windchill stuff mean and who
figures it out?” to describe the Obstacle.

What is the Desired Result?
Can this obstacle be overcome? Can this problem or conflict be solved? I like to think of this as the
destination that I want to lead my students toward. The desired result with students is their eventual
understanding and enlightenment. There should always be a desired result or some destination toward
understanding where you want to lead your students. This destination or state of understanding
requires some form of solution to create the emotions necessary for your students to become engaged and
actively participate in your presentation.
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Defining the obstacle and the desired result will trigger your students to begin anticipating. This will
propel them to start selecting and absorbing the upcoming words and pictures. In the Windchill model, I
suggested that “An understanding of windchill might help us make better decisions.” to indicate the
Desired Result.

What is a Possible Solution?
While you can’t realistically offer a complete solution with a few lines of text, this headline field will set
up the interest for your students. If you guide them by offering a solution, they will become engaged
participants. While this may involve some creative thinking on your part, it becomes the foundation for the
rest of your presentation. This possible solution also gives a real purpose for your presentation. As we
discussed in Chapter Two, you are not merely presenting information, you are guiding your students on a
turbulent journey toward understanding and meaningful learning. This process is much more effective
than simply presenting slide after slide of information. In the Windchill model, I used, “I’d like to share
my research to help you understand windchill better.” to propose a Possible Solution.

Preview of the Three Major Points
This will be the headline for the single slide often used with crisp-transitioned animation to introduce the
Three Major Points in a quick 1-2-3 sequence. Consider the combination of this headline and slide to be
the preview of coming attractions. In the Windchill model, I used, “Windchill is a calculation, a serious
warning but not an excuse.” to give a Preview of the Three Major Points.

A Few Thoughts on Completing the Introduction Section:
By the time your introduction is finished, your students and audience should understand the Who, What,
When and Where of your presentation. However, there is room for variation in that these elements do not
necessarily have to always follow this sequence. If you believe that your story may be enhanced by
rearranging these elements, or expanding the number of slides, you should consider a revision of the
sequence.

Write Your Headlines for the Major Points Section. These consist of the Three Major
Points, the Further Explanations and the Further Details.
Before Writing Your Three Major Points, You Need to Develop a Three Major Points
Sentence.
Although you may have a number of wonderful and inspiring ideas, your presentation will only be
successful when your presentation can be broken down into one sentence with three major points. You
may be able to stretch a fourth but remember, while you may think that what you have to say is the most
important information ever delivered, your students need to be convinced and not overloaded. Having the
discipline to be able to boil your presentation down into one strong sentence with three major points
is the essence of building an inspiring presentation with clarity and focus.
If you think that you can capture the minds and hearts of your students with a presentation overloaded
with information that you think is important, you’re only fooling yourself. It doesn’t work. You need to
condense your presentation into one sentence (with three major points) that tells a story. In Beyond
Bullet Points (Microsoft Press), Cliff Atkinson refers to this as an elevator pitch. “—can you tell me
quickly what you’re going to say?”3
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The next time a student asks, “What are we going to be learning today?” you should be able to respond
with one sentence with three major points. If you can’t condense the essence of your presentation into one
sentence with three major points, you are not ready to continue filling in the Academic Presentations
Story Template headline fields. If you can’t write a Three Major Points Sentence as in one of the forms
below (What, Why or How), keep working on it until you succeed. If you can’t condense your
presentation into three major points, why would your students, or anyone else want to listen to you
anyway? Hopefully, I’ve used “If you can’t” enough times to emphasize the need for being able to write a
sentence with three major points. Quite simply, if you can’t, you can’t! Work on it until you can!
I think I can
I think I can

Consider Writing Your “Three Major Points Sentence” in One of These Forms:
Using WHAT
If the possible solution requires a WHAT response, use the following sentence form:
The three ways that the problem can be resolved are to understand that first __________, second
____________ and third________________.

Using WHY
If the possible solution requires a WHY response, use the following sentence form:
The three main reasons why you (or others) should consider the solution are first __________, second
____________ and third________________.

Using HOW
If the possible solution requires a HOW response, use the following sentence form:
The three ways as to how you (or others) can overcome the obstacle are first __________, second
____________ and third________________.
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Use Your Three Major Points Sentence to Write the Headlines for the Three Major
Points.
The Three Major Points that you listed in your Three Major Points Sentence should be entered into the
large fields in the Three Major Points section. Please refer to the example template in figure 4-5. If you
carefully considered your Three Major Points when writing out the sentence, these three points should be
appropriate. Using the example from the Windchill: Oh Baby It’s Cold Outside presentation, I was able to
construct the following Three Major Points Sentence using the “WHAT” sentence form.
The three major points that I’d like to share to give you better understandings of windchill are, first…
Windchill a calculated value, second…Windchill is a serious warning and third…Windchill should not
be used an excuse for enjoying the outdoors.
What are we
learning today?

1. Windchill is a
calculated value.
2. Windchill is a
warning.
3. Windchill is not
an excuse.

The Further Explanations
The Three Major Points may also need additional supporting points that will occupy the adjacent area in
the Further Explanation fields. You may not need to use any or all three Further Explanations. These
Further Explanations can be constructed with a sentence in a similar way that the previous levels for the
major points were developed. Please refer to the example template in figure. 4-5.
The following is an example of how I further explained the First Major Point, “Windchill is a calculated
value” with three Further Explanations.
To further explain that “Windchill is a calculated value”, first… Windchill is not measured with an
instrument, second… A thin protective layer of air surrounds your skin and third…We can never get
the surface of our skin below the ambient air temperature.

The Further Details
The three Further Explanations may also need to be supported by Further Details that will occupy the
adjacent area in the Further Details headline fields. You may not need to use any or all three Further
Details fields. These Further Details can be constructed with a sentence in a similar way that the three
previous levels were developed. Again, please refer to the example template in figure. 4-5.
The three Further Details as to how “Windchill is not measured with an instrument” are first…Siple
and Passel conducted a study of windchill 1945, second…A new windchill index was established in
Canada in 2001 and third…Calculators and charts to calculate windchill are readily available.
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This process repeats for the remainder of your presentation. Depending upon the length of your
presentation, it may not be necessary to have all headline fields filled in. Each of your Further
Explanations headlines can be supported by an additional level of Further Details headlines. Each of
these headline fields should ideally be filled in with a complete sentence. While each of your headline
sentences should be grammatically correct and punctuated with a period, I’ve occasionally used a single
word or a phrase as a headline for emphasis or effect. Also, try to make the content of your headline
sentence brief, yet understandable. While you might use the “WHAT” form to introduce your Three
Major Points headlines, the Further Explanations headlines could be a response in the “WHY” or
“HOW” form and continue in this way through the Further Details headlines. For example, the Three
Major Points could describe “WHAT” is needed to overcome an obstacle and the Further Explanation
headlines could respond by answering “WHY” or “HOW” this could be done. This action/reaction keeps
your story moving and sets up the strong dynamics for your presentation. At first, writing the body of your
story using this method may seem a bit difficult; however, after you’ve created and delivered a few
presentations, you’ll become a very skilled writer.

A Few Thoughts on Completing the Three Major Points Section:
Please understand that writing these headlines requires some reflection and thinking. The Academic
Presentations Story Template is only a guideline for building and producing an inspiring and well
received presentation. There are times when you can explore your personal creativity by varying the
sequence and improvising. These brief, well written headlines will become an integral component of your
students’ learning experience. In Beyond Bullet Points (Microsoft Press), Cliff Atkinson states the
importance of a writing good headlines, “…when you import your headlines in the title area of your
PowerPoint slides, your audience will have no doubts what you want to communicate because they can
read it for themselves at the top of each slide”.4
The bulk of the verbal information that you will be communicating should be accomplished through your
spoken dialogue with your students and not as text on the screen. Please let me repeat that again, the
bulk of your verbal information should be accomplished through your spoken dialogue and not as text
on the screen. Our students are not ink blotters! We must respect the limits of their cognitive capacity.
For many educators who have been building and delivering PowerPoint presentations using slides full of
dense text and bullet points, this is an abrupt departure point from how it may have been done previously.
We now live in a changing age of visual language.5 Our “right brain” kids are now ready to take off! 6

“Then you'd better start swimming or you'll sink like a stone
For the times, they are a changing”
Bob Dylan
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The following model is a sample of the Three Major Points Section:
Major Points

Further Explanations

Further Details

First Major Point

Second Major Point

Third Major Point

Figure 4-5 The Three Major Point Section in the Academic Presentations Story
Template
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The Turning Point

Figure 4-6 The Turning Point in the Academic Presentations Story Template
After writing the fields in the Major Points Section, you’ll need to tie everything together into one main
Turning Point. Carefully review everything you have written so that you can get to this very critical
point, the Turning Point of your story. I’ve written some turning point headlines that were questions and
others were written as statements. However, the essence of the Turning Point is that you are reflecting on
the solution you offered during your introduction and your students should begin to sense that the
presentation is moving toward an ending (winding down) with an appropriate closure. In the Windchill
model, I used, “With careful preparation and appropriate clothing, we should all get outside and
embrace the winter weather.” as a Turning Point.

The Conclusion Section
There are four fields in the conclusion. This begins the closure for your presentation.

Figure 4-7 The Conclusion fields in the Academic Presentations Story Template

Revisit the Obstacle.
The headline in this field should reconnect your students to the problem stated in the introduction. While
you do not have to restate the problem or obstacle verbatim, it should reflect the conflict.

Revisit the Desired Result.
Again, this headline field should not be a verbatim restatement of the desired result in your introduction. It
should be a reflection on the solution that you offered in your introduction. By this time, your students
should have a sense of clarity because they now have a greater depth of understanding after absorbing
your major points, explanations and details of your presentation.

State the Climax.
The sentence you write in this field should provide a strong conclusion to your story. It should be a
powerful statement that reflects on the dynamics of your story.

State the Resolution.
This sentence should indicate closure to your presentation and open up additional dialogue for questions
and conversation with your students.
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Make a Printout and Save the Academic Presentations Story Template
Make a printout and save the Academic Presentations Story Template as a Word® Document. Rename it
using your Title and Story Template as the suffix. (Example: Windchill Story Template)

Transferring the Contents of the Academic Presentations Story Template to the
Headlines Holding Document
To prepare your headlines in the Academic Presentations Story Template to become the headlines of the
slides in your PowerPoint file, you will need to transfer the contents of the Story Template into a Holding
Document. The headlines in this holding file will be edited and “cleaned up”. The following is a diagram
of the process of transferring the contents of the Academic Presentations Story Template to the edited
Holding Document.

Figure 4-8 The process of transferring the headlines to the Holding Document

Open Your Story Template.
On the Home tab in the Editing group, click Select; then go down to Select All. This will highlight and
select all of the headlines in your Story Template.
Press Ctrl-C to copy the selected headlines
Click the Office Button and click on New to create a new Word document.
Position the cursor in the new Word® document. This will be your Holding Document.
On the Home tab in the Clipboard group, click the Paste button.
On the drop down menu, click Paste Special.
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In the Paste Special Dialog Box, select Unformatted text and then click OK

Figure 4-9 Select Unformatted Text in the Paste Special Dialogue Box
The headline fields of your Academic Presentations Story Template will be pasted into the Holding
Document and will appear to be somewhat scattered at first. These lines of text are the headlines that you
wrote in the Academic Presentations Story Template; however, they will now need to be “cleaned up”.
The unedited text in the Holding Document will look like the example in figure 4-10.

Figure 4-10 This unedited Holding Document needs to be “cleaned up”
To “clean up” the unedited Holding Document, remove all extra spaces between words and add new line
breaks where needed so that you end up with only one headline per line. You may need to select all of the
text and set your text to single spacing. The “cleaned up” Holding Document will allow you to take a
final look at the flow of your story. If you need to make any spelling corrections or rearranging, this is the
time to do so.
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Figure 4-11 A “cleaned up” edited Holding Document

In the Editing Section under the Home tab, click Select All
Select Arial or Calibri for the typestyle in the Font section.
When you are finished editing this Holding Document, you should have one headline per line. At this
time, you can also get a “big picture” view of your headlines and insert or delete any text as appropriate.
Save this document as a Word® 2007 Document as Your Title Holding. (Example, Windchill Holding)
Important: Make sure that you save it as a Word® 2007 Word Doc. If you save it as a Word® 972003 document, it will not transfer to your PowerPoint slides.
It is now time to go to Chapter Five. Transferring Your Headlines into a PowerPoint File
A blank Academic Presentations Story Template is located on the following page. Make a copy this if
you wish to use the Handwritten Approach or just for brainstorming.
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Academic Presentations
Presentation Story Template
Insert your title and byline below:
Your Title and Byline
Your Introduction
Where and When?
Who or What?
What is the Obstacle?
What is the Desired Result?
What is a Possible Solution?
Preview the Three Major Points
Points Major Points
How

Why

or What

Write your introduction headlines below:

Further Explanation
How

Why

or What

Further Details
How

Why

or What

The Turning Point
Your Conclusion
Revisit the Obstacle
Revisit the Desired Result
State the Climax
State the Resolution
Copyright©2008, William L. Farrell, Academic Presentations, Grantham, NH 03753 www.academicpresentations.com
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Chapter Five for Microsoft® Office 2007 Users
2003 Users please go to page 113

Transferring Your Headlines to a PowerPoint
File
The following is a visual of how the headlines in your edited Holding Document are transferred into a
PowerPoint file.

Figure 5-1 Once the specially formatted PowerPoint file (the Academic Presentations
Slide Formatter) is ready, the headline fields in the edited Holding Document are then
transferred to this specially formatted PowerPoint file. Each headline in the edited
Holding Document becomes a headline for each slide in the specially formatted
PowerPoint file.

To Transfer the Headlines in the Holding Document to a PowerPoint File, You Will
Need to Get the Academic Presentations Slide Formatter.
The Academic Presentations Slide Formatter is a specially formatted version of a PowerPoint file
designed with the ideal settings for the Slide Master and Notes Master. The Academic Presentations
Slide Formatter allows you to bypass several technical steps and focus on writing your story rather than
laboring through the technical aspects of formatting a PowerPoint file. Additionally, the Academic
Presentations Slide Formatter can be saved as your default PowerPoint file to your local hard drive so
that whenever you click the PowerPoint icon, the specially formatted file will open with the ideal settings.
The Academic Presentations Slide Formatter can be copied from the companion CD located in the back
of this text. You may also go to www.academicpresentations.com and get the Academic Presentations
Slide Formatter in “Build Presentation”.
Note: If you do not have access to the internet or the companion CD located in the back of this text, you
can build an Academic Presentations Slide Formatter with the ideal settings for the Slide Master and
Notes Master by going through the process as outlined in Appendix D-part1 for Microsoft® PowerPoint
2007 users.
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Getting the Academic Presentations Slide Formatter from the Companion CD
Open the companion CD and click on the Academic Presentations Slide Formatter icon and save it on
your local hard drive. I usually save it on my desktop.

Select and Save the Academic
Presentations Slide Formatter

Figure 5-2 The Academic Presentations Slide Formatter from the Companion CD
While you can open up the specially formatted Academic Presentations Slide Formatter from your
desktop, you can also make the Academic Presentations Slide Formatter the default PowerPoint file.
To make the Academic Presentations Slide Formatter the default PowerPoint file, do the following:
Open the Academic Presentations Slide Formatter.
Click the Microsoft Office Button, click Save As, and then in the Save As dialogue box, Click Save As
type drop-down arrow, and select and click PowerPoint Template.
Select and click Blank in the dialogue box. Click OK to save.
The Academic Presentations Slide Formatter is now your default PowerPoint file. Each time you click
the PowerPoint icon, a specially formatted PowerPoint file with ideal settings will open.

Getting the Academic Presentations Slide Formatter from

www.academicpresentations.com

To get the Academic Presentations Slide Formatter, go to www.academicpresentations.com and click
on “Build Presentation”. The following screen will appear.

Select and Save the Academic
Presentations Slide Formatter

Figure 5-3 The Academic Presentations Slide Formatter from www.academicpresentations.com
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Click on Academic Presentations Slide Formatter text and save it to your local hard drive. I usually
save it on my desktop.
While you can open up the specially formatted Academic Presentations Slide Formatter file from your
desktop, you can also make the Academic Presentations Slide Formatter the default PowerPoint file.
To make the Academic Presentations Slide Formatter the default PowerPoint file, do the following:
Open the Academic Presentations Slide Formatter.
Click the Microsoft Office Button, click Save As, and then in the Save As dialog box, Click Save As
type drop-down arrow, and select and click PowerPoint Template.
Select and click Blank in the dialog box. Click OK to save.
The Academic Presentations Slide Formatter is now your default PowerPoint file. Each time you click
the PowerPoint icon, a specially formatted PowerPoint file with ideal settings will open.

Transferring the Headlines from the Holding Document to a PowerPoint file
The headlines fields in the Holding Document are now ready to be transferred to the Academic
Presentations Slide Formatter (or your new default PowerPoint file). The headlines in the Holding
Document will be transferred in their correct order and become the headlines in each slide of the
PowerPoint file. While this process involves a few careful steps and a bit of patience, it automates an
otherwise laborious task of having to enter a headline in each slide separately.
When this transfer process is complete, you will be able to open up your PowerPoint presentation file and
be greeted by an appropriate headline for each slide. This gives a great sense of direction as each slide will
be like a highway directional sign. Those who do not go through this planning process are faced with
opening a set of empty slides with a generic template having bullet points and no direction.
If you have made the Academic Presentations Slide Formatter your default PowerPoint file, simply
click on the PowerPoint icon to open the file. If you did not make the Academic Presentations Plan
Slide Formatter the default, click on a copy of the Academic Presentations Slide Formatter.

Figure 5-4 The Default PowerPoint Icon
On the Home tab, in the Slides Group, click New Slide, and near the bottom of the drop-down menu,
click Slides from Outline.
Microsoft Office Button

Click New Slide

Click Slides from Outline
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In the Insert Outline dialog box, locate and select the Holding Document. You should have the suffix
Holding added to the title. Example: Windchill Holding
Click on the Holding Document
The headlines in the Holding Document should now be transferred to the PowerPoint file.
Important: If the headlines do not transfer to the slides, you may not have saved the Holding
Document as a Word® 2007 format. Your Holding Document must be saved as a Word 2007 file.
Also, make sure that the Holding Document version is both saved and closed before transferring the
headlines to PowerPoint.
On the View tab in the Presentations View, click Normal.
Click on the top slide in the slide section in the left column.
Click the Home tab.
Click Select All in the Editing section.
Click Layout in the Slides section.
Click on the Title only icon.
Delete any unused white slides without headlines.
You’ll notice that some of the headlines may not fit perfectly in the title area. This problem will be
addressed in the next section, “Editing and Cleaning Up Your Headlines.”
Save this PowerPoint file in a convenient location. It is wise to make frequent back-up files to insure
that your hard work is not lost. In the Windchill model, I simply used “Windchill” as the
PowerPoint file name. Additionally, I make a practice of initially saving this file as a Presentation
file in both the PowerPoint 2007 and PowerPoint 2003 version.
Congratulations! You have now written your story, transferred and saved your headlines in a PowerPoint
file.

Editing and Cleaning Up Your Headlines
An effective slide headline should have a font size with at least 40 points, large enough to be seen at
the back of the room. The headline font should be preferably Arial, Calibri or some other san serif
type, meaning without a bunch of curves, squiggles or “gingerbread”.
Serif style has a curved shape and is more appropriate for slower reading such as you see in the body
of the text you are reading now (Times New Roman). This curved style font makes the reader slow
down and absorbs the written material in a slower manner. It is important to understand that when
text is written on a screen during a presentation, it is written for fast, quick reading as you are
presenting with a dialogue. Serif style font such as Times New Roman has no business on a
presentation screen.1 Serif font is appropriate only for the notes body in the handout pages where
students can absorb the material at their own rate of speed and comprehension.
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Click View, Normal and scroll through your slides to look at your headlines. Make sure that your
headlines are in Arial, Calibri or some appropriate san serif typestyle that is at least 40 points in size. Keep
the typestyle consistent throughout your presentation. If your headlines exceed the boundaries, they are
too wordy. Edit to make sure that your headlines do not exceed two lines. You may also need to “stretch’
the headline over two slides. To do this, end the headline on the first slide with an ellipsis … and begin the
headline on the second slide with an ellipsis… for example:
First slide “Windchill rapidly cools the surface of our skin…”
Second slide “…however, the temperature of our skin never gets below the ambient air temperature.”
Once your headlines are cleaned up, you are ready to go to Chapter Six, Assembling Your Presentation
and Developing Your Dialogue.

Note to Those Using the Handwritten Method:
If you hand wrote your headlines using a printed version of the Academic Presentations Story
Template (see Appendix B for the Handwritten Presentation Building Kit) , you can now open the
Academic Presentations Slide Formatter and type your headlines directly to the PowerPoint file.
Click on the first white slide and press Ctrl-D as many times as you will need slides for your presentation.
For very short lessons requiring a few slides, this handwritten method works well.

Notes
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Chapter Six for Microsoft® Office 2007 Users
2003 Users please go to page 119

Assembling Your Presentation and Developing
Your Dialogue
The white background slides in your PowerPoint presentation file will now have your headlines
positioned at the top of each slide. Any white background slides without headlines can be deleted.
There are additional special slides that have been inserted as the last slides in your Academic
Presentations Slide Formatter. These are the Dark Bookend Slides, and the Red Reference Slides.
At your earliest convenience, it is strongly recommended that you save your PowerPoint presentation
file and create a folder for this and all other files associated with your presentation. In the example
used in this text, Windchill is the name I chose for my PowerPoint presentation file. I also created a
folder named Windchill Presentation and placed all associated files in a convenient location (I use the
desktop) on my local hard drive.

At This Point, It’s Not about the Pictures
Most students who begin building a presentation with PowerPoint usually consider selecting the
pictures a priority. While it might seem reasonable to consider selecting pictures and visuals as a
priority, you need to get the “big picture” of your presentation before selecting the “little”
pictures”. This requires viewing your headline slides in the Slide Sorter view. This view will
displays the “big picture” by giving you a visual layout of your slides and allows you to use your
headlines as a reference for the development of your spoken dialogue. If you begin the development
of your dialogue by referencing pictures, you may easily lose the focus of your message. Your
dialogue development should not be a response to your pictures and visuals. Use your headlines to
develop your dialogue first and then select the pictures and visuals.
Your presentation is about your ideas and your ideas are developed through your headlines and
your dialogue. Pictures are not your ideas; pictures are used to reflect and compliment your ideas.

Understanding the Three Working Views: Normal, Slide Sorter and Notes Page
PowerPoint has three working views to build and assemble your presentation slides. Each of these
views displays a different perspective of your individual slides. Any editing done in one of these
views will automatically be updated in the other views. To change views, select View and in the
Presentation Views tab select Normal, Slide Sorter or Note Page view.
Normal view is where the object editing for
size, crop, color etc. is made. You can write
your dialogue in the pane at the bottom.
Slide Sorter view is the “big picture” view
where your slides are displayed in rows in a
storyboard format.
Notes Page view is a separate view with a
smaller area for your slide and a text box for
writing your dialogue. This is also the layout
for your printed notes handouts.
Figure 6-1 Three Views of PowerPoint
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The Dark Bookend Slides
The first and last slides are the Dark Bookend Slides. These are simply a pair of slides with a dark
background; black usually works best. These are the first and last slides in your presentation. The
first slide sets up the presentation protocol as it produces a black screen and eliminates any
extraneous visuals, such as the contents of your desktop. It is very unprofessional to have students
enter the classroom and see your personal desktop being displayed on the projector before
your presentation begins. The second of these two slides is positioned at the end of your
presentation to signal the end of your presentation without filling the screen with unwanted visuals.
This also sets up the environment for your question and answer session.

Figure 6-2 The Dark Bookend Slides

The Red Reference Slides
The Red Reference Slides are hidden slides which do not appear in your presentation but are present in
the Normal and Slide Sorter views. They are used as guides when you set up your storyboard in the Slide
Sorter view to locate the beginning of the introduction, the major points, the turning point and the
conclusion. The Red Reference Slides consist of the following:
The Red Reference Slides
Introduction
Major Point #1
Major Point #2
Major Point #3
Turning Point
Conclusion

Figure 6-3 The Slide Sorter View of the Dark Bookend and Red Reference Slides. These
slides are found at the end of your PowerPoint file.
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Setting Up Your Storyboard in Slide Sorter View
In the lower right of your PowerPoint screen, there are three buttons for Normal, Slide Sorter and Slide
Show views. Next to these buttons is a Zoom toolbar that adjusts the magnification of the views.
Click the Slide Sorter view button and drag the handle on the Zoom toolbar so that all of your slides are
as large as possible and within view. See Figure 6-4 as an example.

Buttons for Normal,
Slide Sorter and Slide
Show views

Zoom toolbar to adjust
the magnification

Figure 6-4 The Slide Sorter view of the storyboard with the headlines slides

Using Your Story Template as a Guide

Figure 6-5 Using the Story Template as a Guide
Print a copy of your Story Template as a guide to locate the position of your Red Reference Slides. While
using a printed copy of the Story Template as a guide, click on the appropriate Red Reference Slide and
position it to the left of the corresponding headline slide. Also, position a Dark Bookend Slide at the
beginning and another at the end. You may want to build another set of reference slides with different
colors for the explanation and detail slides. This can be done by duplicating any Red Reference Slide and
changing the color and text to build a set of Further Explanation and Further Detail slides.
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Making a Printout of Your Storyboard
To make a printed copy of your storyboard, simply make a screen shot from your keyboard and paste it
into the body of a Microsoft Word Document (or a PowerPoint slide). Crop the picture and make a
printout. See Chapter Thirteen, page 88 for more information on producing a screen-shot.
Another option is to make a printout with nine slides per page. In the Print Dialogue box, choose
Handouts at 9 slides per page (see Figure 6-6). You can spread these pages out and use your Story
Template as a reference guide.

Figure 6-6 Using the Print Dialog box

Developing Your Dialogue
Please notice that throughout this text I continue to refer to this as dialogue and not narration.
While some (perhaps many) would argue that this is called a narrative, I’m going to take a bit of
rhetorical license and continue to refer to this as dialogue. A dialogue involves having a
conversation with your students, a more conversational and personal means of communicating.
Narration is formal communication; a more impersonal means of telling.
As educators, we should think more in the spirit of conversing and communicating with our students in
the form of a dialogue rather than telling them something in the form of a narrative.
The creative process involved in writing your dialogue often creates anxiety. While you may have been
able to comfortably fill in the blank fields of the Story Template, writing your dialogue may initially
create a sense of mental paralysis. This is where you will be exposing your strengths (or weaknesses) as
an effective communicator with your students.

Prepare and Practice
Writing the dialogue that will be eventually delivered in your presentation can be somewhat intimidating.
However, with preparation and practice, your fear will diminish. When I began training for my pilot’s
license back in 1971, I quickly realized that flying a plane was inherently more complicated than driving
an automobile. I was very intimidated by the complexity of the tasks and the idea that I’d one day fly
alone did not make me feel secure. Fortunately, I had a terrific flight instructor, Rick Kalustian who
isolated each movement, and built my confidence one step at a time. Checklists were religiously used
and a logbook documented each element of my success. I repeatedly rehearsed each movement before
every lesson. Rick would always talk me through my difficulties in a calm conversational tone.
Eventually, everything came together and I was able to routinely go through the procedures. Finally, Rick
had me land the plane and without warning, he turned to me and said, “You’re on your own Bill. Make
three touch-and-goes and I’ll meet you over at the office when you’re done”.
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Rick opened the door, jumped out of the cockpit and said, “Good luck.” I went through each routine in
my head, pushed the throttle all the way in, let off the brakes, kept the nose centered on the runway, used
a little right rudder and at about 60 mph, the Cessna 150 began to lift and then…. I was flying by myself.
I looked down, saw Rick walking toward the office and suddenly thought “Holy ####, I’m actually flying
this plane alone and there is no turning back”. From that point I realized an important life lesson. When
you prepare and practice you can do things that you once thought were beyond your own
intellectual or physical capacity.

Figure 6-7 Learning to write and deliver an effective dialogue is like learning to fly small
aircraft. If you prepare and practice, you’ll be flying. However, if you don’t…….
Before you can solo with your own presentation, you’ll also need to prepare and practice. Before you can
metaphorically fly your own presentation, you’ll need to prepare by understanding the craft of
writing a good set of speaker notes that will assist you in delivering your message with an effective
dialogue.
This dialogue is written in the form of the Notes Pages which can initially be read for each slide. As you
rehearse and you become more familiar with your slides, you may be able to deliver your presentation
without reading your notes. However, to insure that you have clarity and can deliver important content,
using the Notes Pages is initially the best way to go.
The tone of your dialogue should be conversational. I write out my speaker notes in a type size of 20
points (this has already been formatted for you in the Notes Page view) which allows me to easily see
(without eyeglasses) while reading my dialogue to my students. I have a three ring binder that holds each
of my Notes Pages. I methodically read from each page and when I’m finished, I simply turn the page
and advance the slide. I also have tabs on each page which allow me to always turn the top tab and insure
that I never need to fumble with the pages. This gives the delivery of my dialogue a more seamless effect.
These page tabs can be found in most office supply stores.

Some Thoughts about Reading from Your Notes
While many presentation coaches dissuade their students from reading from a set of notes, I’ve found that
reading from my notes works best for me. It initially gives me control of my content and clarity and after
a few rehearsals; I find myself able to make more eye contact, use appropriate body language and deliver
a solid presentation. Eventually, I don’t need my notes; however, without initially using these Notes
Pages as the foundation for delivering my dialogue, I usually flounder. With my notes as a guide, I can
usually deliver a meaningful and well coordinated dialogue. I’ve seen well intentioned educators and
even professional presenters go off on a tangent and lose the essence and focus of their message
when they speak without the guidance of a good set of notes.
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Using the Normal View to Write Your Dialogue
Position the cursor in the notes pane below the slide and start typing.

Type your notes here
in the Normal view

Figure 6-8 Writing your notes in the Normal view

Using the Notes Page View to Write Your Dialogue
While you can write your dialogue in the Normal view, I prefer writing my dialogue in the Notes Page
view.

Type your notes here
in the Notes Page view

Figure 6-9 Writing your notes in the Notes Page view
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The Art of Writing Your Dialogue
Click on any headline slide, look at the headline (you wrote it) and then speak in a conversational tone as
if you were talking to a trusted friend. Say anything that comes into your head without repeating the
headline. Now write down exactly what you said. Don’t edit it; don’t check for spelling or grammar;
don’t change it in any way. Just write down what you said about the headline.
Click on another headline slide and repeat what you experienced with the previous slide. Keep doing this
for several slides. Speak and write, speak and write, speak and write. Try to keep in mind that you are
crafting a story that is built on a problem-solution model. You are speaking and writing in a
conversational tone. You are creating a dialogue, not a narration. Get into the mindset that you are
having a conversation with a trusted friend.
Begin editing your dialogue in the Notes Page view. Rework your dialogue so that it is written in
grammatically correct sentences and paragraphs. If you need to inject a note for a pause, use some form
of symbolism such as a series of periods…….. as your written speaker notes can also be offered as
handouts.

A Few Thoughts on Writing Your Dialogue
I sometimes find it helpful if I can get away from my computer and write down my dialogue with pencil
and paper. One way that I’ve found useful is to print a set of headline slides with an adjacent area for
some brief writing as well as some rough sketches which will be discussed in Chapter Seven.
Make rough sketches in the
headlined slides for concept.

Handwrite your thoughts for a dialogue
in the lined areas.

Figure 6-10 A set of headline pages with your thoughts and some rough sketches.
To produce a set of these headline pages to handwrite your dialogue, do the following:
Click Print the Office Button
In Print What?, scroll down and click Handouts
In the Slides per Page box, click 3
Click OK
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Chapter Seven for Microsoft® Office 2007 Users
2003 Users please go to page 127

Building Effective Slides with Headlines and
Visuals
An effective slide is a simple slide with a headline written in a full sentence and a picture or visual,
period! The slide by itself doesn’t tell the story; you tell the story through your dialogue. The slide
supports your ideas. Slides loaded with “bells and whistles”, bullet points, animated graphics and
other “gingerbread” are obstacles to meaningful learning.

“Can you see what I’m saying?” 1
“No, I can hear what you’re saying but I can’t see what you’re saying. I need a
picture!”
The “16-70” Rule
In the Academic Presentations Slide Formatter, the default layout has 16% of the slide’s area
reserved for the headline and 70% for the picture. The reason why so little area is allocated for text
is because 16% is all that is needed for a gripping headline. Anything more than 16% of the area and
you’ll have too much on-screen text. It only seems reasonable that the remainder be used for the
picture. However, the real reason why the picture gets such a big share of the slide’s real estate is
because a good picture or visual can help convey your message with far greater strength than with
text alone, especially when the picture is combined with a headline and your spoken words. The
following examples are of two contrasting experiences. The first is delivered with a bulleted text
slide; the second, on the following page, has a headline and picture. Both have different narrations
that you can read out loud.

The Words Alone Experience
We may be experiencing Climate Change
The earth’s climate is changing.
The canals in the Netherlands have not frozen
over in forty years.
People used to skate on these canals.
The ice on these canals was somewhat bumpy.
I had a cousin named Ard Schenk who skated
as much as 50 kilometers in one day.
Ard and his children can no longer skate on
these canals because they no longer freeze.

I purposely used a mirror image for each of the slide’s bulleted statements as the narration.
Amazingly, I’ve seen it done this way while the presenting individual aimed an obnoxious laser
pointer at each statement while reading bulleted text with his back turned toward his students. This
bulleted slide is dense, excessively wordy and overloads the students’ processing ability.
Unfortunately, this is what many presenters do with PowerPoint and this is why learning suffers.
Let’s see what happens when a headline, picture and a related dialogue in story form are used.
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The Headline, Picture and Dialogue Experience
In 1965, my cousin Ard Schenk skated on the canals in
the Netherlands. Each day after school, Ard and his
friends ran home, laced up their skates and rattled over
these canals for 50 kilometers. That’s 32 miles as we
know it. Ard’s dad used to say that every night at
dinner, Ard’s face would fall into his plate from
exhaustion. Ard said that every winter day was the best
day of his life.
Unfortunately, Ard and his children can no longer skate
on these canals because they haven’t frozen over in the
past 40 years.

Hopefully, comparing the bulleted slide experience with the one above will give you some
understanding of how our students learn better with pictures and words. By combining a headline,
picture and a related dialogue in story form, the second example appeals to our students’ emotions
while presenting meaningful information at the same time. Students are drawn into the picture, they
become engaged, they ask questions and they begin constructing knowledge. At the conclusion of a
presentation, I usually offer printed handouts in Notes Page view as well as other relevant reading
material. When this is done well, my students become curious, more inspired and engaged.

What Makes an Effective Slide?

16% Headline and 70% Visual

Designing your slide with a gripping headline and a related picture or visual will draw your
students’ attention toward enjoying your story and understanding your message. The following is
one example of an effective slide that adheres to the “16-70” rule:

16% for the slide’s headline

70 % for the slide’s visual

Figure 7-1 An effective “16-70” slide with a headline and picture
The Academic Presentations Slide Formatter configures the slide to adhere to the “16-70” rule.
Additionally, it insures that each headline is aligned left and displayed in 40-point Arial font. By
using this format with complete, grammatically correct sentences (with periods), your students will
become familiar with the consistency of your headlines. I have a strong preference to align the
text to the left rather than centering it because this practice adheres to the way students in
western countries are conditioned to move their eyes toward the upper left with each new page
or slide. In Presenting to Win, Jerry Weissman refers to this as conditioned carriage return,2
referring to the movement of the carriage of an old mechanical typewriter.
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Sketching Your Visuals on a Set of Printed Handouts
After writing the dialogue for my headline slides, I often print a set of handouts (3 slides per page)
and draw rough sketches and stick figures for each slide. The process of drawing quiets my mind
and allows me to explore and go beyond the limits of available visuals. While many of my sketches
might look like rubbish, I don’t cower from doing this because these rough sketches are an
unrestricted reflection of my imagination. Occasionally, my students come upon one of my
developing storyboard sketches and the resulting belly laughter makes the day worthwhile. While
these images will eventually be replaced by high quality graphics and pictures, they serve as an
important intermediary step in creating a meaningful learning experience.
In the 2008 edition of Beyond Bullet Points (Microsoft Press), Cliff Atkinson encourages sketching
to apply your more creative side, “…don’t worry if your not an artist—just do the best you can to
capture the general idea of what you’re looking for, even if it’s the simplest stick figures, shapes and
arrows”.3 Robert E. Horn’s groundbreaking work Visual Language (MacroVU Press) includes a
selection of easy to draw facial images that reflect expressions of emotions.4 Additionally, Visual
Language displays bounteous material for drawing sketches to reflect your ideas.
Interestingly, I often find that once I draw a sketch, I have more clarity and often modify my
dialogue or headline as a result. This type of adjustment is a beneficial part of the creative process
and will be further discussed in Chapter Eight.

Sketching Your Visuals with a Tablet Laptop or a Writing Pad
With the advent of the tablet laptops and writing pads, your rough sketches can now be drawn
directly in the PowerPoint file. Both PowerPoint 2003 and 2007 allow you to use your stylus to
draw directly in Normal view and the Slide Show view. In Normal view, click the Review tab and
Start Inking button. In the slide Slide Show view, press Ctrl-P.
If you don’t have access to a tablet laptop, there is a viable alternative that will permit you to sketch
directly on your slides in both Normal and Slide Show view. This is a compact writing tablet and
stylus called the Wacom® Bamboo Writing Tablet. It costs about $75.00, connects directly to your
computer’s USB port and will also permit you to highlight, draw and illustrate while presenting in
the Slide Show view. Once you present with this device, you might throw your laser pointer in the
waste bucket. Additionally, by inserting a few blank white slides at the end of your storyboard, you
can quickly access a vibrant display to use for sketching diagrams and visuals while presenting.
These images can also be saved, printed and copied for your students’ reference. More importantly,
you’ll never have to turn your back on your students.

techdigest.tv/2007/05/wacom_bamboo_co.html

Windchill: Baby It’s Cold Outside

Figure 7-2 A Wacom stylus and writing pad and one of my very rough sketches.
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How to Get Pictures and Visuals
First, Get a Digital Camera!
At the risk of having this sound like a mandate, please get a digital camera! Using a digital camera
greatly enhances your ability to get the best visuals for your presentations. Any digital camera with
three mega pixels or greater is adequate. I carry mine in a small nylon case attached to my belt and I
take several pictures in the course of a day that can be used for presentations. It is not always
necessary to get the exact photo for your presentation. A variety of photo images can be edited in
PowerPoint and used to support your ideas.
Once you’ve crafted your story with headlines and your written dialogue, it is easier to get the
pictures, especially if you have your own digital camera and use it whenever a photo opportunity
arises. You’ll be surprised at how many common everyday occurrences lend themselves to pictures
that can align with your story and enhance your message.
I also use my digital camera as a scanner whenever I need to copy a photo from a text book or
magazine. Always take a small pad to write down the source of your photo for your closing credits
slide. By using the close-up mode and turning off the flash, I can get acceptable images of old
snapshots, photos, diagrams and images. Negatives and slides can be sent to a file transfer service to
get CDs made with JPEG images. I’ve also shot digital photos of projected 35 mm slides and
captured acceptable images. Finally, if you still can’t find the picture or visual for a certain slide,
draw it on your tablet or writing pad. If you don’t have one of these devices you can take a black felt
tip pen and draw an image on a sheet of paper, photograph your sketch in close up mode and save it
to your hard drive as a JPEG file. Once again, don’t worry if you’re not an artist; even a stick figure
with a headline works better than words alone.

Figure 7-3 A photograph of a sketch inserted into a headline slide

Other Sources for Getting Digital Photographs
There are several sources for getting digital photographs. One of the most frequently used is
Google® Images. There, you will usually find acceptable images, however, make sure that you get
the resolution high enough to insure an acceptable image and always record the source of your
photograph for the Closing Credits slide.
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Other sources for finding relevant visuals for presentations
Digital Photograph Sources and Services
iStockphoto, www.istockphoto.com
National Geographic, www.ngm.com at the end of each article, there is a forward slash and a
number that offers some stunning high quality images and accompanying narration.
Google Image, www.google.com
Stock.XCHNG , www.sxc.hu
Getty Images, www.gettyimages.com
Herma, www.herma.com
Corbis, www.corbis.com
Microsoft Clip Art and Media Gallery
Images with newspapers

Building a Pool of Digital Photographs
Accumulating a pool of digital photos is relatively easy. In fact, it might be too easy as managing
the quantity of your digital photographs can become unwieldy. I save mine onto my hard disk and
make backups with CDs. I also use two external hard drives, each with 160 GB capacity and
organize my folders by subject and display them in thumbnail view. In this last year alone, I
recorded and organized over 16,000 photos with a $150.00 Nikon® Coolpix. That’s less than a
penny per photograph and I still have the camera. You will need to set up some form of organization
using folders to classify your photos by subject, date or whatever. I’ve set up an organizational data
base to locate my photographs by date, subject, location, and people photographed.

Printing a Contact Sheet of Your Selected Photos
One way to easily review a group of pictures is to save them in folders on your hard drive(s) and
then print some contact sheets. I usually select my “candidate” photos and then view them in a
contact sheet form. Using Photo Printing Wizard, I select the photos for consideration and then
print a set of contact sheets in grayscale. I place these sheets of 36 images into a three ring binder
where I can circle them, make notes and select the appropriate photos for my presentation.

Figure 7-4 A printed contact sheet of 36 digital images
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Getting Permission and Citing Selected Photographs
When you select an image from any source that is not your own, it is important that you record the
source of the photograph for your closing credits slide. Citing each photograph, including your own,
is necessary to give credit to others’ intellectual property and it also allows your students to be able
to reference the source of the photograph for further exploration. If your presentation is going to be
used commercially, you may need to purchase photographs through a subscription club.
Additionally, you should also request permission to use photographs for your educational purposes.
Find the e-mail address for the photograph’s website and send a message requesting permission to
use their photos for educational purposes with your presentation.

Inserting and Editing Pictures and Other Visuals into the Headline Slides
The visual images that you will be working with are:
Photographs
Clip Art
Diagrams and Organizational Charts
Media Clips
Charts
Tables
Graphics
Screen Shots

Inserting and Editing Photographs
The photographs that you have selected should be clear and in focus and have sufficient resolution.
While more advanced editing can be done with Adobe Photoshop to edit and “cut away” some of the
extraneous areas of the photograph, the editing features included in PowerPoint are simple and
adequate.
To insert a photograph or other visual in your headline slide, do the following:
Click on the Insert tab
In the Illustrations section, click on Picture, Clip Art, Photo Album, Smart Art or Chart.

Figure 7-5 The Illustrations section to select and insert your visual
Your photograph or visual will be inserted into your headline slide. You will need to resize, crop,
edit and use a number of other features.
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Using the Visual Editing Features in PowerPoint
Clicking your visual will display the Picture Tools Format icons (see Figure 7-6).
PowerPoint provides a wide array of features in the Picture Tools Format section. The four
features that I’ve found most useful are crop, contrast, brightness and compress. Because the scope
of this text is limited to using the PowerPoint features to create a simple, yet effective slide, any
advanced use of additional editing features will require other sources, both on-line help and
textbooks.

Figure 7-6 The Picture Tools Format section

Inserting and Editing a Screen Shot
The screen shot is a valuable feature that allows you to snap a picture of your screen and copy it into
the content area of your headline slide. This screen shot can be further edited like any other visual.
To get a Screen Shot do the following:
As you are viewing the screen, press the Print Screen function key
In the content area of your headline slide, click Ctrl-V to paste the screen shot
Edit the screen shot using the features included in the Picture Tools Format section that are
indicated on the Picture Toolbar icons.

Creating Graphics for Your Headline Slide
Graphics are another great feature of PowerPoint; click the Shapes icons for a plethora of graphics
designs such as shapes, lines, coloring objects etc. The possibilities of effective designs that can help
deliver your message are only limited by your creativity. However, just because you have access to
all of the “bells and whistles” of this graphics power, remember to use appropriate restraint.

Compressing Your Photographs
As you add photographs and visuals, your PowerPoint file can become excessively large. To reduce
the size of your files, the photographs can be compressed into a more modest resolution of 150 dots
per inch. This size is adequate to display your projected visuals without any loss in clarity.
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To compress your photographs, do the following:
In the Picture Tools Format section, click the Picture Compress icon in the Adjust section
Click on the Options button in the Compress Picture Dialog box.
Click the Automatically perform basic compression on save box.
Click on Delete cropped area of pictures box only if you don’t want to make any further cropping
adjustments.
Click on Screen (150 ppi) box
Click OK

Figure 7-7 The Compress Pictures and Compress Settings dialog boxes

Rebuild the Major Point Slides to Have a Different Look
Consider making the specific slides for your major points to have a different appearance than the
other slides. One method would be to make the background different than the other slides in your
presentation. Another way is to make the background black, split the slide vertically and have your
headline on the left and your photo on the right.5 The following are examples for making the major
point slides appear differently:

Figure 7-8 Original headline view of a major point slide converted into a split screen
version to signal a transition to a major point.
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Remember Your Students
I often find a photo of one of my student’s home town or a familiar landmark to use.
“Hey Mr. Farrell, that’s where I live”.
“Oh really, how interesting?”
Always try to involve your students in your presentation.

Adhere to Some Common Sense Rules when it Comes to Contrast.
Don’t use red color fonts on a green background as these colors tend to “bleed” together. If you have
difficulty reading it, your students will as well.

Transitions Should be Crisp and Quick.
Forget the fading transitions with live presentations. Also, if the projector is set up with a wireless
connection, the fading and animations may look horrible. Wipes and other transitions should be
avoided.

Don’t Position a Logo or School Emblem on Your Master Slide That Will be
Seen on Every Slide on Your Presentation.6
While this might be common use for a cable TV channel, it is highly annoying during a
presentation. Reserve the logo for the beginning slide and perhaps the ending slide that may be
visible while your students or audience assembles or asks questions. After the first slide, a logo
simply takes up valuable real estate and makes your presentation look like a cheap commercial with
a subliminal message. Put your logo or school emblem only on each page of the Notes Page master.

Making Use of Empty (or Negative) Space
You may select a photograph that works perfectly, however, there could be something in the
background that may not be appropriate.. The background can be “cut away” by using a feature
found in photo editing software such as Adobe® Photoshop®. If you don’t have access to
Photoshop®, you may be able to send a JPEG image to a service that will edit the photo for you.
This will produce what is called empty space.
In Presentation Zen, author Garr Reynolds emphasizes that empty space has an important purpose.
“It is the empty space that gives a design air and lets the positive elements breathe.” 7 While the
Information presenters continue to load every square inch of their slides’ real estate with bulleted
text and clutter, Cognitive guides avoid these mistakes. Take Garr Reynolds advice and let the
positive elements breathe. This practice will also allow your students to breathe.
When I proudly sent a copy of the first manuscript of this text to Jeff Neumann, a long time friend
and a highly praised contemporary realist artist (www.neumanfineart.com), his reaction to the
original cover was the following:
Hi Bill,
I received the copy yesterday. Thanks for sending it. YIKES!
Best,
Jeff
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Jeff followed this up with a lengthy phone call ”scolding” me for encouraging educators to respect
the ideas of clarity and simplicity while creating a cover with so much clutter that it violated every
principle that I was promoting in the book. I suddenly began to know how Charlie felt back in
Chapter Four. Jeff convinced me to search through my collection of 20,000+ photos and find one
clear image that would capture the idea of “Our Students Learn Better with Pictures and Words.”
After days of searching, I finally clicked on a photograph that resulted in one of those rare “Eureka”
moments. I immediately knew that I had found it. Jeff agreed and Lee Schuette, a colleague of
mine in our Arts Department, cut the students out using Adobe® Photoshop® which resulted in the
cover for this text.

Figure 7-9 Original photograph and the edited version with the background removed
to highlight the subjects and to provide some much needed negative space.

Building an Image from a Photograph
There will be times when an image of a photograph may be more appropriate and powerful than the
original photograph. To build an image from a photograph, double click the photograph, click on the
recolor icon and select the Black and White adjustment. The following is an original photograph
that was converted into an image.

Figure 7-10 Original photograph and the edited version converted to an image using
the Black and White adjustment.

Making a Transition from Color to Grayscale (or Grayscale to Color)
Moving your presentations through a timeline can often be accomplished by changing the color
image to a grayscale image (or vice versa). Duplicate the slide using Ctrl-D, double click the
photograph, click on the recolor icon and select the Grayscale adjustment. When you move through
your presentation, the transition will appear seamless.
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Constructing Diagrams, Charts, Graphs and Tables
Diagrams, charts, graphs and tables should be simple and understandable. If you try to make any of
these displays too complex, you’ll quickly exceed the cognitive limits of your students. If your
students strain to understand a complex visual, your message will be diminished. It is better to build
a complex diagram through a series of layers, each of which can be displayed on a separate slide.
This may require additional time and effort on your part; however, your students will have a better
understanding of your message. More complex diagrams, charts, graphs and tables should be
distributed in the form of handouts.

Constructing a Diagram through a Series of Layers
There are several choices for diagrams available through PowerPoint. A diagram can be built over
several slides by making several duplicates of the completed diagram and then deleting some of the
components until you build a sequence. Rather than dealing with some of the complexities of
animation, I often prefer to use separate slides. This results in a seamless series for my presentation.

Figure 7-11 Construction a diagram through a series of several slides.

Constructing Bar Charts
Bar charts can be constructed with data in Microsoft® Excel® by copying the resulting graph into a
PowerPoint file. Avoid using the 3D charts or busy backgrounds. I’ve found the most effective bar
charts (or any displays) are produced with simple 2D, good contrast and readable font. Simplicity is
often underrated with bar charts. I usually develop bar charts in Excel® and import them into a
PowerPoint file for further editing.

Figure 7-12 The 3D Bar Chart constructed in Microsoft® Excel® does not have the
simplicity or clarity of the well scaled 2D Bar Chart on the right. The cleaner image
was produced by Claire Feldman-Reich, a senior at Kimball Union Academy.
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While 3D images may initially look spectacular and professional, they can be confusing. In Clear
and to the Point (Oxford University Press), Stephen Kosslyn states that for many purposes, 3D
displays do no harm and can make the presentation more interesting; however, he warns us about the
use of 3D by saying the following, “However, for other purposes, it [a 3D display] disrupts
communication by obscuring the precise amount displayed (such as occurs when the tops of bars are
not clearly aligned with values on a wall that serves as the y axis).” 8

Constructing Pie Charts
Pie charts must also adhere to the same principle as bar chats. Again, avoid using the 3D charts,
especially with complicated backgrounds. Pie charts also have some important restraints. The colors
of the slices must have proper contrast and not “bleed” together as when aligning a red slice next to
a blue slice. If you plan on printing handouts, make sure that the shades of the grayscale version are
readable.

Figure 7-13 The 3D pie chart is somewhat complex. The 2D pie chart on the right is
simpler and easier for your students to understand.

Arranging the Order of Pie Charts
The slices of pie charts are normally arranged from smallest to largest starting from the top right.
However, it may be more purposeful to begin the arrangement from largest to smallest if emphasis
will be placed on the largest slice. 9

Figure 7-14 The Pie Chart on the left is arranged from the top with smallest to
largest. The Pie Chart on the right is used only when emphasis needs to be placed
on the largest slice.
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Take only a Slice (or Two) Out of the Pie to Emphasize Importance
In Clear and to the Point, Stephen Kosslyn relates an important tip when constructing pie charts to
emphasize importance. “Construct an exploded pie display by displacing the important slice or
slices, as if a wedge of pizza had been pulled out of the pie.” 10
The practice of isolating only a single slice (or two) is a more effective way to highlight the
importance of the quantity being discussed. By creating additional slides with the slice or slices
pulled out, a very effective and seamless set of visuals can be created.

Figure 7-15 The pie chart on the left has all pieces exploded. It is better to take only
one or two slices out to emphasize importance.

Constructing Histograms
Histograms can be developed in Excel® using the statistics functions; however, this can be
cumbersome to those unskilled with all of the statistical functions of the spreadsheet. I’ve found the
use of the TI 84 calculator to be an invaluable aid by first entering my list of data into the calculator
and then graphing and replicating the display using the drawing tools in PowerPoint. With a
combination of rectangles and by scaling the heights to match the frequency and the widths for the
data ranges in the bins, I can produce a histogram with excellent precision. Many of my statistics
students have great success using this method.

Figure 7-16 A histogram is constructed with a series of connected rectangular bins.
The width of the bins represents the range of the bin’s data and the height
represents the number of entries (frequency) in each bin. Emphasis on any bin can
be done by creating a contrasting color as shown on the right.
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Constructing Boxplots
Boxplots, while useful to those students already skilled in a statistics, may not be appropriate and
can be confusing to students who do not have prior knowledge of boxplots. It would be better to use
more conventional displays such as histograms. This boxplot was constructed using rectangles and
by scaling.

Figure 7-17 This boxplot was produced by Kyle Lyons, a senior at Kimball Union
Academy. Kyle initially developed this boxplot by using a TI 84 graphing calculator
and then scaled and constructed this crisp visual in a PowerPoint slide.

Constructing Scatterplots
Scatterplots are an effective way to display relationships between two sets of corresponding values.
While it is important to respect aspect ratios and not intentionally distort to reflect bias, it
nonetheless often happens. Whenever there is a concern about distortion or when the difference
between the domain (x values or predictors) to the range (y values or the responses) is excessive, I
find it helpful to standardize the raw scores to produce standardized (Z) scores and enter these
values to create a new scatterplot from the standardized scores. This creates a graph with a domain
from -3 to +3 and a range also from -3 to +3 and allows my students to more clearly see whether the
data’s association is positive or negative. A trendline can be animated in to emphasize direction.

Figure 7-18 The scatterplot on the left displays the raw data. The scatterplot on the
right displays the data in standardized (Z score) form. This allows a display to show
whether the data has a positive or negative association. A trendline can be inserted
to verify this association.
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Constructing Line Graphs to Indicate Trends
Lines graphs are useful to interpret trends that are rising, falling or remaining stable over a period of
time. I usually have great results by initially developing my line graphs, entering data into Excel®
and then copying the resulting graph into a PowerPoint slide for further editing.
Lines or sections of lines can be colored and animated to appear or disappear. Additionally, other
lines can be used on the same graphs for comparison.

Figure 7-19 The line graph is used to indicate rising, falling and stable trends.

Constructing Tables
Tables are used to hold data, but they are not necessarily appropriate to display data. However, there
may be a need to use a specific table as a display. The data in the table’s cells can be “deposited”
over a series of slides and the ranges of data can be highlighted for emphasis. Tables can be
developed in Excel® and then copied over to a PowerPoint slide for further editing. Additionally,
tables can be constructed in the drawing functions within PowerPoint.
Avoid tables as a mechanism for display. It is better to use the contents of a table to construct
graphs, displays, diagrams or some other meaningful visuals. While tables are appropriate for
handouts, they are not intended (on their own) to be used as displays, especially if they are complex.

Figure 7-20 The calculated values for this windchill table were developed in a TI 84
calculator by Larry MacLeod, a senior at Kimball Union Academy. MacLeod used the
calculated values to produce this windchill table with different background colors to
emphasize the more dangerous readings in the darker shaded sections.
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Using the TI 84 Graphing Calculator as an Intermediary Tool to Construct
Graphs and Displays
I have found the TI 84 graph to be an invaluable tool. While the graphing capabilities are impressive
in Excel®, The TI 84 allows me to quickly produce displays that can be mechanically reproduced
with the drawing features in PowerPoint.

Figure 7-21 The TI 84 calculator and an image of the aspect ratio of a 7” base and a
5” height that can be reproduced in the visual area of a PowerPoint slide.

Simplicity Can Be Powerful
Students in one of my statistics classes were asked to produce a pair of slides to convey a concern
that was discussed at the annual meeting of the New England Canoe and Kayak Racing Association.
There was a recent decline in the association’s membership and the discussion centered on resolving
the issue, first by having everyone acknowledge the troubling trend and then correcting the decline
during the coming season. While many students used bar charts and other conventional displays, one
of my students, Sean Johnson, produced a pair of very simple, yet powerful slides. Sean used
nothing more than his imagination, headlines, arrows and dates to produce a very compelling pair of
visuals. In Presenting to Win (Financial Times Press), Jerry Weisman states, “But when designing
graphics, I’ve learned to rely on the wisdom, Less is More, and its corollary, When in doubt, leave
it out.” 11

Figure 7-22 These two slides produced by Sean Johnson, a senior at Kimball Union
Academy yielded an unexpected and powerful communication result. Sean’s slides
reflect upon the phrase, “Less is More” attributed to Ludwig Mies van der Rohe
(1886-1969), one of the foremost designers of the last century.
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Chapter Eight for Microsoft® Office 2003 and 2007 Users

Fine Tuning Your Slides to Achieve the
Academic Presentations Experience
Your headlines are gripping, your pictures reflect your ideas and you’ve written a compelling dialogue to
deliver your message. Now it’s time to fine tune your presentation. To give some perspective of this fine
tuning process, allow me to share the following analogy and diagram:

The Bicycle Wheel Analogy1
When a bicycle mechanic begins building a bicycle wheel, he first selects the properly sized components:
spokes, nipples, rim and hub. In a very orderly way, he inserts the spokes through the holes in the hub,
laces them in a pattern and connects the threaded ends to the rim’s nipples. Once these spokes are
connected, the assembly begins to look like a bicycle wheel; however, it is far short of its intended design.
It still needs to be tensioned and trued. This process is called fine tuning and it is part art and part
science.
With skill, the spokes are lightly tensioned until the wheel’s rim is perfectly aligned, straight and
concentric. An experienced mechanic can usually build a wheel to near perfection in a relatively short
time because he is aware of the interdependence of three elements; alignment, straightness and
concentricity. Whenever one of these three areas is adjusted, the other two are affected. Eventually the
adjustments are made, the spokes are tensioned and the wheel is able to safely sustain great loads, flow
smoothly and deliver a wonderful cycling experience.
This analogy reflects the need to fine tune each slide in your presentation. Like the bicycle mechanic, you
prepared by writing story headlines, developing dialogue and selecting visuals. Just as each of the three
elements of the bicycle wheel is interdependent, each of the three elements of your slide; headline,
dialogue and visual, is also interdependent. Changing one affects the other.
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Fine Tuning a Single Slide
Each of the three elements of your slide may need adjustments. The visual may need some adjustment,
replacement or removal to go along with your dialogue. Your dialogue may need to be re-edited to align
with your headline. Once the dialogue is changed, you might want to add or subtract something in the
visual, or change a color. You might need to change a word or two in your headline.

Fine Tuning the Order of the Slides in Your Presentation
The bicycle wheel analogy also applies to the three views in your PowerPoint file. While your slides may
look fine in the Normal view and Notes Page view, when you observe your presentation from the
perspective of the Slide Sorter view you may consider a rearrangement of slides that could make your
presentation more effective.

.
“Those Magic Changes”
Our stories, lesson plans and presentations should always change to reflect the time of our delivery, our
message and of course, the needs of our students. Presentations may go through numerous adjustments
and revisions before being delivered from class to class and from year to year. This is the advantage of
working with PowerPoint and the Academic Presentations Plan. My willingness to make changes and
adjustments has allowed me to create and deliver presentations that were far better than anything I
originally thought possible.
Those magic changes
My heart arranges
A melody that’s never the same
Sha-Na-Na, Those Magic Changes, 1978 2
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Achieving the Academic Presentations Experience
The Academic Presentations Experience is not just about your slide. It is the combination of your
headline, your visual, your dialogue, your students’ interaction and your packaging which includes
handouts, CDs, directions to your website and any other resources that will help your students learn
better. The next chapters will build upon this foundation and guide you toward the techniques of making a
strong delivery. Eventually, fine tuning these elements, combined with the interaction from your
students and a set of quality handouts will produce an Academic Presentations Experience.

Notes
.
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Notes
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Chapter Nine for Microsoft® Office 2003 and 2007 Users

Packaging Your Presentation and Offering
Handouts
Now that you’ve worked diligently building your presentation, and hopefully saving it to an outside
source, you will need to have a system for packaging your presentation.
Normally you can simply save your presentation as a PowerPoint Presentation type. You can
significantly cut the size of your file by compressing the pictures at 150 or 96 dpi. This size is adequate
for projection.
Your presentation can also be saved as a PowerPoint Show type. When copied to a CD or e-mailed, the
recipient will be able to open your presentation even though a copy of PowerPoint is not on their
computer. Another alternative is to save your presentation as an Adobe® PDF file in either Slide Show
view or Notes Page view.
Packaging your presentation on your hard drive alone is inherently risky. Although this is the usual device
for storage and retrieval, your local hard drive can be subject to failures or inadvertent deletions. There
are additional storage systems and devices that you should consider.

Your Local Hard Drive
This assumes that you will be transporting your presentation on a laptop or other portable device. Your
presentation should be saved with an additional backup copy, preferably in a separate folder on your local
hard drive.

Flash Cards

One of the more useful devices I’ve used is the flash card. Unless you have built an outrageously large
PowerPoint file, a 100MB flash card should be all that is necessary. After you save your presentation to
the flash card, open it to see if the flash card works independently. It is wise to save your presentation as
both PowerPoint Presentation and PowerPoint Show on the flash card. Additionally, I now save my files
in both PowerPoint 2007 and PowerPoint 97-2003 formats.
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Compact Disc, CD

Your presentation should also be stored on a CD. Again it is wise to store both the PowerPoint
Presentation type form and the PowerPoint Show form on the CD. A word of caution about the CD as it
is vulnerable to cracks, scratches and breakage. Make sure that the CD is labeled. Also make sure that you
have a backup CD available.

Separate Storage Drive
A separate storage system can hold several PowerPoint presentations as well as a small library of pictures.
This is usually a very stable way of saving data. If you have to be separated from your laptop computer
this is a viable storage mechanism.

Some Risks with All Electronic Storage Systems
While the storage capacity and convenience of electronic storage systems has greatly improved, there
remains the risk of loss through carelessness, theft or physical or magnetic damage.

Web Based Storage
One of the more unique ways of storing is by uploading your presentation to a website. I maintain my
website www.academicpresentations.com that allows me to store presentations for viewing by my
students. I can also password protect the file from being copied or edited in both PowerPoint and as an
Adobe® PDF file.
I once needed to use one of my website presentations. While I was setting up an important presentation, I
forgot the password on a borrowed laptop. Fortunately, I was able to quickly download my presentation
from my website and use another laptop.

Link Cable
From experience, I’ve learned never to fully trust a wireless network. I always take a patch cord and plug
it in for a backup.
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Notes Page View Handouts
Notes Page view handouts are printed in notes form. While individual slide handouts may seem desirable
in that they can be compressed to as many as 9 slides per page, it is the Notes Page view handouts that
are the most useful when received by your students after the end of your presentation.
You may have to edit a special edition of your presentation for the Notes Page view handouts where more
printed information can be written in smaller type size in the notes area. The Academic Presentations
Slide Formatter establishes the type size at 20 points which is great for reading as you present, but might
be better reduced for personal reading and study.

Slide Page View Handouts
Normally, a printout of just your slides is not useful without your written notes. However, there is the
possibility of the worst case scenario where the power goes down, a projector’s bulb burns out, or
something prevents you from delivering your presentation with the projector.
This is where having copies of your Slide Page view handouts can save the day. You can create a
document with one or two slides per page and have your students share copies as you give your
presentation. A few copies should always be ready just in case of an equipment failure.

Offering “Three Slides Notes-Taking” Handouts
There is a very critical timing issue to consider as to when handouts should be offered. If handouts are
given at the start of your presentation, there is a good chance that the focus of the presentation will be
directed away from you, your dialogue and delivery. From my experience, giving out completed handouts
shifts all of your students’ focus on the printed material. Also, if your presentation has some element of
surprise, handouts given at the start of the presentation could ruin the timing and possibly diminish the
effectiveness of the presentation. However, if you are relating technical information and you believe that
your students will benefit by taking careful notes during your presentation, you can print and distribute a
set of special “Three Slide Notes-Taking” handouts. PowerPoint provides a special notes form of the
handout that displays three slides per page with an adjacent set of lines for taking notes during
your presentation. To print a set of these handouts, select 3 Slides per Page Handouts in the Print
dialog box. Remember to respect the cognitive capacity of your students. Design your presentation
with properly spaced intervals that will allow your students to discuss, take careful notes and enjoy
your message

Figure 9-1 A “Three Slides Notes-Taking” handout with the adjacent note section
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Offering Notes Page View Handouts at the End of Your Presentation
You can also tell your students that a full set of handouts printed in the Notes Page view will be available
at the end of your presentation. Explain that the most important parts of your presentation’s dialogue will
be contained in these Notes Page view handouts. Because your presentation involves a dialogue, offering
a Slide Page printout without your accompanying dialogue, is of little value. Offering a set of handouts
printed in the Notes Page view is an academic treasure.
With the Notes Page view, your headlines, visuals and your dialogue are all printed on a set of pages.
Receiving a set of handouts printed in the Slide Page view is like getting a bicycle without wheels. Slide
Page handouts usually have little value without your printed dialogue. Unfortunately, this is what many
presenters and educators continue to do. It is most likely because they have put most of what they say on
the slide area instead of the note area.
The Notes Page view handouts are very useful during the Question and Answer period. This allows your
students to access the slides by number. By keeping your presentation in View Slide Show mode, typing
in the slide number and pressing Enter, the requested projected slide in question will appear for review
and clarification.
Informing your students that Notes Page Handouts will be available reduces the anxiety and clears the
way for you to deliver a more effective presentation where the focus will be on your headlines, your
visuals and your dialogue. These handouts become effective study aids. I witnessed significant
improvements in the test scores once I began offering Notes Page view handouts. Additionally, you
should consider distributing your entire presentation in a read only Adobe® PDF Notes Page view on a
website or in a common folder on your school’s fileserver. If your students cannot get a printed set of
Notes Page view handouts, they can access your complete presentation, a common folder or you can email a copy by way of an attachment. This process of sharing your presentation electronically is discussed
in Chapter Fourteen.

Summary of Packaging Your Presentation
If you don’t take the time to prepare for the unexpected, you may be sorry. NO! You will be sorry!
The following is a checklist of what I consider to be minimum packaging requirements:
1. If you are a PowerPoint 2007 user, save your presentation on your hard drive in both
PowerPoint 2007 and PowerPoint 97-2003.
2. If you are a PowerPoint 2003 user, save your presentation on your hard drive.
3. Save an additional backup presentation in a separate folder on your hard drive.
4. Save a presentation in Presentation Show form on your hard drive.
5. Copy your files in Presentation Form and Presentation Show Form on CD and Flash Card
6. Make printouts of your presentation in Notes Page view
7. Make copies of your presentation in the Slides view.
8. Upload the Presentation Form, Presentation Show Form and an Adobe® PDF file printed in
Notes Page view to a website or to your school’s fileserver.
8. Make a sufficient number of Notes Page view handouts for each student.
9. Whenever possible, write a position paper that aligns with the message of your presentation,
See Appendix C. in this text for a model of a position paper, “Windchill, Baby It’s Cold
Outside.”
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Chapter Ten for Microsoft® Office 2003 and 2007 Users

Rehearsing Your Presentation
The more that you prepare through rehearsing, the less anxiety you’ll have. Also I’ve found that the more
an educator rehearses a presentation, the less it looks like a rehearsed presentation. Sometimes it
unleashes your ability to uncoil some very dynamic dialogue. When the presentation is well rehearsed,
you become more composed, more professional and you can explore new ways to present your ideas with
more clarity. No matter how many times I’ve rehearsed a presentation, I always discovered a different
way to present an idea. Additionally, with good rehearsals you stay on course, stay within the time slots
and get a grasp of your presentation strength and weaknesses.

If Possible, Video Tape Your Presentation
Video taping, when possible, is a very effective way to learn about your strengths and weaknesses as a
presenter. While you can be your own critic, it often helps to have a mentor or a coach. When I first saw
myself present on video tape, two things stood out like sore thumbs. Actually those things were connected
to my thumbs, my hands. I discovered that I used them incessantly, often waving them, grabbing my
head, clasping them together and pulling my hair. Also, because my hands are proportionately large, very
large, it looked like I was just flailing two large hands. Once I learned to calm my hand movement and
acquire some discipline, my other body movements and my presentations flowed more smoothly.

Setting up Your Rehearsal Environment
While you may not be able to rehearse your presentation in the actual environment in which you will be
presenting, you should try to establish some of the elements of a good presentation environment for your
rehearsal. These include, delivering your presentation in the Stage-Right Presenter’s Triangle, using a
remote control to advance your slides, using a lectern with your notes and dialing in the appropriate light
and audio settings.
One of the features of PowerPoint is that it allows you to record each of your slide’s timings while you
rehearse. This record allows you to see how long you spend on your entire presentation as well as on each
slide. This record can be saved for review. This feature automates the movement of each slide, however,
this feature should be disabled so that you can advance (or retreat) each slide manually when delivering
your presentation.

Rehearsing Using the Timing Recorder
To record the duration of each slide and your entire presentation do the following:
Click Slideshow, Rehearse Timings
Begin your presentation rehearsal. Press Esc at the end.
The duration of your rehearsed presentation will be displayed. Write this time down and click Yes
The duration of each slide can be viewed beneath each slide in the Slide Sorter View
Go to Slide Show, Set Up Show and in the Advance Slides box, click on Manually and click OK
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Getting to Work by Rehearsing with Verbalization
In Presenting to Win, Jerry Weissman rallies his readers to verbalize when rehearsing. “Speak the actual
words you will use in your presentations aloud, accompanied by your slides.” 1 While this seems like
terrific advice, it is the rare educator who actually rehearses his or her presentation aloud before class.
Many educators think that speaking in front of students is second nature and they continue to “wing’ it by
entering their classroom every day with the same routine.
You just can’t “wing it” with a presentation and produce meaningful learning. You need to rehearse by
reading your notes aloud. Sure, when you begin doing this there may be others in your department who
think that you’ve lost your marbles, but guess what? You will begin to polish your delivery and your story
will come to life.

Give Yourself Adequate Time to Prepare Your Presentations
When laptops and PowerPoint first became available a few years ago, I watched a colleague prepare a
PowerPoint presentation during a faculty meeting. He scanned through his textbook while typing page
after page of bulleted notes on his slides. Toward the end of the meeting, he added a few images to finish
it up. When I asked him if he was able to connect his laptop with one of the school’s new projectors, he
said that a new projector was already in his classroom and that he would be presenting to his class in five
minutes.
Because I was free for the following period, I asked to observe his presentation. Surprisingly, he was able
to pull off a fairly successful presentation with an engaged group of students. However, I believe that his
presentation succeeded because he had a tremendous amount of knowledge and charisma. He basically
“threw together” a classroom presentation in less than an hour while discussing school issues and voting
on proposals.
Unfortunately, many educators work under similar pressures and time constraints. When we are asked to
move in the direction of being Cognitive guides by telling stories using a carefully crafted and well
rehearsed presentation, the question arises; where will this time come from?
This time comes from a special “Educators’ Time Bank”. Each idea, each visual and each word that you
will eventually share with your students can be deposited in the “Educators’ Time Bank”. These deposits
are in the form of your presentations and over time they will grow with interest.
Like all educators, I started out with nothing in my “Educators’ Time Bank”, zilch, nada. However,
during the past six years, I’ve carefully built a multitude of classroom presentations. At first I struggled, it
seemed so time consuming. However, I continued to read, learn and improve. I now have a large and
growing account in my “Educators’ Time Bank”. Whenever I need to make a “withdrawal”, I open one of
my “safe deposit” presentation folders to see what files can be used, recycled, rebuilt, improved and
upgraded for a classroom presentation. I can then refine, rehearse and deliver my presentation. I keep a
handwritten log of my students’ responses and questions and use this information to make further
improvements. This process inspires me to continue reading, researching and learning. This allows me to
be able to continue providing meaningful learning for my students.
Take it one step at a time. At first, it will take time to build a quality presentation. Don’t expect to become
a master presenter during your first year. However, by allowing yourself adequate time to create, prepare
and rehearse, you’ll eventually have a big account of quality material from which to draw.
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Establishing Your Presentation’s Physical
Environment
By this time, you’ve done a done a great deal of work creating your presentation and your students
deserve to have your message delivered in the best possible physical presentation environment. While you
may use a familiar classroom, lecture hall or auditorium, this chapter also considers that you may be
presenting in an off-site location. You are ultimately responsible for every detail of your presentation,
especially in an unfamiliar location. That’s right! It is you, the presenting educator, who is responsible.
While you may be able to depend on the support from others for technical help in getting your
presentation environment ready, you’re the one who needs to make sure that everything is perfect.
If you are careless and haphazard in this area, it usually results in a diminished presentation at best and an
embarrassing communication failure at worst. There are several details you must consider in establishing
your presentation’s physical environment. The best way to go about this is to first understand what is
required and then follow a detailed checklist like the one displayed at the end of this chapter. If you make
the commitment to understand the details and work with the checklist, you’ll be able to deliver a
successful presentation.

Get the Correct Equipment and Your Presentation Room Ready
The area in which you will present must be under your control. You must establish your floor plan and a
seating plan before you present. Whenever you will be presenting in an unfamiliar location, always call
ahead to gather information about your presentation site.

Proper Presentation Furniture and Equipment
A sufficient number of tables, desks and chairs for all students and guests
A screen, lectern, cables, projector, extra bulb, extension cords and duct tape
Sturdy tables for your computer and projector, surge protector and a remote control device
An index card with some PowerPoint shortcuts

Set Your Boundaries, by Establishing Your Stage-Right, House-Left Presenter’s
Triangle
I first discovered the concept of the Presenter’s Triangle when reading Tom Mucciolo’s section in Using
PowerPoint 2003.1 As an educator, I always felt a certain degree of latitude and freedom, chaotically
moving around my classroom whenever I presented to my students. I’d move front to back, side to side,
up the middle, on their left, on their right and pretty much anywhere I wanted. Mucciolo’s concept of the
Presenter’s Triangle made me realize that I needed to calm down and that there might be a much better
and more disciplined way to present. Mucciolo made me realize that I needed to establish my own space
in my classroom and deliver my message within the confines of my space. I used this method for a full
year and the results were excellent.
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The Layout of the Stage-Right, House-Left Presenter’s Triangle
A Stage-Right, House-Left Presenter’s Triangle is built in the following way: While standing a fixed
distance from your projector, construct a line on the floor with a piece of masking tape from the eyes of
the person sitting at your far right to the left edge of the screen. This edge you lay down with masking
tape becomes the hypotenuse of your Stage-Right, House-Left Presenter’s Triangle.
From the ends of this hypotenuse, lay out two lines that meet at a 90 degree angle behind you. You are
now standing in the Stage-Right, House-Left Presenter’s Triangle.
Stage-Right
Presenter’s
Triangle

Figure 11-1 Overhead View of a Stage-Right, House-Left Presenter’s Triangle Layout
The area in this triangle becomes your space. If you step across the hypotenuse, you’ll be blocking the
view of your students. This area also establishes your anchor point from where you will be able to deliver
your best presentation. You have three areas within this triangle in which you may move. They are; the
front, the middle and the rear.
The area in this triangular space is like a little walkway. You need to be able to move in this walkway
whenever you make an important statement. You need to have your students see your body move
dynamically. If you don’t move, you might as well be a granite column. You’ll look like the teacher in the
Wonder Years TV episode who simply ran film strips and never moved his body or changed the inflection
of his voice. If you remain still and present like a statue, your students will quickly and predictably lose
interest.
Whenever you present to students, do this face to face, with disciplined body movements. These
movements include three stopping points within the area of the triangle. You move about these three
stopping points (front, middle and rear) methodically and with a purpose. This will be discussed in
Chapter Twelve, Delivering an Inspiring Presentation.
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Establishing the Room Lighting
Room lighting should be low enough to allow the projected slide to be clearly seen, yet there must
always be enough light so that your students can see you, your facial expressions and that you are able to
read from your notes. Depending on your personal vision needs, it may be necessary to place a small low
level reading light above the lectern.
I once had a problem when I established my floor layout. I thought my presentation environment looked
perfect. At the start, I flipped the light switch, the room fell into total darkness and the reflected light from
my introduction slides was glaring at my students like a spotlight. Additionally, they couldn’t see me and
I couldn’t see my notes. When I flipped the lights back on, the overhead room light spread across the top
of my screen and flooded my slide, diminishing the effects of some beautifully prepared visuals. Once I
started my presentation, there was nothing I could do. I actually considered disabling the lights above the
screen, however, they were sealed and I couldn’t change anything.
I used all of my presentation skills and gave the presentation my very best effort; however, the potential
of my presentation was never realized because I had missed one serious step in my planning for the
ambient lights. I didn’t plan the presentation environment out completely.
I didn’t pay close attention to the details. Looking back at this presentation fiasco, had I anticipated the
possibility of the lights flooding my screen, I could have figured out a way to shield the lights above the
screen with some cardboard and duct tape. Use some common sense with lighting issues and do not make
the same mistake that I made.

The Lighting Principle
The light in the room must be dim enough so that projected visuals stand out clearly and brilliantly and
yet the light should be bright enough so that the students can see you as you deliver.

Background Music
Before your presentation begins, you may play some low level instrumental music. I use a small Bose®
system. It allows me to play light background music using a radio station, CD or an iPod®, and is played
while students enter the room. I can also click it on auxiliary to have the sound come from an imbedded
file on PowerPoint. I can then adjust the sound level and fade it toward the end and turn it off. I keep the
Bose® remote in my right pocket and use it without any outside help.
Avoid playing background music while you present. Although it may seem tempting to have a subdued
background with some light music, I’ve seen it backfire on too many occasions. This is especially true
when volume levels fluctuate without the support of a technician monitoring the sound.

Comfort Details
If you are presenting to students in a regular classroom, you probably won’t have to obsess with some of
the comfort details. However, if you are presenting in a conference room you’ll need to consider the
following items.
Water

Bathrooms

Making sure that the doors are unlocked

Communicating fire exit locations at the start
Paper and pens
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The Screen
The screen should be a non-reflective matt finish. The base of the screen and the projected image should
be high enough so that it is not blocked. This may require raising the screen or projecting a smaller overall
image to achieve this.

Knowing Your Projector and the Related Cables
Whenever you give a presentation you need to know as much as possible about the technicalities of your
equipment, especially the projector. This includes turning the power switch on and off, how long the
projector requires to warm up, the menu settings, the wireless settings and other limitations. Some of the
adjustments will optimize the shape of the projections, adjust for brightness, color etc. Nothing is more
embarrassing than not having the required working knowledge of your equipment. Your anxiety level will
rise and you’ll become a basket case. I’ve seen presenters have complete meltdowns and begin swearing
and screaming in front of their students and audience while trying to get things working. If you are renting
or borrowing, make sure that you go through at least one dry run.

Adjusting the Resolution
On several occasions I’ve seen someone begin their presentation only to find that their computer is not set
to the compatible resolution of their projector. This results in about 20% of the image being cut off. The
fix is pretty simple: simply click on the Slide Show tab and adjust the Resolution setting until the
projected image is correct. Make sure that you look at this detail before you begin your presentation.

Transporting Your Projector
Your projector and laptop computer are critical pieces of equipment. You can get a very nice aluminum
case at Home Depot® for about $20.00 with some foam blocks to protect the projector with enough
remaining room to store cables, electric cords and other hardware. Don’t forget shims and even a book. If
you are provided with a projector make sure that is working well before your presentation begins. I
always have my portable projector ready in the event of a projector failure. Realize that some wireless
projectors will have a slight lag time and the transitions are often jittery and distorted. If you anticipate
using a wireless projector, change your animation and slide transitions to quick entry. The fewer
transitions when using a wireless projector, the better. If you are using an unfamiliar projector, have a
backup file without animations or transitions.

Laptop Computer
Most presentations are now being done with laptop computers. Be sure that all connections are secure and
that the laptop is in a safely secured area and will not fall from the projection table. It is critical that you
tie the projector’s electric cord to the table and duct tape all wires and cables to the floor. This may
require using two or three widths of duct tape strips. The thought of someone coming into your room and
tripping on the cord and pulling the laptop off the table where it smashes on the floor is disappointing to
say the least. Always stabilize your laptop and projector.
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The Remote Control
One of the best investments that I’ve made was purchasing a Kensington 33373 Wireless Presenter. This
$40.00 device can advance the slides at a distance of about 65 feet. I conceal it in my right hand and
advance or retard slides as necessary. It allows me to work my dialogue and lead into the next slide with
clever and effective timing. Occasionally, you may need to advance to a requested slide by typing in the
slide number and then pressing Enter into your laptop, but most presentations are linear which means that
moving forward or backward should be all that is required. I can hold the remote discretely and black out
the screen whenever I need to address an important question and get the attention away from the visual on
the screen. The remote control is an invaluable gadget.

When Equipment Fails
In Using Microsoft® Office PowerPoint 2003, Tom Mucciolo says the following about dealing with a
technical problem, “If you can fix it within three minutes, fine. But, if you think the problem will take
longer to fix, then you can give the audience [your students] an opportunity to take a short break.”2
Sometimes all electronics have a complete failure. I was in one situation where my slide projector’s bulb
burned out and I didn’t have a replacement. I had to give the entire presentation using nothing more than
my body language and dialogue. If you have Slide Page Handouts you can successfully pull off an
“emergency” presentation.
Remember, that even though your electronic delivery system fails, you can still deliver a presentation the
old fashioned way if you have slide handouts and a flip chart. You might need to do some quick drawing,
but you will still be able to deliver the message of your presentation.

Write Out Your Own Introduction
Just as a great story needs a great introduction, you also need a great introduction. Always have a written
introduction about yourself and your credentials that are applicable to your presentation. Don’t rely on
others to introduce you and the topic of your presentation without some form of direction. Nine times out
of ten, they’ll screw it up. Write some form of script for your own introduction and submit it ahead by email and have a copy ready for the person who will be introducing you.

A Few Thoughts about Establishing Your Presentation Environment
Many presentations have been ruined by having a bad room. This includes having a poor sound system,
noisy air conditioners and a poor layout. While you may have done everything in your power to make
sure things go right, if they don’t, it’s your fault!
Try to communicate by a fax or an e-mail attachment of the room layout and seating arrangement that you
require.
Deal with details in advance. Anticipate things that could go wrong before they do. This takes careful
planning and experience. Again, you are ultimately responsible.
Decide on the seating arrangement. Seating arrangements in a classroom setting will usually have desks
with connected tops. Many modern classrooms or conference rooms will have tables. Whenever there are
relatively large groups, such as in an auditorium you may have “theater style” where there are no desks
and tables.
Try to provide an aisle down the center. This will allow your projector to be used and also it allows
someone to get up and only pass across a few people at a time.
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It is important that your students are comfortable. This requires making sure that the temperature and
humidity are within acceptable ranges and that there is an adequate fresh airflow.
Loud air circulation systems and vent fans can disturb your students. Whenever possible, try to make sure
that you select a room with the least amount of noise. Noise is one of those extraneous elements that
inhibits your dialogue from entering into the student’s auditory channel.
Whenever possible, project some images of your slides and go to the back of the room. You must be able
to read the smallest text. If you can’t, you may need to boost your projection size or increase the type size
in your visuals.
Each student should receive some sort of package or handout with information about the content of your
presentation and don’t forget your business card if you are presenting in an off-site location.

PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT CHECKLIST:
1. Chairs, (adequate number for participants)
2. Tables and cloth
3. Water, candy and treats
4. Name tags
5. Screen with mounting
6. Bailing wire, pliers and a Leatherman® Multi-tool
7. Backup projector with an extra bulb
8. Backup CD and/or a flashcard
9. Temperature and humidity settings
10. Handouts
11. Computer
12. Link cables
13. Lectern
14. Remote Control
15. Speed sheet with PowerPoint shortcuts
16. Your speaking notes
17. Duct tape and masking tape
18. Extra food available
19. Extension cords and surge protectors
20. Check the Resolution Settings in the Slide Show tab

Write additional items below
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
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Delivering an Inspiring Presentation
Physical Appearance
Once again, it’s not about your slides, it’s about you and the Academic Presentations Experience. Your
face and body language tells a great deal about your message. While many educators emphasize a
conservative dress, others might argue that it is important to be in appropriate attire for the presentation.
The important point is to dress professionally.1 This involves some form of formal dress connected with
your occupation as an educator. Your delivery skills start from the foundation of your physical
appearance.

Positioning Yourself and Moving in the Stage-Right Presenter’s Triangle2
Rear of the Triangle
Chose the rear of the triangle, whenever your visual is complex. When your students become focused on
your visual, you’ll need to move near it. If you are far from the screen while delivering a message that
requires intense concentration on the visual, your students’ eyes will begin traveling back and forth as if
they are watching a ping pong tournament.
Middle of the Triangle
Choose the middle area for most of your presentation. The middle is the centered position that allows you
to move yourself to the front or rear as needed.
Front of the Triangle
Use the front position whenever your visuals are less complex or when you need to make an emphatic
point. This is especially effective when you move to the front, angle the front of your body to the
audience, pause ……….and make a major point.

Stance and Shoulder Angles
The 45 Degree Stance
The angle that your body makes with the audience enhances your ability to communicate. For the
majority of your presentation, you should be at a 45 degree angle to the room. This is the ready position
that opens your body to your students and the screen when you need to gesture or move.
The Power Position
The other angle is called the Power Position. This is found when you move your left shoulder and square
with your students. Use this position whenever you are in the front of the room and the information that
you are presenting is of the greatest importance. This is a position that should be used sparingly, wisely
and for a small duration. The Power Position is best used just before making a major point in your
presentation.
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Making Eye Contact
Effective educators always look at their students. This is one of the most important elements of the
communication process. If you don’t look at your students, they may not look at you and your message
will be diminished. Remember that your students’ participation is not just about asking questions, it
sometimes involves subtle things that indicate their acknowledgement of your message by using body
language and making eye contact.

Using Physical Gestures
Unless you are presenting a very technical presentation with an intricate diagram, avoid using a laser
pointer. For most presentations, go toward the screen and point with your left hand. Additionally, avoid
crossing your hands across your body, and when counting on your fingers, use only one hand.

Retreating to Important or Requested Slides
After the conclusion of a presentation, I usually insert a dark slide so that my students will
understand that this part of the presentation has ended. However, students will often request to see
various slides again. This is where a printed sheet using the Slide Sorter view is helpful. By
knowing which slide a student requests for review, simply locate the number of the slide on the
printed sheet and then access it by typing in the slide number and pressing Enter.
Another technique that often works well is to make a screen shot of all (or sections) of your presentation
in the slide sorter view and then display this slide (each slide will have a corresponding number) so that
students can see the slide and request it to be shown in full screen. See Chapter Thirteen for this
procedure.

Jokes and Humor
Jokes if told, should be well thought out, tasteful and in some way relevant to the topic of your
presentation. Be aware that sometimes a joke can backfire and come off as offensive and
inappropriate. If you tell a joke, stick to the ones that make fun of yourself. While you can and
should take your work seriously, you don’t need to always take yourself seriously.

Knowing the Age Range of your Students
When addressing an older adult group of students born in the late 1940s, you might consider
including visuals of a Corvette, Cobra, Corvair, Mustang or a Jaguar XKE. The instrumental
background music you play before your presentation begins could be by Dave Brubeck. While this
might be appropriate for those of us baby boomers, using these props might backfire with a group
born in the early 90s.
Determine the median age of your students and then do some research into the era in which they
were living when they were 13-15. Go to the top 100 hits for that year or some newsworthy events
of the era.

Always Have a Purpose
You should always have a purpose for each slide, each headline, each visual, each word and each
movement you make.
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Prepare for Questions and the Unknown Zone
The Purpose of Questions
One of the most important elements of your students’ learning comes from questions. Not your questions,
their questions.
It is far more important that your students ask the right questions, rather than give the right answers.
Whenever my students can answer difficult questions with accuracy, I feel like I’m doing my job.
However, when my students ask curious, probing questions, especially ones for which I have no
immediate answer, I feel like I am helping them do their job, as learners. Once you begin to deliver a
presentation with headlines, related visuals and a personal dialogue, prepare yourself for an onslaught of
questions. Some of these questions may not initially appear to reflect on the major points of your
presentation; however, most will reflect a higher level of curiosity among your students.

Repeating a Question
If you are speaking to a large group, where not everyone may hear the question, you may have to restate
the question before answering. When restating the question, always look at the person who asked it to get
some form of visual confirmation that the restated question is what they intended to ask.

Students Asking Questions during Your Presentation
When pictures become an integral part of your presentation, some of your students’ questions may involve
the specifics of the picture alone. “Where did you get that photo.” or “How did you get the cutaway of
that drawing?” While these questions initially do not appear to be the “right” questions, they usually arise
from sincere curiosity. It is sometimes difficult to decide which questions are not reflecting the points of
your message; however, it is critical that you treat your students’ questions with the highest level of
respect. The fact that your students ask questions in the first place means that they are actively
participating in the presentation.
There are some questions that I refer to as “Parking-Lot Questions”. These are questions that I would
like to address later or ones that I consider worthy of deeper thought before answering. I usually ask my
students to hold these questions in the “Parking Lot” until the end of the presentation. However, there are
also the “Teaching-Moment Questions” that are so probing and so important that they require immediate
attention. I get my students to focus by using a screen blackout function on my remote or by pressing
Shift-B on the keyboard. This allows me to address the “Teaching-Moment Questions” without any
extraneous distraction from the screen. Please note that I said address and not answer. During a
presentation, everyone is a participant. “I just have a slide show.” 1
Unless I’m presenting to a large assembly, I usually allow questions to be asked during my presentation.
You can politely request that all questions be held until the end; however, I’ve found it better to address
questions as they arise. Additionally, I usually prepare my presentations so that I anticipate when certain
questions will be asked.
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Students Asking Questions at the End of Your Presentation
The last slide in your presentation should always be the ending Dark Slide. This is where your
presentation formally ends and where your Question and Answer period begins. This allows the focus to
be on you and how you address the questions. However, there may be a request to go back to a certain
slide. If the student can remember what the slide looked like and you can remember the slide’s number,
you can get to the slide by typing its number and pressing Enter. To get back to the ending Dark Slide,
type its slide number and press Enter. If you forget the slide number for the dark slide, press Shift-B to
get a dark screen, and Shift-B to get back to the current slide). When viewing in Slide Show view, you
can access any slide in your presentation by typing in the slide’s number and pressing Enter.

Displaying a Screen Shot of your Slide Sorter View
You can project a display of all of the slides in your presentation by saving a Screen Shot of your
presentation’s Slide Sorter view. If a student cannot remember the image of the slide he is requesting,
simply display the Slide Sorter Screen Shot slide and ask him to locate the slide and its number. To build
a Slide Sorter Screen Shot slide do the following:
Go to the Slide Sorter view.
Set the Zoom box to an appropriate percentage so that all of your slides can be displayed on the screen.
Take a Screen Shot by pressing Print Screen.
Go to Normal view and Insert a new slide as the last slide in your presentation.
On this new slide click Edit, Paste or Ctrl-V.
Crop and Resize as necessary.
This slide is inserted after the last Dark Slide. This Slide Sorter Screen Shot slide can also be printed as
a handy reference page with the slides and their numbers. The following is an example of a Slide Sorter
Screen Shot.
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Using Your Keyboard to Move between Your Slide Sorter Screen Shot and the Requested Slide
To view a requested slide in View Show, do the following:
Type in the slide’s number and press Enter. The slide in question will appear.
To return to the Slide Sorter Screen Shot, type the slide number of the Slide Sorter Screen Shot.

Additional Questions
Using e-mail to Encourage Your Students to Ask Additional Questions
Not every question can be asked and answered during a presentation. I’ve found that by encouraging my
students to ask additional questions by e-mail, they will ask the probing questions that reflect considerable
thought.

And Finally, the Unknown Zone
Sometimes you’re just going to have to say, “I don’t know.”
Occasionally you will be asked a question for which you do not have the answer. I call this the Unknown
Zone. Never try to fake or bluff your way out of the Unknown Zone. There will be many times when
you do not have a correct answer or an appropriate response. You will not be able to answer a question,
either because of your ignorance or perhaps there isn’t an answer.
Whenever my students ask one of those Unknown Zone questions, I do the following:
Student: “Mr. Farrell, which is greater, positive infinity or negative infinity?”
Mr. Farrell: Pause, more pause and anguish in my facial expression, then, “I don’t know. Can anyone
help me out with this?”
Don’t immediately say “I don’t know”. Always pause and look reflective when you are suddenly thrown
into the Unknown Zone. If you quickly respond with “I don’t know”, your students might think that you
took the easy way out. However, if you pause, look pensive and anguished while gazing into space, your
students might have empathy for you. Some will actually try to help you out. Others will think that you are
a brilliant educator who just couldn’t get the right answer. The truth is, you just didn’t know.

Notes
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Chapter Fourteen for Microsoft® Office 2003 and 2007 Users

Sharing Your Presentation with Others
Before sharing your presentation for other educators or your students to review, there are a few steps
necessary to insure that your PowerPoint file can be transferred electronically and that it will be guarded
against inadvertent or deliberate modification.

Always Compress Your Pictures
Compressing the pictures in your PowerPoint files significantly reduces the size of your file enabling it to
be sent as an attachment via e-mail. Additionally, some e-mail hosting services place a maximum file size
limit on attachments.
To compress your pictures do the following:
Click on any picture
Click the Compress Picture icon and a Compression Setting dialog box will appear. You will also be
prompted for your choice to compress all pictures or just an individual picture.

.
Figure 14-1 Compression Setting dialog boxes for PowerPoint 2007 on left and
PowerPoint 2003 on the right

Create Passwords to Open and Modify a Microsoft® PowerPoint 2007 file.
To protect your file against unauthorized review and modification, you can use a set of passwords to
secure your file.
Click the Microsoft Office Button

, and then click Save As.

In the Save As dialog box, click Tools, and then click General Options. (PowerPoint 2003 users click
on Security Options)

Setting a Password to Open Your PowerPoint File
If you want your students to enter a password before they can view the presentation, type a password in
the Password to open box.
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Setting a Password to Modify Your PowerPoint File
If you want your students to enter a password before they can save changes to the presentation, type a
password in the Password to modify box.

Setting Passwords to Open and Modify Your PowerPoint File
You can assign two passwords, one to open the file and another to provide permission to modify the
content of your file. The password to open must be different than the password to modify.
To set passwords for your presentation, click the Tools menu, click Options, and then click the Security
tab.

Do one of the following:
To require a password to open a presentation, in the Password to open box, type a password, and then
click OK.
To require a password to modify a presentation, in the Password to modify box, type a password, and
then click OK.
Note: Setting a modify password allows others who do not know the password to view the presentation,
but prevents them from making any changes to the presentation.
In the Confirm Password dialog box, type the password again, and then click OK.

Sharing Your Presentation in Notes Page View using a PDF File
The Academic Presentations Slide Formatter configures your Notes Page view to allow a smaller
scaled view of your slide and the corresponding notes set in 20 point type size for easy viewing. This
creates the opportunity to share the Notes Page view, the core message of your presentation as a PDF file.
Sharing your presentation using the Slide view has little value. It is the Notes Page view that is more
meaningful, especially if there is a need for your students to review your presentation before any
assessment. With the Primo PDF download, you can also set certain restrictions using passwords to open
and print the PDF file.
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PDF Download for Microsoft® Office 2003 and 2007 Users
To save your Notes Page view as a PDF file, go to www.primopdf.com for the free Primo PDF
download. Once this PDF download has been installed, you will be able to print your Notes Page view as
a PDF document. Remember to select the Notes Page options when you print. Also, carefully review
your PDF document as some images with insufficient resolution may not display as well as they do in the
PowerPoint presentation. This option also allows for password protection.

PDF Download for Microsoft® Office 2007 Users
Go to www.microsoft.com/downloads/details.aspx?FamilyId=F1FC413C-6D89-4F15-991B63B07BA5F2E5&displaylang=en for the free download. Once this Microsoft® Add-In is installed, you
will be able to convert a Notes Page view as a PDF file PowerPoint file into a PDF file with the Save-As
type. This option may not allow for the same password protection as found in www.primopdf.com

Figure 14-2 A Notes Page view sent as an e-book PDF file. This allows your students to have a
complete set of your visuals and your corresponding dialogue.

When sharing a PDF file of your Notes Page view, your headlines, visuals and your dialogue are all
printed on a set of pages. While this isn’t as effective as a live presentation, it is effective, especially for
those students who missed your presentation. Viewing a set of handouts printed in the Slide Page view
has little value without your printed dialogue.

Sharing Your Presentation as an E-mail Attachment
This is usually an easy procedure that requires sending your file as an e-mail attachment to other
educators and your students using a distribution list. Because of the size of the attached file, it may require
additional time to open. Also, in the instructions in the body of your e-mail, be sure to indicate the
password required to open as a Read Only file and the password to modify if you wish to allow this
privilege.
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Sharing Your Presentation on a Shared School Directory
Many schools and institutions have a common directory and folder for posting files for educators and
students to share. Our Academy has what is called the “P” drive for all students and faculty to post files
and lessons to review and sharing.

Sharing Your Presentation on a Website
Many educators are now finding the value of having their own websites for publication of their
presentations. My site, www.academicpresentations.com allows me to post a sequence of presentations in
Notes Page view for my students to copy and review. Setting up a website is easier and more reasonable
that many educators realize. The Academic Presentations website is hosted by www.godaddy.com and it
gives me ten pages on a product called WebSite Tonight®, providing 200 GB of storage for $70.00
annually. This storage is far beyond anything our Academy’s hosting would permit me to use. My
students continue to use this site from anywhere in the world after they have graduated from the
Academy. This is a great mechanism for sharing indeed.

Some Personal Thoughts on Sharing Your Ideas with Others
As I end the writing of this last chapter, I can’t help but reflect on many of the educators who affected me.
To be painfully truthful, some educators wasted my time, they had their own agenda, they were
confusing, elitists and they didn’t reach me and they didn’t reach many others. They were the “posers”,
collecting paychecks and going through the motions of being teachers. They were the Information
Presenters.
However, there were also those special, passionate educators who stimulated me to go far beyond what
others expected from me. They reached me! They made a difference in my life and in the lives of many
others. The following educators and coaches shared their knowledge and inspired me to achieve. These
were the Cognitive Guides in my life.
Shelly Decker Farrell, my wife of thirty plus years. Without Shelly, this text would be impossible.
Anna C. Farrell, my mother. Without her, I would be impossible.
Michael Gallagher, my college professor in Human Life Sciences and an Olympic athlete.
Richard L. Ring, my first road cycling coach and my mentor for 37 years.
Dr. Walter J. Minaert, who helped me think and behave like a winner.
Warren Witherall, whose written works challenged the tenets of conventional “wisdom” and inspired
me to successfully solve problems by always looking at causes rather than symptoms.
Sister Charles Francis, (Sisters of St. Joseph) my 12th grade mathematics and physics teacher.
Erle Morse, my Alpine skiing coach who helped me to achieve results beyond my childhood dreams.
John Colozzi, the empathetic chalk-talk history professor who reached me through pictures and words.
Jim Fredericks, a passionate Nordic skiing coach who helped me transform my athletic career.
My children, Christopher and Kelly, who guided me to appreciate the most important things in life
And finally, to all of my students, most of whom are also my best teachers.
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Appendix A for Microsoft® Office 2003 users
To accommodate those educators who have not upgraded to Microsoft® Office 2007, this Appendix A is a
slight detour of Chapters 4 through 7. These special chapters for those using Microsoft® Office 2003 are
found in appendix A.
We all resume our journey for Chapters 8 through 14 and indices B through E.
Chapters 1 through 3
Microsoft ® Office 2003
and 2007 Users
Appendix A

Chapter 4
Microsoft ® Office 2007
Users

Appendix A, Chapter 4
Microsoft ® Office 2003
Users

Chapter 5
Microsoft ® Office 2007
Users

Appendix A, Chapter 5
Microsoft ® Office 2003
Users

Chapter 6
Microsoft ® Office 2007
Users

Appendix A, Chapter 6
Microsoft ® Office 2003
Users

Chapter 7
Microsoft ® Office 2007
Users

Appendix A, Chapter 7
Microsoft ® Office 2003
Users

Chapters 8 through 14
Microsoft ® Office 2003
and 2007 Users
Appendices B through E
Microsoft ® Office 2003
and 2007 Users
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Developing Your Story and Writing Your Script
While you may know your purpose for presenting, how your students learn better, who your students are,
and that telling a good story makes your presentation more effective, how do you begin this seemingly
complex process? I have two ways of thinking about developing a story. I’ll try to communicate this by
first telling a personal story. What did you expect?

The Hardware Store Story
For thirty years, my wife and I have taken different approaches when shopping in a hardware store. Before
going into town, my wife usually finds a quiet moment where she writes down a list of items in a very
orderly way. As she enters the hardware store, she scopes the store for the big picture usually looking at
the overhead signs and then methodically chooses her selected items.
I take a different approach. To me, a hardware store is a big adventure. I usually have some idea of what
items I need; however, I rarely write out a list. As I enter a hardware store, a form of chaos often ensues. I
wander aimlessly down the aisles, often fascinated by the assortment of pipes, connections, tools and
innovative products. I want to purchase items that I didn’t even know existed. My wife looks on in
disbelief as I gaze in a trance during my hardware store adventure. I consider my shopping experience in a
hardware store to be a catalyst for my inspiration in which I am often affected physically and get goose
bumps. I start getting ideas about what I need to complete a household task or even to begin a new project.
Eventually, we both get our shopping done; however, here lies the big difference: my wife’s way is more
purposeful. My way, while being filled with fun, goose bumps and inspiration, is more chaotic. My wife
usually ends up with exactly what is needed and spends less money. I end up with many things that I want.
Some of the items I purchase are purposeful; however, many items often go unused and eventually end up
in the landfill.
The hardware store story can be related to building a presentation. One educator can patiently sit and write
a well crafted outline about what he wants to say, put his ideas in order, develop the script for his dialogue
and then select the appropriate and relevant visuals. Another educator may like to look at as many visuals
as possible and then create a story and write the script to go along with the visuals.
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From my experience with creating presentations, there is reason to initially consider both ways. However,
my very best presentations are those in which I write down my ideas before I select my visuals as it
gives my presentation better direction. Looking at a set of visuals before writing gives me inspiration.
However, when I select my visuals before writing down what I want to say, I find myself shackled
because I am forced to craft my story around the visuals instead of selecting the visuals around my story.
While I encourage you to initially peruse a variety of possible visuals for inspiration, your
presentation will be more effective if your story outline is written before your visuals are selected.

What is a Story Outline?
The Story Outline is the basic structure that allows you to build your story in a systematic outline form by
filling in the blank headline fields of the Academic Presentations Story Template. The template used in
the Academic Presentations Plan is modeled after the template developed by Cliff Atkinson in Beyond
Bullet Points (Microsoft Press).1 The Academic Presentations Story Template is available for copying
on the last page of this chapter. You can also access a copy with the companion CD or by going to
www.academicpresentations.com and click on “Build Presentation”.

What Can Happen When You Don’t Write a Story Outline?
One of my students wrote a story outline with so much information that it spilled over the bounds of his
headline fields. He wrote at least three times as much permitted by the space allotted. He told me that he
just couldn’t reduce the number of words to fit the headline fields and when he transferred the headline
fields of his Story Template to the slides in his PowerPoint file, there was so much text spilling out of the
headline area, there was little room left for a visual. After some counseling, he procrastinated and then told
me that he would be changing his topic to something he considered more interesting. In short, he neglected
to write a clear story outline and he failed to adhere to the guidelines. Unfortunately, I wasn’t able to meet
with him before his he gave his presentation.
When he began his presentation, I soon realized that serious trouble was brewing. His slides were filled
with text that was small and unreadable. He selected a different background color for each slide and some
of the text color blended in with the background. He was turning his back to the audience while reading
from the slides, promoting his personal agenda on a controversial issue without any consideration for
balance or an opposing viewpoint. He was speaking from a stream of consciousness with no apparent
direction. He began to overload the class with slide after slide of seemingly unending and often boring
information.
What was supposed to be a 15 minute presentation dragged on to over 45 minutes and the attention span of
the class was going into overtime (and well beyond cognitive overload!). His information was flawed and
he had several typo errors. While the class remained respectful, I could see that they were becoming
increasingly impatient. I finally asked him to stop. I told him that with all of the preparation work that we
did as a class, he had violated nearly every rule about giving a good presentation.
“Mr. Farrell, I’m not finished”
“Yes Charlie, you are finished. You’ve basically killed us for nearly 45 minutes and I can no longer allow
you to hold the other students in this class as hostages to your presentation.” This is what I’d specifically
warned against when you were building your first presentation.
A few of my students said that I was overly harsh on Charlie, that he was one of the brightest students in
the school and that I had humiliated him by cutting short his presentation. Other students understood that I
was making a strong and painful statement about the need to prepare well and respect the cognitive limits
of the audience.
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One student later said that Charlie’s presentation was similar to the many presentations delivered
by some of their teachers who simply rambled on until the end of class with slide after slide of dense
information. Herein lies the problem; the tolerance level of presenting poorly is related to a
educators who continue to produce and deliver poor quality presentations. It’s not surprising that
many students also produce poor presentations when they observe their teachers who produce and
deliver poor quality presentations. Educators cannot hold their students as hostages while delivering
poor quality presentations and subject them to boring lessons day after day.
When we write a sentence, we begin with an uppercase letter; then we introduce the subject, slow down
for the commas, release the action through the verb, relate the object and finally, pause at the period.
Although there are a myriad of ways to compose words, to communicate complete thoughts, we need to do
it through the structure of the sentence. Likewise, to communicate our thoughts through a presentation, we
also need to do it through a structure. This communication is best done through the structure of a
story that has a Title with a Byline, an Introduction, Three Major Points, Further Explanations and
Details, a Turning point and a Conclusion.

Writing Your Story Outline with the Academic Presentations Story Template

Figure. 4-1 The Academic Presentations Story Template
The Academic Presentations Story Template is what I consider an educator’s version of the template
initially developed by Cliff Atkinson in Beyond Bullet Points. The Academic Presentations Story
Template that you’ll be using to develop the story for your presentation can be accessed with the
companion CD or by going to “Build Presentation” in www.academicpresentations.com.
You can also make copy of the printed form at the end of this chapter. The Academic Presentations
Story Template guides you in outlining the structure of your story. This template is actually a Microsoft
Word® document that can be edited, saved and the fields that you fill in will be transferred to a Holding
Document. These fields will then be further edited and will eventually become the headlines in your
PowerPoint file.
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Choosing between the Handwritten or Automated Approach to Develop Your Story

Figure 4-2 A view of the possible approaches used in developing your story

Using the Handwritten Approach
When using the Handwritten Approach, a copy (or copies) of the Academic Presentations Story
Template (found on the last page in this chapter) can be made. You’ll fill in the blank headline fields with
a pen or pencil and then rewrite what you have written in these fields as headlines to individual slides in a
specially formatted PowerPoint file. This approach works well for shorter presentations and lessons.

Using the Automated Approach
When using the Automated Approach, you enter and edit the elements of your story directly into the
Academic Presentations Story Template (this file is on the Companion CD or it can be downloaded
from “Build Presentation” at www.academicpresentations.com). The elements you enter into the headline
fields are then temporarily transferred to a Holding Document where they are further edited, and then
automatically pasted into the headlines of your specially formatted PowerPoint file. Although the
Automated Approach takes a few more steps, it is inherently easier and more productive with longer
presentations.

Thoughts on which Approach to Use: Handwritten, Automated or a Combination of
Both Ways.
I find I am more creative when handwriting my outline on a blank copy of the Academic Presentations
Story Template (found on the last page in this chapter). I often use this handwritten approach to “control”
my brainstorming activity. In Presentation Zen (New Riders), author Garr Reynolds states, “One of the
most important things you can do in the initial stage of preparing for your presentation is to get away from
your computer.”2 I couldn’t agree with him more.
After writing out my headlines (I sometimes use several template copies), I then type the headlines into
my computer using the Academic Presentations Story Template and then use the Automated
Approach from there. This combination of approaches is the way that works well for me. I’d suggest that
you initially consider writing down your headlines on a copy of the Academic Presentations Story
Template.
Additionally, a Handwritten Presentation Building Kit can be found in Appendix B. Using copies of
this kit will allow you to brainstorm, write your headlines, sketch your slides and compose your dialogue
in the good old-fashioned, tried and tested way with pen and paper.
The Academic Presentations Story Template can be found on the last page in this chapter and the
Handwritten Presentation Building Kit can be found in Appendix B. Both can be found on the
companion CD or by downloading them in “Build Presentation” in www.academicpresentations.com
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Beginning the Process of Writing Your Story
It is critical that you capture the attention of your students with a strong introduction. Get them to focus on
you and your message as quickly as possible. If you begin your presentation with a strong and well done
introduction, your students will begin paying attention, classroom noise will diminish and there will be
focus. A poor introduction is a sure signal to your students that you are about to waste their time. A good
introduction tells your students that they are about to go on an inspiring journey and that you will become
their Cognitive Guide.
Throughout this text, I use the presentation, “Windchill: Oh Baby It’s Cold Outside” as an example. I
initially developed this presentation for my statistics students during their study of bi-variate data and the
relationship between wind speed and ambient air temperature. I firmly believe that by using this type of
story-based presentation with relevant visuals, a well delivered dialogue and by encouraging students to
read additional study materials produces a far better way to facilitate learning. From my experience, it
yields a richer and more meaningful learning experience than the traditional classroom methods of using
only lectures and having students take notes or worse, transcribe your notes.

Open the Academic Presentations Story Template and Enter the Title and Byline:

Figure 4-3 The Title and Byline Field in the Academic Presentations Story Template
It is important that you give adequate thought to your title and perhaps ask others for suggestions and
guidance. While you are well into the writing process, a more appropriate title may become apparent. The
title field or any of the headline fields can be changed whenever necessary. Even though you may have
other people assisting you with your presentation, it is your name that goes in the byline. Your
presentation is your responsibility. Without your byline, the presentation might appear to look “canned”.
The work that you are presenting is your responsibility. This leads to the overall credibility of your
message. A presentation without a byline is faceless information. It’s your presentation, your creation, so
stand behind it with pride. I like to use my first, middle and last name because I’ve met too many other
“William Farrell”s in my life. I strongly encourage my students to take pride in their work.
Place the cursor in the first blank field and enter your Title and Byline.

Write the Headlines for the Introduction Section
Each of these fields will become the headlines for your slides. Try to use full sentences and emphasize
brevity and clarity.

Figure 4-4 The Introduction fields in the Academic Presentations Story Template
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Where and When?
This establishes the setting for your story. The Where does not necessarily need to be a physical location.
It could be a state of mind and the When does not need to be a specific date. However, be a bit more
specific than “Once upon a time”. Also, don’t open up your presentation with a statement which is unclear
or too controversial as this could diminish the attention of some of your students. In the model, Windchill:
Oh Baby It’s Cold Outside, I used a fictitious quote “The windchill will be 50 below tonight in northern
New Hampshire” to firmly establish the Where and When? for this introduction.

Who or What?
To get your students to relate to your presentation, try to involve them as the Who in your story. As a
presenting educator, you guide your students while they give you their support. I’ve found success when
I’ve established my students as the main characters and make my presentation personal to them. For
example, with my statistics students, I’ve often used data that involves their grades, their demographics
and their friends.
Whenever I orientate my presentation around the activities and interests of my students, a positive
feedback loop usually results. If your students have some stake in your presentation, they will pay closer
attention and gain meaningful learning. This requires tailoring your presentation to your students. In the
Windchill model, I specifically used “New Hampshire residents occasionally hear these windchill
warnings.” in the Who or What? headline field because the presentation was designed to be delivered to
people living in New Hampshire.

What is the Obstacle?
When I first encountered this directive toward making an interesting story, I questioned why I needed to
state that there was any obstacle or anything wrong for that matter. I was just trying to present
information. Wouldn’t this upset my students? ,, after reading on the subject of writing stories and
rereading some of my favorite short stories, I realized that the most interesting and well written stories
involve some type of conflict or overcoming some obstacle. In any academic or educational pursuit
there is always some obstacle that needs to be overcome or a problem that needs to be solved. To
craft a good story, it is often necessary to expose and develop some form of obstacle or conflict.
Describing some problem or obstacle that needs to be overcome sparks the interest in your students and
they will soon appreciate listening to your presentation. There is always some obstacle or some form of
conflict that needs to be recognized and addressed. Learning in itself creates a problem. Your students
need to be moved from a state of being uninspired, questioning and not understanding… to a state of
understanding and enlightenment. Remember you are leading your students in the direction of
understanding as their Cognitive Guide. The obstacles encountered in moving in this direction present the
problems. In the Windchill model, I use a question, “What does this windchill stuff mean and who
figures it out?” to describe the Obstacle.

What is the Desired Result?
Can this obstacle be overcome? Can this problem or conflict be solved? I like to think of this as the
destination that I want to lead my students toward. The desired result with students is their eventual
understanding and enlightenment. There should always be a desired result or some destination toward
understanding where you want to lead your students. This destination or state of understanding
requires some form of solution to create the emotions necessary for your students to become engaged and
actively participate in your presentation.
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Defining the obstacle and the desired result will trigger your students to begin anticipating. This will
propel them to start selecting and absorbing the upcoming words and pictures. In the Windchill model, I
suggested that “An understanding of windchill might help us make better decisions.” to indicate the
Desired Result.

What is a Possible Solution?
While you can’t realistically offer a complete solution with a few lines of text, this headline field will set
up the interest for your students. If you guide them by offering a solution, they will become engaged
participants. While this may involve some creative thinking on your part, it becomes the foundation for the
rest of your presentation. This possible solution also gives a real purpose for your presentation. As we
discussed in Chapter Two, you are not merely presenting information, you are guiding your students on a
turbulent journey toward understanding and meaningful learning. This process is much more effective
than simply presenting slide after slide of information. In the Windchill model, I used, “I’d like to share
my research to help you understand windchill better.” to propose a Possible Solution.

Preview of the Three Major Points
This will be the headline for the single slide often used with crisp-transitioned animation to introduce the
Three Major Points in a quick 1-2-3 sequence. Consider the combination of this headline and slide to be
the preview of coming attractions. In the Windchill model, I used, “Windchill is a calculation, a serious
warning but not an excuse.” to give a Preview of the Three Major Points.

A Few Thoughts on Completing the Introduction Section:
By the time your introduction is finished, your students and audience should understand the Who, What,
When and Where of your presentation. However, there is room for variation in that these elements do not
necessarily have to always follow this sequence. If you believe that your story may be enhanced by
rearranging these elements, or expanding the number of slides, you should consider a revision of the
sequence.

Write Your Headlines for the Major Points Section. These consist of the Three Major
Points, the Further Explanations and the Further Details.
Before Writing Your Three Major Points, You Need to Develop a Three Major Points
Sentence.
Although you may have a number of wonderful and inspiring ideas, your presentation will only be
successful when it can be broken down into one sentence with three major points. You may be able to
stretch to a fourth but remember, while you may think that what you have to say is the most important
information ever delivered, your students need to be convinced and not overloaded. Having the discipline
to be able to boil your presentation down into one strong sentence with three major points is the
essence of building an inspiring presentation with clarity and focus.
If you think that you can capture the minds and hearts of your students with a presentation overloaded
with information that you think is important, you’re only fooling yourself. It doesn’t work. You need to
condense your presentation into one sentence (with three major points) that tells a story. In Beyond
Bullet Points (Microsoft Press), Cliff Atkinson refers to this as an elevator pitch. “—can you tell me
quickly what you’re going to say?”3
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The next time a student asks, “What are we going to be learning today?” you should be able to respond
with one sentence with three major points. If you can’t condense the essence of your presentation into one
sentence with three major points, you are not ready to continue filling in the Academic Presentations
Story Template headline fields. If you can’t write a Three Major Points Sentence in one of the forms
below (What, Why or How), keep working on it until you succeed. If you can’t condense your
presentation into three major points, why would your students, or anyone else want to listen to you
anyway? Hopefully, I’ve used “If you can’t” enough times to emphasize the need for being able to write a
sentence with three major points. Quite simply, if you can’t, you can’t! Work on it until you can!
I think I can
I think I can

Consider Writing Your “Three Major Points Sentence” in One of These Forms:
Using WHAT
If the possible solution requires a WHAT response, use the following sentence form:
The three ways that the problem can be resolved are to understand that first __________, second
____________ and third________________.

Using WHY
If the possible solution requires a WHY response, use the following sentence form:
The three main reasons why you (or others) should consider the solution are first __________, second
____________ and third________________.

Using HOW
If the possible solution requires a HOW response, use the following sentence form:
The three ways as to how you (or others) can overcome the obstacle are first __________, second
____________ and third________________.
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Use Your Three Major Points Sentence to Write the Headlines for the Three Major
Points.
The Three Major Points that you listed in your Three Major Points Sentence should be entered into the
large fields in the Three Major Points section. Please refer to the example template in figure. 4-5. If you
carefully considered your Three Major Points when writing out the sentence, these three points should be
appropriate. Using the example from the Windchill: Oh Baby It’s Cold Outside presentation, I was able to
construct the following Three Major Points Sentence using the “WHAT” sentence form.
The three major points that I’d like to share to give you better understandings of windchill are, first…
Windchill a calculated value, second…Windchill is a serious warning and third…Windchill should not
be used an excuse for enjoying the outdoors.
What are we
learning today?

1. Windchill is a
calculated value.
2. Windchill is a
warning.
3. Windchill is not
an excuse.

The Further Explanations
The Three Major Points may also need additional supporting points that will occupy the adjacent area in
the Further Explanation fields. You may not need to use any or all three Further Explanations. These
Further Explanations can be constructed with a sentence in a similar way that the previous levels for the
major points were developed. Please refer to the example template in figure 4-5.
The following is an example of how I further explained the First Major Point, “Windchill is a calculated
value” with three Further Explanations.
To further explain that “Windchill is a calculated value”, first… Windchill is not measured with an
instrument, second… A thin protective layer of air surrounds your skin and third…We can never get
the surface of our skin below the ambient air temperature.

The Further Details
The three Further Explanations may also need to be supported by Further Details that will occupy the
adjacent area in the Further Details headline fields. You may not need to use any or all three Further
Details fields. These Further Details can be constructed with a sentence in a similar way that the three
previous levels were developed. Again, please refer to the example template in figure 4-5.
The three Further Details as to how “Windchill is not measured with an instrument” are first…Siple
and Passel conducted a study of windchill 1945, second…A new windchill index was established in
Canada in 2001 and third…Calculators and charts to calculate windchill are readily available.
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This process repeats for the remainder of your presentation. Depending upon the length of your
presentation, it may not be necessary to have all headline fields filled in. Each of your Further
Explanations headlines can be supported by an additional level of Further Details headlines. Each of
these headline fields should ideally be filled in with a complete sentence. While each of your headline
sentences should be grammatically correct and punctuated with a period, I’ve occasionally used a single
word or a phrase as a headline for emphasis or effect. Also, try to make the content of your headline
sentence brief yet understandable. While you might use the “WHAT” form to introduce your Three
Major Points headlines, the Further Explanations headlines could be a response in the “WHY” or
“HOW” form and continue in this way through the Further Details headlines. For example, the Three
Major Points could describe “WHAT” is needed to overcome an obstacle and the Further Explanation
headlines could respond by answering “WHY” or “HOW” this could be done. This action/reaction keeps
your story moving and sets up the strong dynamics for your presentation. At first, writing the body of your
story using this method may seem a bit difficult; however, after you’ve created and delivered a few
presentations, you’ll become a very skilled writer.

A Few Thoughts on Completing the Three Major Points Section:
Please understand that writing these headlines requires some reflection and thinking. The Academic
Presentations Story Template is only a guideline for building and producing an inspiring and well
received presentation. There are times when you can explore your personal creativity by varying the
sequence and improvising. These brief, well written headlines will become an integral component of your
students’ learning experience. In Beyond Bullet Points (Microsoft Press), Cliff Atkinson states the
importance of a writing good headlines, “…when you import your headlines in the title area of your
PowerPoint slides, your audience will have no doubts what you want to communicate because they can
read it for themselves at the top of each slide”.4
The bulk of the verbal information that you will be communicating should be accomplished through your
spoken dialogue with your students and not as text on the screen. Please let me repeat that again, the
bulk of your verbal information should be accomplished through your spoken dialogue and not as text
on the screen. Our students are not ink blotters! We must respect the limits of their cognitive capacity.
For many educators who have been building and delivering PowerPoint presentations using slides full of
dense text and bullet points, this is an abrupt departure point from how it may have been done previously.
We now live in a changing age of visual language.5 Our “right brain” kids are now ready to take off! 6

“Then you'd better start swimming or you'll sink like a stone
For the times, they are a changing”
Bob Dylan
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The following model is a sample of the Three Major Points Section:
Major Points

Further Explanations

Further Details

First Major Point

Second Major Point

Third Major Point

Figure 4-5 The Three Major Points in the Academic Presentations Story Template
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The Turning Point

Figure 4-6 The Turning Point in the Academic Presentations Story Template
After writing the fields in the Major Points Section, you’ll need to tie everything together into one main
Turning Point. Carefully review everything you have written so that you can get to this very critical
point, the Turning Point of your story. I’ve written some turning point headlines that were questions and
others were written as statements. However, the essence of the Turning Point is that you are reflecting on
the solution you offered during your introduction and your students should begin to sense that the
presentation is moving toward an ending (winding down) with an appropriate closure. In the Windchill
model, I used, “With careful preparation and appropriate clothing, we should all get outside and
embrace the winter weather.” as a Turning Point.

The Conclusion Section
There are four fields in the conclusion. This begins the closure for your presentation.

Figure 4-7 The Conclusion fields in the Academic Presentations Story Template

Revisit the Obstacle.
The headline in this field should reconnect your students to the problem stated in the introduction. While
you do not have to restate the problem or obstacle verbatim, it should reflect the conflict.

Revisit the Desired Result.
Again, this headline field should not be a verbatim restatement of the desired result in your introduction. It
should be a reflection on the solution that you offered in your introduction. By this time, your students
should have a sense of clarity because they now have a greater depth of understanding after absorbing
your major points, explanations and details of your presentation.

State the Climax.
The sentence you write in this field should provide a strong conclusion to your story. It should be a
powerful statement that reflects on the dynamics of your story.

State the Resolution.
This sentence should indicate closure to your presentation and open up additional dialogue for questions
and conversation with your students.
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Make a Printout and Save the Academic Presentations Story Template
Make a printout and save the Academic Presentations Story Template as a Word® Document. Rename it
using your Title and Story Template as the suffix. (Example: Windchill Story Template)

Transferring the Contents of the Academic Presentations Story Template to the
Headlines Holding Document
To prepare your headlines in the Academic Presentations Story Template to become the headlines of the
slides in your PowerPoint file, you will need to transfer the contents of the Story Template into a Holding
Document. The headlines in this holding file will be edited and “cleaned up”. The following is a diagram
of the process of transferring the contents of the Academic Presentations Story Template to the edited
Holding Document.

Figure 4-8 The process of transferring the headlines to the Holding Document

Open Your Academic Presentations Story Template.
Open your Academic Presentations Story Template and do the following:
Click Edit, Select All.
Click Edit, Copy
Create a new Word document, position the cursor in the new Word document and then click Edit, Paste
Special.
In the Paste Special dialog box, select Unformatted Text and click OK.

Figure 4-9 Select Unformatted Text in the Paste Special Dialog Box
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The headline fields of your Academic Presentations Story Template will be pasted into the Holding
Document and will appear to be somewhat scattered at first. These lines of text are the headlines that you
wrote in the Academic Presentations Story Template; however, they will now need to be “cleaned up”.
The unedited text in the Holding Document will look like the example in figure 4-10

Figure 4-10 This unedited Holding Document needs to be “cleaned up”
To “clean up” the unedited Holding Document, remove all extra spaces between words and add new line
breaks where needed so that you end up with only one headline per line. You may need to select all of the
text and set your text to single spacing. The “cleaned up” Holding Document will allow you to take a
final look at flow of your story. If you need to make any spelling corrections or editing, this is time to do
so.

Figure 4-11 A “cleaned up” edited Holding Document
Click Edit, Select All and Copy the text
Select Arial or Calibri for the typestyle. This will insure that your headlines are transferred into the
PowerPoint as the easier-to-read, san serif style.
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When you are finished editing this Holding Document you should have one headline per line. At this time
you can also get a “big picture” view of your headlines and insert or delete any text as appropriate.
Save this document as a Word® Document as Your Title Holding. (Example, Windchill Holding)
It is now time to go to Chapter Five, Appendix Detour for Microsoft Office 2003 Users, Transferring
Your Headlines into a PowerPoint File.
A blank Academic Presentations Story Template is located on the following page. Make a copy this if
you wish to use the Handwritten Approach or just for brainstorming.
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Academic Presentations
Presentation Story Template
Insert your title and byline below:
Your Title and Byline
Your Introduction
Where and When?
Who or What?
What is the Obstacle?
What is the Desired Result?
What is a Possible Solution?
Preview the Three Major Points
PPPointsMajor Points
How

Why

or What

Write your introduction headlines below:

Further Explanation
How

Why

or What

Further Details
How

Why

or What

The Turning Point
Your Conclusion
Revisit the Obstacle
Revisit the Desired Result
State the Climax
State the Resolution
Copyright©2008, William L. Farrell, Academic Presentations, Grantham, NH 03753 www.academicpresentations.com
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Appendix A, Chapter Five for Microsoft® 2003 Users

Transferring Your Headlines to a PowerPoint File
The following is a visual of how the headlines in your edited Holding Document are transferred into a
PowerPoint file.

Figure 5-1 Once the specially formatted PowerPoint file is ready, the headline fields in the
Edited Holding Document are then transferred to this formatted PowerPoint file. Each
headline field in the Holding Document becomes a headline for each slide in the specially
formatted PowerPoint file.

To Transfer the Headlines to a PowerPoint File, You Will Need to Get the Academic
Presentations Slide Formatter.
The Academic Presentations Slide Formatter is a specially formatted version of a PowerPoint file
designed with the ideal settings for the Slide Master and Notes Master. The Academic Presentations
Slide Formatter allows you to bypass several technical steps and focus on writing your story rather than
laboring through the technical aspects of formatting a PowerPoint file. Additionally, the Academic
Presentations Slide Formatter can be saved as your default PowerPoint file to your local hard drive so
that whenever you click the PowerPoint icon, the specially formatted file will open with the ideal settings.
The Academic Presentations Slide Formatter can be copied from the companion CD located in the back
of this text. You may also go to www.academicpresentations.com and get the Academic Presentations
Slide Formatter in “Build Presentation”.
Note: If you do not have access to the internet or the companion CD located in the back of this text, you
can build an Academic Presentations Slide Formatter with the ideal settings for the Slide Master and
Notes Master by going through the process as outlined in Appendix D-part 2 for Microsoft® PowerPoint
2003 users.
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Getting the Academic Presentations Slide Formatter from the Companion CD
Open the companion CD and click on the Academic Presentations Slide Formatter icon and save it on
your local hard drive. I usually save it on my desktop.

Figure 5-2 The Academic Presentations Slide Formatter from the Companion CD
While you can open up the specially formatted PowerPoint file from your desktop, you can also make the
Academic Presentations Slide Formatter the default.
To make the Academic Presentations Slide Formatter the default PowerPoint file, do the following:
Open the Academic Presentations Slide Formatter
Click File, Save As and in the Save As Dialog box, click the Save As Type drop-down arrow and chose
Design Template.
Double click default.pot or blank.pot
Click yes when the warning appears. This will overwrite your original PowerPoint default and make the
Academic Presentations Slide Formatter your new default.
The Academic Presentations Slide Formatter is now your default PowerPoint file. Each time you click
open the PowerPoint icon, it up it will open as a specially formatted file with ideal settings.
Close the Academic Presentations Slide Formatter which is now your default PowerPoint file.
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Getting the Academic Presentations Slide Formatter from

www.academicpresentations.com

To get the Academic Presentations Slide Formatter, go to www.academicpresentations.com and click
on “Build Presentation”. The following screen will appear.

Select and Save the Academic
Presentations Slide Formatter

Figure 5-3 The Academic Presentations Slide Formatter from www.academicpresentations.com
Click on Academic Presentations Slide Formatter and save it to your local hard drive. I usually save it
on my desktop.
While you can open up the specially formatted PowerPoint file from your desktop, you can also make the
Academic Presentations Slide Formatter the default.
To make the Academic Presentations Slide Formatter the default PowerPoint file, do the following:
Open the Academic Presentations Slide Formatter
Click File, Save As and in the Save As Dialog box, click the Save As Type drop-down arrow and chose
Design Template.
Double click default.pot or blank.pot
Click yes when the warning appears. This will overwrite your original PowerPoint default and make the
Academic Presentations Slide Formatter your new default.
The Academic Presentations Slide Formatter is now your default PowerPoint file. Each time you click
open the PowerPoint icon, it up it will open as a specially formatted file with ideal settings.
Close the Academic Presentation Slide Formatter which is now your default PowerPoint file.

Transferring the Headline Fields from the Holding Document to PowerPoint
The headline fields in the Holding Document are now ready to be transferred to the Academic
Presentations Slide Formatter (or your new default PowerPoint file). The edited headlines in the
Holding Document will be transferred in their correct order and become the headlines in each slide of the
PowerPoint file. While this process involves a few careful steps and a bit of patience, it automates an
otherwise laborious task of having to enter each slides headline.
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When this transfer process is complete, you will be able to open up your default PowerPoint file and be
greeted by an appropriate headline for each slide. This gives a great sense of direction as each slide will be
like a highway mile marker. Those who do not go through this planning process are faced with a
prearranged text template and a set of empty slides with no direction.
To transfer the Headline Fields from the edited Holding Document into a PowerPoint file , do the
following:
Open the Holding Document with your edited headline fields.
Click File, Send To, and click Microsoft Office PowerPoint. This opens a new non-formatted
PowerPoint file and inserts each statement in the title area of a separate slide as shown in the following:
In the Normal view of your generic PowerPoint file (with the transferred headlines), click on the top slide
in the left column.
Click Edit, Select All and then Edit, Copy.
Click File, New and select blank presentation in the task pane on the right. This blank presentation is
really the Academic Presentation Plan Slide Formatter which is now the new default PowerPoint.
If you did not make the Academic Presentations Slide Formatter your default PowerPoint file, open a
copy of the Academic Presentations Slide Formatter.
Once the Academic Presentations Plan Slide Formatter is open do the following:
Click View, Normal
Position the cursor at the very top of the first slide.
Click Edit, Paste
Click Format, Slide Layout
Click on the Titles Only layout
All of your slides will now be correctly formatted and consistent.
The Dark Bookend and Red Reference Slides will be positioned in their appropriate places when you
begin sing the Slide Sorter view in the next chapter.
You’ll notice that some of the headlines may not fit perfectly in the title area. This problem will be
addressed in the next section, “Editing and cleaning up your headlines.”
Save this PowerPoint file in a convenient location. It is wise to make frequent back up files to insure
that your hard work is not lost.
In the Windchill model, I simply used “Windchill” as the PowerPoint file name.
Congratulations! You have now written your story, transferred and saved your headlines in a PowerPoint
file.
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Editing and Cleaning Up Your Headlines
An effective slide headline should have a font size with at least 40 points, large enough to be seen at
the back of the room. The headline font should be preferably Arial or Calibri and san serif meaning
type, meaning without a bunch of curves, squiggles or “gingerbread”.
Serif style has a curved shape and is more appropriate for slower reading such as you see in the body
of the text you are reading now (Times New Roman). This curved style font makes the reader slow
down and absorbs the written material in a slower manner. It is important to understand that when
text is written on a screen during a presentation, it is made for fast, quick reading as you are
presenting verbally. Serif style font such as Times New Roman has no business on a presentation
screen.1 Serif font is appropriate only for the notes body in the handout pages where students can
absorb the material at their own rate of speed and comprehension.
Click View, Normal and scroll through your slides to look at your headlines. Make sure that your
headlines are in Arial, Calibri or some appropriate san serif typestyle that is at least 40 points in size. Keep
the typestyle consistent throughout your presentation. If your headlines exceed the boundaries, they are
too wordy. Edit to make sure that your headlines do not exceed two lines. You may also need to “stretch’
the headline over two slides. To do this, end the headline on the first slide with an ellipsis … and begin the
headline on the second slide with an ellipsis… for example:
First slide “Windchill rapidly cools the surface of our skin…”
Second slide “…however, the temperature of our skin never gets below the ambient air temperature.”
Once your headlines are cleaned up, you are ready to go to Chapter Six, Assembling Your Presentation
and Developing Your Dialogue.

Note to Those Using the Handwritten Method:
If you hand wrote your headlines using a printed version of the Academic Presentations Story
Template, you can now open the Academic Presentations Slide Formatter and type your headlines
directly to the PowerPoint file.
Click on the first white slide and press Ctrl-D as many times as you will need slides for your presentation.
For very short lessons requiring a few slides, this handwritten method works well
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Appendix A, Chapter Six for Microsoft® Office 2003Users

Assembling Your Presentation and Developing
Your Dialogue
The white background slides in your PowerPoint file will now have your headlines positioned at the
top of each slide. Any white background slides without headlines can be deleted. There are additional
special slides that have been inserted as the last slides in your Academic Presentations Slide
Formatter. These are the Dark Bookend Slides, and the Red Reference Slides. At your earliest
convenience, it is strongly recommended that you save your PowerPoint file and create a folder for
this and all other files associated with your presentation. In the example used in this text, Windchill is
the name I chose for my PowerPoint file. I also created a folder named Windchill Presentation and
placed all associated files in a convenient location (I use the desktop) on my local hard drive.

At This Point, It’s Not about the Pictures
Most students who begin building a presentation with PowerPoint usually consider selecting the
pictures a priority. While it might seem reasonable to consider selecting pictures and visuals as a
priority, you need to get the “big picture” of your presentation before selecting the “little”
pictures”. This requires viewing your headline slides in the Slide Sorter view. This view will display
the “big picture” by giving you a visual layout of your slides and allows you to use your headlines as
a reference for the development of your spoken dialogue. If you begin the development of your
dialogue by referencing pictures, you may easily lose the focus of your message. Your dialogue
development should not be a response to your pictures and visuals. Use your headlines to develop
your dialogue first and then select the pictures and visuals.
Your presentation is about your ideas and your ideas are developed through your headlines and
your dialogue. Pictures are not your ideas; pictures are used to reflect and compliment your ideas.

Understanding the Three Working Views: Normal, Slide Sorter and Notes Page
PowerPoint has three working views to build and assemble your presentation slides. Each of these
views displays a different perspective of your individual slides. Any editing done in one of these
views will automatically be updated in the other views. To change views, select View and in the
Presentation Views tab, select Normal, Slide Sorter or Notes Page view.
Normal view is where the object editing for
size, crop, color etc. is made. You can write
your dialogue in the pane at the bottom.
Slide Sorter view is the “big picture” view
where your slides are displayed in rows in a
storyboard format.
Notes Page view is a separate view with a
smaller area for your slide and a text box for
writing your dialogue. This is also the layout
for your printed notes handouts.
Figure 6-1 Three Views of PowerPoint
Creating Better Academic Presentations: Our Students Learn Better with Pictures and Words
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The Dark Bookend Slides
The first and last slides are the Dark Bookend Slides. These are simply a pair of slides with a dark
background; black usually works best. These are the first and last slides in your presentation. The
first slide sets up the presentation protocol as it produces a dark, black screen and eliminates any
extraneous visuals, such as the contents of your desktop. It is very unprofessional to have students
enter the classroom and see your personal desktop being displayed on the projector before
your presentation begins. The second of these two slides is positioned at the end of your
presentation to signal the end of your presentation without filling the screen with unwanted visuals.
This also sets up the environment for your question and answer session.

Figure 6-2 The Dark Bookend Slides

The Red Reference Slides
The Red Reference Slides are hidden slides which do not appear in your presentation but are present in
the Normal and Slide Sorter views. They are used as guides when you set up your storyboard in the Slide
Sorter view to locate the beginning of the introduction, the major points, the turning point and the
conclusion. The Red Reference Slides consist of the following:
The Red Reference Slides
Introduction
Major Point #1
Major Point #2
Major Point #3
Turning Point
Conclusion

Figure 6-3 The Slide Sorter view of the Dark Bookend and Red Reference Slides. These
slides are found at the end of your PowerPoint file.
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Setting Up Your Storyboard in Slide Sorter View
In the lower left of your PowerPoint screen there are three buttons for Normal, Slide Sorter and Slide
Show views. The magnification adjustment is located in the standard toolbar.
Make an adjustment with the magnification adjustments so that all of your slides are as large as possible
and within view. See Figure 6-4 as an example.
Magnification
adjustment

Figure 6-4 The Slide Sorter view of the storyboard with the headlines slides

Using Your Story Template as a Guide

Figure 6-5 Using the Story Template as a Guide
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Print a copy of your Story Template as a guide to locate the position of your Red Reference Slides. While
using a printed copy of the Story Template as a guide, click on the appropriate Red Reference Slide and
position it to the left of the corresponding headline slide. Also, position a Dark Bookend Slide at the
beginning and another at the end. You may want to build another set of reference slides with different
colors for the explanation and detail slides. This can be done by duplicating any Red Reference Slide and
changing the color and text to build a set of Further Explanation and Further Detail slides.

Making a Printout of Your Storyboard
To make a printed copy of your storyboard, simply make a screen shot from your keyboard and paste it
into the body of a Microsoft Word Document (or a PowerPoint slide). Crop the picture and make a
printout. See page 88 for producing a screen shot.
Another option is to make a printout with nine slides per page. In the Print Dialog box, choose Handouts
at 9 slides per page (see Figure 6-6). You can spread these pages out and use your Story Template as a
reference guide.

Figure 6-6 Print Dialog box to print 9 slides per page handouts for your storyboard.

Developing Your Dialogue
Please notice that throughout this text I continue to refer to this as dialogue and not narration.
While some (perhaps many) would argue that this is called a narrative, I’m going to take a bit of
rhetorical license and continue to refer to this as dialogue. A dialogue involves having a
conversation with your students, a more conversational and personal means of communicating.
Narration is formal communication; a more impersonal means of telling.
As educators, we should think more in the spirit of conversing and communicating with our students I
the form of a dialogue rather than telling them something I the form of a narrative.
The creative process involved in writing your dialogue often creates anxiety. While you may have been
able to comfortably fill in the blank fields of the Story Template, writing your dialogue may initially
create a sense of mental paralysis. This is where you will be exposing your strengths (or weaknesses) as
an effective communicator with your students.
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Prepare and Practice
Writing the dialogue that will be eventually delivered in your presentation can be somewhat intimidating.
However, with preparation and practice, your fear will diminish. When I began training for my pilot’s
license back in 1971, I quickly realized that flying a plane was inherently more complicated than driving
an automobile. I was very intimidated by the complexity of the tasks and the idea that I’d one day fly
alone did not make me feel secure. Fortunately, I had a terrific flight instructor, Rick Kalustian who
isolated each movement, and built my confidence one step at a time. Checklists were religiously used
and a logbook documented each element of my success. I repeatedly rehearsed each movement before
every lesson. Rick would always talk me through my difficulties in a calm conversational tone.
Eventually, everything came together and I was able to routinely go through the procedures. Finally, Rick
had me land the plane and without warning, he turned to me and said, “You’re on your own Bill. Make
three touch-and-goes and I’ll meet you over at the office when you’re done”.
Rick opened the door, jumped out of the cockpit and said, “Good luck.” I went through each routine in
my head, pushed the throttle all the way in, let off the brakes, kept the nose centered on the runway, used
a little right rudder and at about 60 mph, the Cessna 150 began to lift and then…. I was flying by myself.
I looked down, saw Rick walking toward the office and suddenly thought “Holy ####, I’m actually flying
this plane alone and there is no turning back”. From that point I realized an important life lesson. When
you prepare and practice you can do things that you once thought were beyond your own
intellectual or physical capacity.

Figure 6-7 Learning to write and deliver an effective dialogue is like learning to fly small
aircraft. If you prepare and practice, you’ll be flying. However, if you don’t…….
Before you can solo with your own presentation, you’ll also need to prepare and practice. Before you can
metaphorically fly your own presentation, you’ll need to prepare by understanding the craft of
writing a good set of speaker notes that will assist you in delivering your message with an effective
dialogue.
This dialogue is written in the form of the Notes Pages which can initially be read for each slide. As you
rehearse and you become more familiar with your slides, you may be able to deliver your presentation
without reading your notes. However, to insure that you have clarity and can deliver important content,
using the Notes Pages is initially the best way to go.
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The tone of your dialogue should be conversational. I write out my speaker notes in a type size of 20
points (this has already been formatted for you in the Notes Page view) which allows me to easily see
(without eyeglasses) while reading my dialogue to my students. I have a three ring binder that holds each
of my Notes Pages. I methodically read from each page and when I’m finished, I simply turn the page
and advance the slide. I also have tabs on each page which allow me to always turn the top tab and insure
that I never need to fumble with the pages. This gives the delivery of my dialogue a more seamless effect.
These page tabs can be found in most office supply stores.

Some Thoughts about Reading from Your Notes
While many presentation coaches dissuade their students from reading from a set of notes, I’ve found that
reading from my notes works best for me. It initially gives me control of my content and clarity and after
a few rehearsals; I find myself able to make more eye contact, use appropriate body language and deliver
a solid presentation. Eventually, I don’t need my notes; however, without initially using these Notes
Pages as the foundation for delivering my dialogue, I usually flounder. With my notes as a guide, I can
usually deliver a meaningful and well coordinated dialogue. I’ve seen well intentioned educators and
even professional presenters go off on a tangent and lose the essence and focus of their message
when they speak without the guidance of a good set of notes.

Using the Normal View to Write Your Dialogue
Position the cursor in the notes pane below the slide and start typing.

Type your notes here
in the Normal view

Figure 6-8 Writing your notes in the Normal view
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Using the Notes Page View to Write Your Dialogue
While you can write your dialogue in the Normal view, I prefer writing my dialogue in the Notes Page
view.

Type your notes here
in the Notes Page view

Figure 6-9 Writing your notes in the Notes Page view

The Art of Writing Your Dialogue
Click on any headline slide, look at the headline (you wrote it) and then speak in a conversational tone as
if you were talking to a trusted friend. Say anything that comes into your head without repeating the
headline. Now write down exactly what you said. Don’t edit it; don’t check for spelling or grammar;
don’t change it in any way. Just write down what you said about the headline.
Click on another headline slide and repeat what you experienced with the previous slide. Keep doing this
for several slides. Speak and write, speak and write, speak and write. Try to keep in mind that you are
crafting a story that is built on a problem-solution model. You are speaking and writing in a
conversational tone. You are creating a dialogue, not a narration. Get into the mindset that you are
having a conversation with a trusted friend.
Begin editing your dialogue in the Notes Page view. Rework your dialogue so that it is written in
grammatically correct sentences and paragraphs. If you need to inject a note for a pause, use some form
of symbolism such as a series of periods…….. as your written speaker notes can also be offered as
handouts.
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A Few Thoughts on Writing Your Dialogue
I sometimes find it helpful if I can get away from my computer and write down my dialogue with pencil
and paper. One way that I’ve found useful is to print a set of headline slides with an adjacent area for
some brief writing as well as some rough sketches which will be discussed in Chapter Seven.
Make rough sketches in the
headlined slides for concept.

Handwrite your thoughts for a dialogue
in the lined areas.

Figure 6-10 A set of headline pages with your thoughts and some rough sketches.
To produce a set of these headline pages to handwrite your dialogue, do the following:
Click Print
In Print what?, scroll down and click Handouts
In the Slides per Page box, click 3
Click OK
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Appendix A, Chapter Seven for Microsoft® Office 2003 Users

Building Effective Slides with Headlines and
Visuals
An effective slide is a simple slide with a headline written in a full sentence and a picture or visual,
period! The slide by itself doesn’t tell the story. You tell the story through your dialogue. The slide
supports your ideas. Slides loaded with “bells and whistles”, bullet points, animated graphics and
other “gingerbread” are obstacles to meaningful learning.

“Can you see what I’m saying?” 1
“No, I can hear what you’re saying but I can’t see what you’re saying. I need a
picture!”
The “16-70” Rule
In the Academic Presentations Slide Formatter, the default layout has 16% of the slide’s area
reserved for the headline and 70% for the picture. The reason why so little area is allocated for text
is because 16% is all that is needed for a gripping headline. Anything more than 16% of the area and
you’ll have too much on-screen text. It only seems reasonable that the remainder be used for the
picture. However, the real reason why the picture gets such a big share of the slide’s real estate is
because a good picture or visual can help convey your message with far greater strength than with
text alone, especially when the picture is combined with a headline and your spoken words. The
following examples are of two contrasting experiences. The first is delivered with a bulleted text
slide; the second, on the following page, has a headline and picture. Both have different narrations
that you can read out loud.

The Words Alone Experience
We may be experiencing Climate Change
The earth’s climate is changing.
The canals in the Netherlands have not
frozen over in forty years.
People used to skate on these canals.
The ice on these canals was somewhat
bumpy.
I had a cousin named Ard Schenk who
skated as much as 50 kilometers in one day.
Ard and his friends no longer skate on these
canals because they no longer freeze.

I purposely used a mirror image for each of the slide’s bulleted statements as the narration.
Amazingly, I’ve seen it done this way while the presenting individual aimed an obnoxious laser
pointer at each statement while reading bulleted text with his back turned toward his students. This
bulleted slide is dense, excessively wordy and overloads the students’ processing ability.
Unfortunately, this is what many presenters do with PowerPoint and this is why learning suffers.
Let’s see what happens when a headline, picture and a related dialogue in story form are used.
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The Headline, Picture and Dialogue Experience
In 1965, my cousin Ard Schenk skated on the canals in
the Netherlands. Each day after school, Ard and his
friends ran home, laced up their skates and rattled over
these canals for 50 kilometers. That’s 32 miles as we
know it. Ard’s dad used to say that every night at
dinner, Ard’s face would fall into his plate from
exhaustion. Ard said that every winter day was the best
day of his life.
Unfortunately, Ard and his children can no longer skate
on these canals because they haven’t frozen over in the
past 40 years.

Hopefully, comparing the bulleted slide experience with the one above will give you some
understanding of how our students learn better with pictures and words. By combining a headline,
picture and a related dialogue in story form, the second example appeals to our students’ emotions
while presenting meaningful information at the same time. Students are drawn into the picture, they
become engaged, they ask questions and they begin constructing knowledge. At the conclusion of a
presentation, I usually offer printed handouts in Notes Page view as well as other relevant reading
material. When this is done well, my students become curious, more inspired and engaged.

What Makes an Effective Slide?

16% Headline and 70% Visual

Designing your slide with a gripping headline and a related picture or visual will draw your
students’ attention toward enjoying your story and understanding your message. The following is
one example of an effective slide that adheres to the “16-70” rule:

16% for the slide’s headline

70 % for the slide’s visual

Figure 7-1 An effective “16-70” slide with a headline and picture
The Academic Presentations Slide Formatter configures the slide to adhere to the “16-70” rule.
Additionally, it insures that each headline is aligned left and displayed in 40-point Arial font. By
using this format with complete, grammatically correct sentences (with periods), your students will
become familiar with the consistency of your headlines. I have a strong preference to align the
text to the left rather than centering it because this practice adheres to the way students in
western countries are conditioned to move their eyes toward the upper left with each new page
or slide. In Presenting to Win, Jerry Weissman refers to this as conditioned carriage return,2
referring to the movement of the carriage of an old mechanical typewriter.
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Sketching Your Visuals on a Set of Printed Handouts
After writing the dialogue for my headline slides, I often print a set of handouts (3 slides per page)
and draw rough sketches and stick figures for each slide. The process of drawing quiets my mind
and allows me to explore and go beyond the limits of available visuals. While many of my sketches
might look like rubbish, I don’t cower from doing this because these rough sketches are an
unrestricted reflection of my imagination. Occasionally, my students come upon one of my
developing storyboard sketches and the resulting belly laughter makes the day worthwhile. While
these images will eventually be replaced by high quality graphics and pictures, they serve as an
important intermediary step in creating a meaningful learning experience.
In the 2008 edition of Beyond Bullet Points (Microsoft Press), Cliff Atkinson encourages sketching
to apply your more creative side, “…don’t worry if your not an artist—just do the best you can to
capture the general idea of what you’re looking for, even if it’s the simplest stick figures, shapes and
arrows”.3 Robert E. Horn’s groundbreaking work Visual Language (MacroVU Press) includes a
selection of easy to draw facial images that reflect expressions of emotions.4 Additionally, Visual
Language displays bounteous material for drawing sketches to reflect your ideas.
Interestingly, I often find that once I draw a sketch, I have more clarity and often modify my
dialogue or headline as a result. This type of adjustment is a beneficial part of the creative process
and will be further discussed in Chapter Eight.

Sketching Your Visuals with a Tablet Laptop or a Writing Pad
With the advent of the tablet laptops and writing pads, your rough sketches can now be drawn
directly in the PowerPoint file. PowerPoint allows you to use your stylus to draw rough sketches on
the screen in both Normal and Slide Show view.
If you don’t have access to a tablet laptop, there is a viable alternative that will permit you to sketch
directly on your slides in both Normal and Slide Show view. This is a compact writing tablet and
stylus called the Wacom® Bamboo Writing Tablet. It costs about $75.00, connects directly to your
computer’s USB port and will also permit you to highlight, draw and illustrate while presenting in
the Slide Show view. Once you present with this device, you might throw your laser pointer in the
waste bucket. Additionally, by inserting a few blank white slides at the end of your storyboard, you
can quickly access a vibrant display to use for sketching diagrams and visuals while presenting.
These images can also be saved, printed and copied for your students’ reference. More importantly,
you’ll never have to turn your back on your students.

techdigest.tv/2007/05/wacom_bamboo_co.html

Windchill: Baby It’s Cold Outside

Figure 7-2 A Wacom stylus and writing pad and one of my rough sketches.
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How to Get Pictures and Visuals
First, Get a Digital Camera!
At the risk of having this sound like a mandate, please get a digital camera! Using a digital camera
greatly enhances your ability to get the best visuals for your presentations. Any digital camera with
three mega pixels or greater is adequate. I carry mine in a small nylon case attached to my belt and I
take several pictures in the course of a day that can be used for presentations. It is not always
necessary to get the exact photo for your presentation. A variety of photo images can be edited in
PowerPoint and used to support your ideas.
Once you’ve crafted your story with headlines and your written dialogue, it is easier to get the
pictures, especially if you have your own digital camera and use it whenever a photo opportunity
arises. You’ll be surprised at how many common everyday occurrences lend themselves to pictures
that can align with your story and enhance your message.
I also use my digital camera as a scanner whenever I need to copy a photo from a text book or
magazine. Always take a small pad to write down the source of your photo for your closing credits
slide. By using the close-up mode and turning off the flash, I can get acceptable images of old
snapshots, photos, diagrams and images. Negatives and slides can be sent to a file transfer service to
get CDs made with JPEG images. I’ve also shot digital photos of projected 35 mm slides and
captured acceptable images. Finally, if you still can’t find the picture or visual for a certain slide,
draw it on your tablet or writing pad. If you don’t have one of these devices you can take a black felt
tip pen and draw an image on a sheet of paper, photograph your sketch in close up mode and save it
to your hard drive as a JPEG file. Once again, don’t worry if you’re not an artist; even a stick figure
with a headline works better than words alone.

Figure 7-3 A photograph of a sketched inserted into a headline slide

Other Sources for Getting Digital Photographs
There are several sources for getting digital photographs. One of the most frequently used is Google
Images. There, you will usually find dozens of acceptable images, however, make sure that you get
the resolution high enough to insure an acceptable image and always record the source of your
photograph for the Closing Credits slide.
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Other Sources for Finding Relevant Visuals
Digital Photograph Sources and Services
iStockphoto, www.istockphoto.com
National Geographic, www.ngm.com at the end of each article, there is a forward slash and a
number that offers some stunning high quality images and accompanying narration.
Google Image, www.google.com
Stock.XCHNG , www.sxc.hu
Getty Images, www.gettyimages.com
Herma, www.herma.com
Corbis, www.corbis.com
Microsoft Clip Art and Media Gallery
Images with newspapers

Building a Pool of Digital Photographs
Accumulating a pool of digital photos is relatively easy. In fact, it might be too easy as managing
the quantity of your digital photographs can become unwieldy. I save mine onto my hard disk and
make backups with CDs. I also use two external hard drives, each with 160 GB capacity and
organize my folders by subject and display them in thumbnail view. In this last year alone, I
recorded and organized over 16,000 photos with a $150.00 Nikon® Coolpix. That’s less than a
penny per photograph and I still have the camera. You will need to set up some form of organization
using folders to classify your photos by subject, date or whatever. I’ve set up an organizational data
base to locate my photographs by date, subject, location, and people photographed.

Printing a Contact Sheet of Your Selected Photos
One way to easily review a group of pictures is to save them in folders on your hard drive(s) and
then print some contact sheets. I usually select my “candidate” photos and then view them in a
contact sheet form. Using Photo Printing Wizard, I select the photos for consideration and then
print a set of contact sheets in grayscale. I place these sheets of 36 images into a three ring binder
where I can circle them, make notes and select the appropriate photos for my presentation.

Figure 7-4 A printed contact sheet of 36 digital images
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Getting Permission and Citing Selected Photographs
When you select an image, from any source that is not your own, it is important that you record the
source of the photograph for your closing credits slide. Citing each photograph, including your own,
is necessary to give credit to others’ intellectual property and it also allows your students to be able
to reference the source of the photograph for further exploration. If your presentation is going to be
used commercially, you may need to purchase photographs through a subscription club.
Additionally, you should also request permission to use photographs for your educational purposes.
Find the e-mail address for the photograph’s website and send a message requesting permission to
use their photos for educational purposes with your presentation.

Inserting and Editing Pictures and Other Visuals into the Headline Slides
The visual images that you will be working with are:
Photographs
Clip Art
Diagrams and Organizational Charts
Media Clips
Charts
Tables
Graphics
Screen Shots

Inserting Photographs, Pictures and Other Features in PowerPoint
The photographs that you have selected should be clear and in focus and have sufficient resolution.
While more advanced editing can be done with Adobe® Photoshop to edit and “cut away” some of
the extraneous areas of the photograph, the photograph editing features included in PowerPoint are
simple and quite adequate.
To insert a photograph or other visual in your headline slide, do the following:
Click Insert, Picture then select from the visual options

Figure 7-5 The Illustrations section to select and insert your visual
Your photograph or visual will be inserted into your headline slide. You will need to resize, crop,
edit and use a number of other features.
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Editing Photographs, Pictures and Other Features in PowerPoint
PowerPoint provides a wide array of graphics editing features. The four features that I’ve found
most useful are crop, contrast, brightness and compress. Because the scope of this text is limited to
using the PowerPoint features to create a simple, yet effective slide, any advanced use of additional
editing features will require other sources, both on-line help and textbooks.
To edit a photograph, picture or other visual in your headline slid you will need to access the
Picture Toolbar by doing the following:
Click View, Toolbar, Picture. (See figure 7-6 for the Picture Toolbar)
Clicking the icons on the Picture Toolbar will allow you to do the photo-editing with your inserted
picture. These icons from left to right are:
Insert Picture
Adjust Color (Automatic, Black and White, Grayscale and Washout)
More Contrast
Less Contrast
More Brightness
Less Brightness
Crop
Rotate Left 90 degrees
Line Styles
Compress Pictures
Recolor Picture
Format Picture
Set Transparent Color
Reset Picture

Figure 7-6 The Picture Toolbar

Inserting and Editing a Screen Shot
The Screen Shot is a valuable feature that allows you to snap a picture of your screen and copy it
into the content area of your headline slide. This Screen Shot can be further edited like any other
visual.
To get a Screen Shot do the following:
As you are viewing the screen, press the Print Screen function key.
Click Ctrl-V in your headline slide to paste the Screen Shot.
Edit the screen shot using the features included in the Picture Toolbar icons.
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Creating Graphics for Your Headline Slide
Graphics are another great feature of PowerPoint; the Drawing Toolbar has icons for a plethora of
graphics designs such as shapes, lines, coloring objects etc. The possibilities of effective designs
that can help deliver your message are only limited by your creativity. However, just because you
have access to all of the “bells and whistles” of this graphics power, remember to use appropriate
restraint.

Compressing Your Photographs
As you add photographs and visuals, your PowerPoint file can become excessively large. To reduce
the size of your files, the photographs can be compressed into a more modest resolution of 96 dots
per inch. This size is adequate to display your projected visuals without any loss in clarity.
To compress your photographs, do the following:
Click on any photograph
Click the Compress Picture icon on the Picture Toolbar.
In the Apply to section of the Compress Picture Dialog Box, click All pictures in document.
Click Web Screen or Print options in the Change resolution section.
In the Options section, click the Picture Compress icon in the Adjust section
Click on the Options button in the Compress Picture Dialog box.
Click the Automatically perform basic compression on save box.
Click Compress pictures and Delete cropped area of pictures box in the Options section only if
you don’t want to make any further cropping adjustments.
Click OK

Figure 7-7 The Compress Pictures dialog box
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Rebuild the Major Point Slides to Have a Different Look
Consider making the specific slides for your major points to have a different appearance than the
other slides. One method would be to make the background different than the other slides in your
presentation. Another way is to make the background black, split the slide vertically and have your
headline on the left and your photo on the right.5 The following are examples for making the major
point slides appear differently:

Figure 7-8 Original headline view of a major point slide converted into a split screen
version to signal a transition to a major point.

Remember Your Students
I often find a photo of one of my student’s home town or a familiar landmark to use.
“Hey Mr. Farrell, that’s where I live”.
“Oh really, how interesting?”
Always try to involve your students in your presentation.

Adhere to Some Common Sense Rules when it Comes to Contrast.
Don’t use red color fonts on a green background as these colors tend to “bleed” together. If you have
difficulty reading it, your students will as well.

Transitions Should be Crisp and Quick.
Forget the fading transitions with live presentations. Also, if the projector is set up with a wireless
connection, the fading and animations may look horrible. Wipes and other transitions should be
avoided.

Don’t Position a Logo or School Emblem on Your Master Slide That Will be
Seen on Every Slide on Your Presentation.6
While this might be common use for a cable TV channel, it is highly annoying during a
presentation. Reserve the logo for the beginning slide and perhaps the ending slide that may be
visible while your students or audience assembles or asks questions. After the first slide, a logo
simply takes up valuable real estate and makes your presentation look like a cheap commercial with
a subliminal message. Put your logo or school emblem only on each page of the Notes Page master.
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Making Use of Empty (or Negative) Space
You may select a photograph that works perfectly, however, there could be something in the
background that may not be appropriate.. The background can be “cut away” by using a feature
found in photo editing software such as Adobe® Photoshop®. If you don’t have access to
Photoshop®, you may be able to send a JPEG image to a service that will edit the photo for you.
This will produce what is called empty space.
In Presentation Zen, author Garr Reynolds emphasizes that empty space has an important purpose.
“It is the empty space that gives a design air and lets the positive elements breathe.” 7 While the
Information presenters continue to load every square inch of their slides’ real estate with bulleted
text and clutter, Cognitive guides avoid these mistakes. Take Garr Reynolds advice and let the
positive elements breathe. This practice will also allow your students to breathe.
When I proudly sent a copy of the first manuscript of this text to Jeff Neumann, a long time friend
and a highly praised contemporary realist artist (www.neumanfineart.com), his reaction to the
original cover was the following:
Hi Bill,
I received the copy yesterday. Thanks for sending it. YIKES!
Best,
Jeff

Jeff followed this up with a lengthy phone call ”scolding” me for encouraging educators to respect
the ideas of clarity and simplicity while creating a cover with so much clutter that it violated every
principle that I was promoting in the book. I suddenly began to know how Charlie felt back in
Chapter Four. Jeff convinced me to search through my collection of 20,000+ photos and find one
clear image that would capture the idea of “Our Students Learn Better with Pictures and Words.”
After days of searching, I finally clicked on a photograph that resulted in one of those rare “Eureka”
moments. I immediately knew that I had found it. Jeff agreed and Lee Schuette, a colleague of
mine in our Arts Department, cut the students out using Adobe® Photoshop® which resulted in the
cover for this text.

Figure 7-9 Original photograph and the edited version with the background removed
to highlight the subjects and to provide some much needed negative space.

Making a Transition from Color to Grayscale (or Grayscale to Color)
Moving your presentations through a timeline can often be accomplished by changing the color
image to a grayscale image (or vice versa). Duplicate the slide using Ctrl-D, double click the
photograph, click on the recolor icon and select the Grayscale adjustment. When you move through
your presentation, the transition will appear seamless.
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Building an Image from a Photograph
There will be times when an image of a photograph may be more appropriate and powerful than the
original photograph. To build an image from a photograph, double click the photograph, click on the
recolor icon and select the Black and White adjustment. The following is an original photograph
that was converted into an image.

Figure 7-10 Original photograph and the edited version converted to an image using
the Black and White adjustment.

Constructing Diagrams, Charts, Graphs and Tables
Diagrams, charts, graphs and tables should be simple and understandable. If you try to make any of
these displays too complex, you’ll quickly exceed the cognitive limits of your students. If your
students strain to understand a complex visual, your message will be diminished. It is better to build
a complex diagram through a series of layers, each of which can be displayed on a separate slide.
This may require additional time and effort on your part; however, your students will have a better
understanding of your message. More complex diagrams, charts, graphs and tables should be
distributed in the form of handouts.

Constructing a Diagram through a Series of Layers
There are several choices for diagrams available through PowerPoint. A diagram can be built over
several slides by making several duplicates of the completed diagram and then deleting some of the
components until you build a sequence. Rather than dealing with some of the complexities of
animation, I often prefer to use separate slides. This results in a seamless series for my presentation.

Figure 7-11 Construction a diagram through a series of several slides.
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Constructing Bar Charts
Bar charts can be constructed with data in Microsoft® Excel® by copying the resulting graph into a
PowerPoint file. Avoid using the 3D charts or busy backgrounds. I’ve found the most effective bar
charts (or any displays) are produced with simple 2D, good contrast and readable font. Simplicity is
often underrated with bar charts. I usually develop bar charts in Excel® and import them into a
PowerPoint file for further editing.

Figure 7-12 The 3D Bar Chart constructed in Microsoft® Excel® does not have the
simplicity or clarity of the well scaled 2D Bar Chart on the right. The cleaner image
was produced by Claire Feldman-Reich, a senior at Kimball Union Academy.
While 3D images may initially look spectacular and professional, they can be confusing. In Clear
and to the Point (Oxford University Press), Stephen Kosslyn states that for many purposes, 3D
displays do no harm and can make the presentation more interesting; however, he warns us about the
use of 3D by saying the following, “However, for other purposes, it [a 3D display] disrupts
communication by obscuring the precise amount displayed (such as occurs when the tops of bars are
not clearly aligned with values on a wall that serves as the y axis).” 8

Constructing Pie Charts
Pie charts must also adhere to the same principle as bar chats. Again, avoid using the 3D charts,
especially with complicated backgrounds. Pie charts also have some important restraints. The colors
of the slices must have proper contrast and not “bleed” together as when aligning a red slice next to
a blue slice. If you plan on printing handouts, make sure that the shades of the grayscale version are
readable.

Figure 7-13 The 3D pie chart is somewhat complex. The 2D pie chart on the right is
simpler and easier for your students to understand.
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Arranging the Order of Pie Charts
The slices of pie charts are normally arranged from smallest to largest starting from the top right.
However, it may be more purposeful to begin the arrangement from largest to smallest if emphasis
will be placed on the largest slice. 9

Figure 7-14 The Pie Chart on the left is arranged from the top with smallest to
largest. The Pie Chart on the right is used only when emphasis needs to be placed
on the largest slice.

Take only a Slice (or Two) Out of the Pie to Emphasize Importance
In Clear and to the Point, Stephen Kosslyn relates an important tip when constructing pie charts to
emphasize importance. “Construct an exploded pie display by displacing the important slice or
slices, as if a wedge of pizza had been pulled out of the pie.” 10
The practice of isolating only a single slice (or two) is a more effective way to highlight the
importance of the quantity being discussed. By creating additional slides with the slice or slices
pulled out, a very effective and seamless set of visuals can be created.

Figure 7-15 The pie chart on the left has all pieces exploded. It is better to take one
or two slices out to emphasize importance.
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Constructing Histograms
Histograms can be developed in Excel® using the statistics functions; however, this can be
cumbersome to those unskilled with all of the statistical functions of the spreadsheet. I’ve found the
use of the TI 84 calculator to be an invaluable aid by first entering my list of data into the calculator
and then graphing and replicating the display using the drawing tools in PowerPoint. With a
combination of rectangles and by scaling the heights to match the frequency and the widths for the
data ranges in the bins, I can produce a histogram with excellent precision. Many of my statistics
students have great success using this method.

Figure 7-16 A histogram is constructed with a series of connected rectangular bins.
The width of the bins represents the range of the bin’s data and the height
represents the number of entries (frequency) in each bin. Emphasis on any bin can
be done by creating a contrasting color as shown on the right.

Constructing Boxplots
Boxplots, while useful to those students already skilled in a statistics, can be confusing to students
who do not have prior knowledge of boxplots. It would be better to use more conventional displays
such as histograms. This boxplot was constructed using rectangles and by scaling.

Figure 7-17 This boxplot was produced by Kyle Lyons, a senior at Kimball Union
Academy. Kyle initially developed this boxplot by using a TI 84 graphing calculator
and then scaled and constructed this crisp visual in a PowerPoint slide.
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Constructing Scatterplots
Scatterplots are an effective way to display relationships between two sets of corresponding values.
While it is important to respect aspect ratios and not intentionally distort to reflect bias, it
nonetheless often happens. Whenever there is a concern about distortion or when the difference
between the domain (x values or predictors) to the range (y values or the responses) is excessive, I
find it helpful to standardize the raw scores to produce standardized (Z) scores and enter these
values to create a new scatterplot from the standardized scores. This creates a graph with a domain
from -3 to +3 and a range also from -3 to +3 and allows my students to more clearly see whether the
data’s association is positive or negative. A trendline can be animated in to emphasize direction.

Figure 7-18 The scatterplot on the left displays the raw data. The scatterplot on the
right displays the data in standardized (Z score) form. This allows a display to show
whether the data has a positive or negative association. A trendline can be inserted
to verify this association.

Constructing Line Graphs to Indicate Trends
Lines graphs are useful to interpret trends that are rising, falling or remaining stable over a period of
time. I usually have great results by initially developing my line graphs, entering data into Excel®
and then copying the resulting graph into a PowerPoint slide for further editing.
Lines or sections of lines can be colored and animated to appear or disappear. Additionally, other
lines can be used on the same graphs for comparison.

Figure 7-19 The line graph is used to indicate rising, falling and stable trends.
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Constructing Tables
Tables are used to hold data, but they are not necessarily appropriate as a display data. However,
there may be a need to use a specific table as a display. The data in the table’s cells can be
“deposited” over a series of slides and the ranges of data can be highlighted for emphasis. Tables
can be developed in Excel® and then copied over to a PowerPoint slide for further editing.
Additionally, tables can be constructed in the drawing functions within PowerPoint.
Avoid tables as a mechanism for display. It is better to use the contents of a table to construct
graphs, displays, diagrams or some other meaningful visuals. While tables are appropriate for
handouts, they are not intended (on their own) to be used as displays, especially if they are complex.

Figure 7-20 The calculated values for this windchill table were developed in a TI 84
calculator by Larry MacLeod, a senior at Kimball Union Academy. MacLeod used the
calculated values to produce this windchill table with different background colors to
emphasize the more dangerous readings in the darker shaded sections.

Using the TI 84 Graphing Calculator as an Intermediary Tool to Construct
Graphs and Displays
I have found the TI 84 graph to be an invaluable tool. While the graphing capabilities are impressive
in Excel®, The TI 84 allows me to quickly produce displays that can be mechanically reproduced
with the drawing features in PowerPoint.

Figure 7-21 The TI 84 calculator and an image of the aspect ratio of a 7” base and a
5” height that can be reproduced in the visual area of a PowerPoint slide.
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Simplicity Can Be Powerful
Students in one of my statistics classes were asked to produce a pair of slides to convey a concern
that was discussed at the annual meeting of the New England Canoe and Kayak Racing Association.
There was a recent decline in the association’s membership and the discussion centered on resolving
the issue, first by having everyone acknowledge the troubling trend and then correcting the decline
during the coming season. While many students used bar charts and other conventional displays, one
of my students, Sean Johnson, produced a pair of very simple, yet powerful slides. Sean used
nothing more than his imagination, headlines, arrows and dates to produce a very compelling pair of
visuals. In Presenting to Win (Financial Times Press), Jerry Weisman states, “But when designing
graphics, I’ve learned to rely on the wisdom, Less is More, and its corollary, When in doubt, leave
it out.” 11

Figure 7-22 These two slides produced by Sean Johnson, a senior at Kimball Union
Academy yielded an unexpected and powerful communication result. Sean’s slides
reflect upon the phrase, “Less is More” attributed to Ludwig Mies van der Rohe
(1886-1969), one of the foremost designers of the last century.

Note to Microsoft® Office 2003 users: This concludes the “detour”. Please return to the beginning of
Chapter Eight on page 69.

Notes
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Appendix B, The Handwritten Presentation Building Kit
Please make copies of the template, sketchpad and notes pages included in this Handwritten Presentation
Story Building Kit.
The procedure for creating a presentation using the handwritten method is as follows:
1. Write Your Presentation Story Headlines on the Presentation Story Headlines Template

2. Add a few rough sketches in the Presentation Story Sketchpad

3. Write some corresponding notes (your eventual dialogue) for each slide on the Presentation Notes
Pages.
Slide and Headline

Corresponding Dialogue
__________________________________
__________________________________
__________________________________
__________________________________
__________________________________
__________________________________
__________________________________
__________________________________

4. Transfer the headlines and notes into the Academic Presentations Slide Formatter and select and
edit your visuals.
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Academic Presentations
Presentation Story Template
Insert your title and byline below:
Your Title and Byline
Your Introduction
Where and When?
Who or What?
What is the Obstacle?
What is the Desired Result?
What is a Possible Solution?
Preview the Three Major
Points Major Points
How

Why

or What

Write your introduction headlines below:

Further Explanation
How

Why

or What

Further Details
How

Why

or What

The Turning Point
Your Conclusion
Revisit the Obstacle
Revisit the Desired Result
State the Climax
State the Resolution
Copyright©2008, William L. Farrell, Academic Presentations, Grantham, NH 03753 www.academicpresentations.com
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Academic Presentations Basic Storyboard Sketchpad
This is to be used for an overview of your introduction slides, you’re three major points
with a few further explanations, your turning point and conclusion.
These are only for sketching conceptual ideas.

Title and Byline

Where and When

Who or What

The Obstacle

Explanation

Desired Result

Possible Solution

Review Major Points

Explanation

Explanation

Major Point 1

Explanation

Explanation

Explanation

Explanation

Explanation

Explanation

Major Point 2

Major Point 2

Revisit the Obstacle

Revisit the Desired Result

The Climax

The Resolution

Turning Point
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Academic Presentations Notes Pages
Write some corresponding notes (your eventual dialogue) for each slide on these Presentation Notes
Pages. You should make several copies and place them in a three ring binder.
Your Headline and Sketch

Corresponding Dialogue
_________________________________________
_________________________________________
_________________________________________
_________________________________________
_________________________________________
_________________________________________

_________________________________________
_________________________________________
_________________________________________
_________________________________________
_________________________________________
_________________________________________

_________________________________________
_________________________________________
_________________________________________
_________________________________________
_________________________________________
_________________________________________
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Appendix C, The Position Paper

Windchill: Oh Baby It’s Cold Outside.
By William Landon Farrell

“Northwest winds gusting to nearly 30 mph will combine with bitter cold temperatures near 20 below
zero in northern New Hampshire tonight and create wind chill values of 50 below ...” The meteorologist
went on to say, “…with windchill readings this low you should stay inside because bare skin will freeze in
minutes”
Wow, does this really mean that our faces will freeze in a matter of minutes if we walk the dog or are
these weather people just trying to keep us glued to the tube to see another Advil® commercial? Who
figures this windchill stuff out anyway and what does it mean? While residents of the Granite State
occasionally hear this type of weather warning, many of us seem to be somewhat safe and even
complacent when we are advised of a windchill warning. After all, most of us carry cell phones, live in
well heated homes, have decent clothing and our cars have heaters.
For curiosity, I decided to research the Windchill Temperature Index. This index (we’ll just call it
windchill) is an important piece of information that can come in handy for our comfort, health, and even
survival. I was enlightened as I discovered new information about windchill that might allow us to make
better decisions affecting how we go about our lives. Windchill is a calculated value; and while it is used
to carry a serious warning, it should not necessarily be used as an excuse to avoid venturing out in the
winter.

Windchill is a calculated value.
Windchill is not measured with an instrument, rather it is a calculated value based on the measurements of
two values, temperature and wind speed. According to the National Weather Service, the measurements
for calculating windchill were originally based on the 1945 research of Antarctic explorers, Siple and
Passel. 1 They measured the cooling rate of a bottle of water attached to the top of a 33 foot pole.2 For
several years the National Weather service used these windchill calculations. However, because these
original calculations underestimated the time necessary to freeze human flesh, a new index was designed
in 2001 to more accurately reflect how cold air feels on human skin.
The newer calculation is now taken from trials conducted by the Defence Civil Institute of Environmental
Medicine in Toronto, Canada. During these trials, six men and women were placed in a chilled wind
tunnel with thermal transducers attached to their faces to measure the heat flow from their cheeks,
forehead, nose and chin. The readings were obtained at an average height of 5 feet, more in line with the
actual height of people and not giraffes. The results of these trials are now the basis for a standardized
windchill index. Temperatures used to calculate windchill are now taken at or below 50 degrees
Fahrenheit and the wind speed measurements are taken above 3 and below 110 mph. 3
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We live in air, a fluid, which surrounds us and everything else in our environment. A thin protective layer
of still air, a few millimeters thick, adheres to the surface of our skin and provides insulation. If we
disturb this thin layer by blowing on it, our skin quickly approaches the surrounding ambient air
temperature. When it is cold, blowing this thin layer of air away will quickly lower our skin’s
temperature. Conversely, when it is warm (or hot) such as in a sauna, blowing on the skin’s surface will
disturb the protective layer of air and we will soon become uncomfortably warm, even hot. This thin layer
of air, when left undisturbed in calm conditions, does a mighty fine job of protecting and insulating us
from the elements.
If we stand outside in our bathing suits when the temperature is 30 degrees Fahrenheit (not
recommended), it takes a certain amount of time to lower our body temperature. If we set up a fan that
moves the air across our skin at 20 mph, the protective layer of air on the surface of our skin is disturbed
and our skin’s surface temperature drops more quickly. In this situation, the 30 degree Fahrenheit
temperature, coupled with the 20 mph wind speed, affects us as if we are standing in calm air at 17
degrees Fahrenheit.
While disturbing this thin boundary of air can cool bare skin more quickly, the truth is we can never get
the temperature of our skin below the surrounding ambient air temperature. In other words, the 20 mph
wind speed increases our rate of cooling as if we are standing in still air at 17 degrees Fahrenheit,
however, while it would feel like we were standing in 17 degree temperature, our skin’s surface
temperature will never get lower than 30 degrees Fahrenheit. In this case, the actual temperature is still
below freezing and in time, our skin becomes frostbitten. Eventually, we will die from hypothermia
anyway.
To explore some of these windchill calculations see the table below:
Actual Temperature

Wind Speed

40 F
40 F
40 F
40 F
40 F

4 mph
10 mph
20 mph
30 mph
40 mph

Windchill Temperature Index
37 F
34 F
30 F
28 F
27 F

With an actual temperature of 40 degrees Fahrenheit, the windchill temperature index goes down as the
wind speed picks up. However, the actual temperature never goes below 40 degrees Fahrenheit. You can
explore these and other calculations with an online calculator4 for windchill temperature index by using
the NOAA’s National Weather Service website at:
www.weather.gov/os/windchill/index.shtml

Windchill is a serious warning.
Many of us decide how to dress or even to go outdoors based on information we receive through our
meteorologists. A low windchill index is a warning that our appendages can freeze faster and our chances
for survival are reduced. Whenever the windchill gets dangerously low, meteorologists begin ingesting
more coffee, warning signals stream across the bottom of the TV screen, some schools begin closing and
bingo games are cancelled. While it is a big deal, many people still don’t understand the actual derivation
of windchill or how dangerous it can be, especially for the unprepared.
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When the combination of low temperature and high wind speed indicates that the windchill reaches down
to or below negative 25 degrees Fahrenheit, the National Weather Service is obliged to issue a windchill
warning. Communities and public services are then held responsible for warning people to bring their pets
inside, children are not allowed to go outside for recess, and there is a heightened sense of urgency and
compassion for the homeless. Dangerously low windchill readings can result in permanent injury from
frostbitten skin and death from hypothermia when the body’s core temperature falls below 95 degrees
Fahrenheit. People can and do die in this type of weather. Death by freezing is not merely a fictitious
passage from Jack London’s, To Build a Fire; it really happens, especially to those who are underprepared
and don’t heed the dangers of a low windchill index.
I was one of the fortunate individuals to barely escape a dangerous situation while driving out of the
Boston area during the great blizzard of 1978. That afternoon nor’easter took most everyone, including
myself, off guard. With the combination low temperatures and high winds, the windchill fell to negative
30 degrees Fahrenheit and many unsuspecting and underprepared people died in their cars from
hypothermia and asphyxiation on their way home from work. I could have easily been one of them. The
lesson that I learned from that blizzard was that I’ve never traveled during the winter months without a
pair of sleeping bags in the trunk of my vehicle.

Windchill should not be used as an excuse for enjoying the outdoors.
There is a saying, “There’s no such thing as bad weather, only bad clothing.” Those who have an
understanding and a respect for a low windchill reading but know how to dress accordingly can and do
enjoy the outdoors. A low windchill reading should not be an excuse for staying inside. I believe that far
too many people cower from participating in the outdoors because of the threat of a low windchill
reading. Unfortunately, this is where many miss out on the bounteous health benefits of venturing in the
outdoors during a New Hampshire winter. Understanding, respect and preparation are the three guiding
beacons to surviving and enjoying the outdoors in a low windchill index. As a New Hampshirite, having
an urban meteorologist tell me to stay inside because of a low windchill index goes against a twist of my
state’s motto, “Live, Freeze or Die”.
I grew up in the Berkshire Hills of Massachusetts and my newfound curiosity about windchill led me to
review some achieved data for record low temperatures during the month of February, 1958. There was a
stretch during that month when the temperature fell to negative 33 degrees Fahrenheit. 5 As a third grader,
I vividly remember that February as I skied on our local rope tow every day after school, and all day
during my school’s winter vacation. The combination of the wind speed and the low temperatures on
many of those days indicated that I was an eight year old child skiing and playing in windchill readings
that would now require a warning from the National Weather Service. When I asked my 81 year old
mother why she allowed me to go outside in those dangerously low temperatures, she told me that I was a
somewhat hyperactive kid and had I remained inside during that brutally cold February, it would have
driven her to the nut house. With two pair of socks, two sets of long underwear, insulated mittens, a
trooper hat, a face mask and a wool neck gaiter, my mother sent me outside every day to ski with my
friends. We stayed outside for hours and after the lift closed, I always walked home in the dark carrying
my skis on my shoulder. My mother said that by the time we peeled off the last layers of my clothing, I’d
be drenched in sweat.
While my mother never knew much about the calculation of the windchill index, she did know this; when
you’ve got a kid with excess energy, you bundle him up and get him the hell out of the house. Five
decades later, her decision to properly dress me and send me outside makes me still believe that every
winter day is the best day of my life.
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A windchill warning always needs to be taken seriously; however, it should not be an excuse to cower
from winter. With careful preparation and appropriate clothing, we should all be able to get outside and
embrace the outdoors, allowing every winter day to be the best day of everyone’s life.
William Landon Farrell lives in Grantham, NH, and teaches mathematics and coaches cycling at
Kimball Union Academy in Meriden, NH.
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Medicine, Toronto, Canada, (March 2000)
4. Windchill Calculator, www.srh.noaa.gov/ssd/html/windchill.htm
5. Temperature archive from www.weather-warehouse.com
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Appendix D (part 1) for PowerPoint 2007 Users
Building an Academic Presentations Slide Formatter using Microsoft® PowerPoint
2007
The Academic Presentations Slide Formatter is a specially formatted version of a PowerPoint file
designed with the ideal settings for the Slide Master and Notes Master. The Academic Presentations
Slide Formatter allows you to bypass several technical steps and focus on writing your story rather than
laboring through technical aspects of formatting a PowerPoint file each time you build the slides for your
presentation. Additionally, the Academic Presentations Slide Formatter can be saved as your default
PowerPoint file to your local hard drive so whenever you click the PowerPoint icon, the specially
formatted file will open with the ideal settings.
While the Academic Presentations Slide Formatter can be copied from the companion CD or by
clicking “Build Presentation” in www.academicpresentations.com, you can also build the Academic
Presentation Slide Formatter with PowerPoint 2003 using the following procedure:
Click on the PowerPoint icon

Building your Slide Master
In the Normal View, click the top slide in the Slides section on the left.
Click the Home tab, and click Select All
In the Slides group, click Layout, Title Only
In the Views tab, in the Presentations Views group, click Slide Master
In the selection of Slide Master choices on the left, select the Title Only Layout.
Right-click the Title box in the displayed slide in the Normal View, the following selections should
appear:

Select Arial (or some other san-serif typestyle) with a 40 type size (you may prefer a 44 type size;
however, you might have difficulty fitting two lines in the headline area) and select left justified.
Right-click the Title box and select Format Shape on the format menu.
In the Format Shape dialog box, select Text Box: on the Vertical Alignment drop-down menu, choose
Top: in the Autofit area, select Do Not Autofit: and then click Close.
On the Slide Master tab, in the Close group, click Close Master View.
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Building your Notes Master
In the View tab, click Notes Master in the Presentation Views group.
Right-click the Slide Image placeholder at the top and click Size and Position on the drop-down menu

In the Size and Position dialog box, click the Lock Aspect Ratio check box and change the width setting
to 4”. The height setting should automatically adjust to 3”. You may elect to choose a larger visual,
however, this will require more ink when printing your notes pages.

Right-click the edge of the Body placeholder at the bottom and click Size and Position on the drop-down
menu.
Clear the Lock Aspect Ratio check box and change the width to 6” and the height to 6”.

On the Notes Master tab, in the Placeholders group you can add or remove any placeholders such as
Header, Date, Footer and Page Number. The Page Number and Footer (with your institutions logo) are
recommended. The notes page is the proper place to position a logo, not on the screen.
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In the View tab, click Gridlines and Ruler for more precision when aligning your pictures and visuals.
Right-click the Body placeholder, click Format Shape in the drop-down menu, click Line Color and
select No line.
Click Close Master View

Setting Up Your Slide Layout
In the Normal View, click the top slide in the Slides section on the left.
Click the Home tab, and click Select All
In the Slides group, click Layout, Title Only

Building the Dark Bookend Slides and the Red Reference Slides
The Dark Bookend slides
In the Home tab, click New Slide and select a Blank format slide from the drop-down menu
In the Design tab, click Background styles. In the drop-down menu, at the bottom of the drop-down
menu, click Format Background and select Black as the Solid Fill color and click Close. Do Not Click
Apply To All!
Click on this Dark Bookend slide in the section on the left and press Ctrl-D to make a duplicate. This
will give you a pair of Dark Bookend slides
The Red Reference slides
In the Home tab, click New Slide and select a Blank format slide from the drop-down menu
In the Design tab, click Background styles. In the drop-down menu, at the bottom of the drop-down
menu, click Format Background and select Red as the Solid Fill color and click Close. Do Not Click
Apply To All!
In the Insert tab, select Text Box in the Text section. Center the text box in the red slide. Type
INTRODUCTION, then select this text, size it to 60 and apply a white color to this text. Repeat this
procedure until you have built the following Red Reference Slides:
INTRODUCTION
MAJOR POINT # 3

MAJOR POINT # 1
TURNING POINT

MAJOR POINT # 2
CONCLUSION
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Press Ctrl and click each of these Red Reference Slides.
In the Slide Show tab, click Hide Slide. These Red Reference Slides are now hidden, meaning that when
you run your presentation using these slides will be hidden are hidden.
The following is what these slides look like in the Slide Sorter View.

Making the Academic Presentations Slide Formatter the default PowerPoint Slide
To make the Academic Presentations Slide Formatter the default PowerPoint file, do the following:
Open the Academic Presentations Slide Formatter.
Click the Microsoft Office Button, click Save As, and then in the Save As dialogue box, Click Save As
type drop-down arrow, and select and click PowerPoint Template.
Select and click Blank in the dialogue box. Click OK to save.
The Academic Presentations Slide Formatter is now your default PowerPoint file. Each time you click
the PowerPoint icon, a specially formatted PowerPoint file with ideal settings will open.
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Appendix D (part 2) for PowerPoint 2003 Users
Building an Academic Presentations Slide Formatter using Microsoft® PowerPoint
2003
The Academic Presentations Slide Formatter is a specially formatted version of a PowerPoint file
designed with the ideal settings for the Slide Master and Notes Master. The Academic Presentations
Slide Formatter allows you to bypass several technical steps and focus on writing your story rather than
laboring through technical aspects of formatting a PowerPoint file each time you build the slides for your
presentation. Additionally, the Academic Presentations Slide Formatter can be saved as your default
PowerPoint file to your local hard drive so whenever you click the PowerPoint icon, the specially
formatted file will open with the ideal settings.
While the Academic Presentations Slide Formatter can be copied from the companion CD or by
clicking “Build Presentation” in www.academicpresentations.com, you can also build the Academic
Presentation Slide Formatter with PowerPoint 2003 using the following procedure:
Click on the PowerPoint icon

Building your Slide Master
Click View, Master, Slide Master
Click on the text in the Slide Master that says Click Here to Edit Slide Master Title Style.
On the Formatting toolbar, click the Font drop-down arrow and select Arial (or another san serif
style), and then select the Font Size drop-down and select 40. You may prefer a 44 type size; however,
you might have difficulty fitting two lines in the headline area.
With the title area still selected, click Format, Placeholder, and then click the Text Box tab in the
Format AutoShape dialog box. Make sure that the Word Wrap Text in AutoShape check box is
selected and then select Top in the Text Anchor Point drop-down list, and click OK. With the title area
still selected, on the Formatting toolbar, click Align Left. You may also consider Align Center.
Delete the Date Area and Footer Area placeholders at the bottom of the Slide Master. You may also
delete the Number Area; however, it is sometimes useful when your students need to reference a slide by
its number. If you use the Number Area, resize it smaller and set it down in the right hand corner. To get
the number to appear on your slide, you will need to Insert Page Number once you get back to Normal
View.
Click the Object Area placeholder to select it and then click and drag the sizing handle at the bottom of
the object area to expand the object area near the bottom of the slide, leaving a margin equal to the width
of the margin at the top of the slide. Delete all of the text inside the object area, and with the object area
still selected, click the Bullets button on the Formatting toolbar to remove the bullet formatting.
Click the Close Master View button on the Slide Master View toolbar to return to the previous view of
the slides.
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Building your Notes Master
Click View, Master, Notes Master
Delete all text in the Notes Body Area
On the Formatting toolbar, click the Font drop-down arrow and select Arial, and then select the Font
Size drop-down and select 20. This size is large enough to be easily read in low level lighting and without
reading glasses.
With the Notes Body Area still selected, make sure that the Bullet formatting is removed and click Align
Left.
Delete the Date Area and Footer Area placeholders at the bottom of the Notes Master. You may also
delete the Number Area; , it is sometimes useful as a reference for your reading and as a reference for
your handouts. This number will appear on your notes if you click Insert Page Number on your slides in
Normal View.
Click the Notes Body Area placeholder to select it (this is the large rectangle in the lower half of your
screen)
Click Format, Placeholder. In the Format AutoShape dialog box, Click the Size tab, clear the Lock
Aspect Ratio check box and set both the Height and Width to 6.5”and click OK.
Click the Slide Area placeholder to select it (this is the large rectangle in the top half of your screen)
Click Format, Placeholder. In the Format AutoShape dialog box, click the Size tab, clear the Lock
Aspect Ratio check box and set the Height to 3” and the Width to 4” and click OK.
Click View, Grid and Guides and align both placeholders to look like this:

Click the Close Master View button.
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Setting Up Your Slide Layout
Click View, Normal.
Click Edit, Select All, and click Format, Slide Layout and then click the Title only layout as shown
below.

Select this
Title only
selection.

Building the Dark Slides and Reference Slides
Click Insert, New Slide
Click Format, Background. In the Background Fill, select black as your color and click Apply. This will
be the first Dark Slide to be positioned at the beginning of your presentation.
Click Insert, New Slide
Click Format, Background. In the Background Fill, select red as your color and click Apply
In the drawing toolbar, select the textbox and center it in the red slide. Type INTRODUCTION, then
select this text, size it to 60 and color this text white. Repeat this procedure until you have built the
following Reference Slides:
INTRODUCTION
MAJOR POINT # 1
MAJOR POINT # 2
MAJOR POINT # 3
TURNING POINT
CONCLUSION
Press Ctrl and click each of these six red Reference Slides.
Click Slide Show, Hide Slide. These six Reference Slides are now hidden, meaning that when you run
your presentation using View, Slide Show (or F5) these slides are hidden.
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Click Insert, New Slide
Click Format, Background. In the Background Fill, select black as your color and click Apply. This will
be the second Dark Slide to be positioned at the end of your presentation.
.
The following is what these slides look like in the Slide Sorter View.

Making the Academic Presentations Plan Slide Formatter the new default
Click File, Save As, and in the Save As dialog box, click the Save As Type drop-down arrow and choose
Design Template.
Double click default.pot or blank.pot
Click yes when the warning appears. This will overwrite your original PowerPoint default and make the
Academic Presentations Plan Slide Formatter your new default.

Using the Academic Presentations Plan Slide Formatter to streamline the tasks of
setting up a new Slide Master and Notes Master with each new presentation
Once you have gone through the steps in setting up your Slide Master, Notes Master and Slide Layout
the thought of performing these tasks for each new presentation may seem daunting. Ideally, it would be
great if we could simply transfer the contents of our Story Document directly to the Academic
Presentation Plan Slide Formatter using the File, Send To command. Unfortunately with PowerPoint
2003, the transfer from the Story Document always goes to a generic PowerPoint layout.
The good news is that you can copy the contents of this generic PowerPoint file and have them properly
formatted in the Academic Presentations Plan Slide Formatter by doing the following:
In the Normal View of your generic PowerPoint file (with the transferred headlines), click on the top slide
in the left column.
Edit, Select All and then Copy.
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Click File, New and select blank presentation in the task pane on the right. This blank presentation is
really the Academic Presentation Plan Slide Formatter which is now the new default PowerPoint.
Once the Academic Presentation Plan Slide Formatter is open do the following:
Position the cursor at the very top of the first slide.
Click Edit, Paste
Click Format, Slide Layout
Click on the Title only layout
All of your slides will now be correctly formatted and consistent.
Save your file as a presentation to the appropriate location in your computer’s hard drive or other selected
storage device.
Open the Slide Sorter view and position the Dark Bookend and Red Reference Slides in their
appropriate places and begin the editing process.
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Appendix E, Technical Pages
Using the Academic Presentations Plan with the Apple® Macintosh
The Academic Presentation Plan may be used with the Apple® Macintosh systems by using the
following steps.
1. If you are using the Companion CD, click on the Apple Macintosh (red letter version) of the
Academic Presentations Story Template and Slide Formatter
If you have internet access, download the Apple Macintosh (red letter version) of the Academic
Presentations Story Template and Slide Formatter in the Build Presentation page of
www.academicpresentations.com
2. Complete the Academic Presentations Story Template as described in Chapter Four for
Microsoft® Office 2003 users. (Appendix A)
3. Transfer the headlines from the Academic Presentation Story Template to the Academic
Presentations Slide Formatter as described in Chapter Five for Microsoft® Office 2003 users.
(Appendix A)
4. If complications surface, (and they usually do) make a printout of your completed Academic
Presentation Story Template, open up the Academic Presentations Slide Formatter and type
your headlines into each slide.
5. Please check www.academicpresentations.com in the Build Presentation page for additional
upgrades as they become available.

Publishing Your PowerPoint File to a Microsoft® Word Document
If you are using Microsoft Office 2007, there is a feature that will allow you to Publish your
presentation in a concise Word® document. There are some options to this Publish feature (found on
the Office Button) that will produce some very effective handouts with your headlines, visuals and a
printed dialogue next to each numbered slide as shown below:
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6. Patrice-Anne Rutledge, Geetesh Bajaj and Tom Mucciolo, Using Microsoft® PowerPoint
2007 (Que Publishing) “How important is it to have the company logo on each visual?”,
523.
7. Garr Reynolds, Presentation Zen (New Riders), “It is the empty space that gives a design air and
lets the positive elements breathe.”, 145.
8. Stephen M. Kosslyn, Clear and to the Point (Oxford University Press), “Three-Dimensional
Displays”, 198-199.
9. Stephen M. Kosslyn, Clear and to the Point (Oxford University Press), “Arrange wedges in a
simple progression”, 130.
10. Stephen M. Kosslyn, Clear and to the Point (Oxford University Press), “Use an exploded pie to
emphasize a small proportion of parts.”, 128-129.
11. Jerry Weissman, Presenting to Win (Financial Times Press), “Less is More”, 114-115
Chapter 8: Fine Tuning Your Slides to Achieve the Academic Presentations Experience
1. Jobst Brandt, The Bicycle Wheel (Avocet)
2. Sha-N-Na, Those Magic Changes 1978 Soundtrack from Grease (Edwin H. Moses,
Inc.)1978.
Chapter 10: Rehearsing Your Presentation
1. Jerry Weissman, Presenting to Win (Financial Times Press), “Verbalization: The Magic
Ingredient”, 189
Chapter 11: Establishing Your Presentation’s Physical Environment
1. Tom Mucciolo, Using Microsoft® PowerPoint 2007 (Que Publishing), “Positioning and
Moving”, 534-539.
2. Tom Mucciolo, Using Microsoft® PowerPoint 2007 (Que Publishing), “Glitch
Happens!”, 609-610.
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Chapter 12: Delivering an Inspiring Presentation
1. Tom Mucciolo, Using Microsoft® PowerPoint 2007 (Que Publishing), “Dressing the
Part”, 584-585.
2. Tom Mucciolo, Using Microsoft® PowerPoint 2007 (Que Publishing), “Positioning and
Moving”, 534-539.
Chapter 13: Prepare for Questions and the Unknown Zone
1. Washington Monthly, March 21, 2007, “Rin Tin Tin was a movie star. I just have a slide
show.”, March 21, 2007, Al Gore responding to former house speaker Dennis Hastert
during the House Energy Subcommittee Hearing on Global Climate Change.
Chapter 14: Sharing Your Presentation with Others
1. Go Daddy®, website for file sharing resources, www.godaddy.com
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Photographs and Illustration Credits:
The “Esteemed Professor”, page 5, 1968 Johnson State College yearbook
The “Chalk Talk” Professor, page 6, 1968 Johnson State College yearbook
Figure 2-0, A cognitive “crash”, page 7, “Two cars in one tollbooth lane”,
www.tommorowyesterday/2005/11/
Figures 2-1 through 2-7, pages 8-13, these illustrations were designed with Microsoft
PowerPoint and adapted from Multimedia Learning, Richard E. Mayer, Chapter 3, A
Cognitive Theory of Multimedia Learning
“Murdering the Impossible: Reinhold Messner”, page 16, from November 2006,
National Geographic Magazine, ngm.nationalgeographic.com/ngm/0611/feature1
Al Gore with David Guggenheim, page 21, AP photo from the Sydney Morning Herald
www.smh.com.au/ffximage/2006/06/08/film9606_w...
Al Gore with the earth as a backdrop, page 21, from World Film
http://z.about.com/d/worldfilm/1/7/2/_/photo_lo_3293.jpg
Greg Mortenson portrait, page 22, from the University of South Dakota,
www.usd.edu/urelations/images/GregMortenson.jpg
Greg Mortenson with children, page 22, from the website of the Carolina Friends School
www.cfsnc.org/.../Greg_Mortenson_flyer_img_2.jpg
James Taylor, page 22, OC Register, www.ocregister.com/.../show/2005/08/24taylor.jpg
Ford Cortina image, page 22, Kitek catalog,
www.ssbrakepistons.com/.../Ford%20CortinaMk1.jpg
Figure 4-1, Academic Presentations Story Template, pages 25 and 99, adapted for
educators from the Beyond Bullet Points Story Template, Beyond Bullet Points, Cliff
Atkinson, sociablemedia.com and beyond bulletpoints.com, the Academic Presentations
Story Template can be found on www.academicpresentations.com,
Figures 4-9 through 4-11, pages 23-24 and 109-110, Microsoft® Word 2007 screen shots
Figure 5-3, The Academic Presentations Slide Formatter, pages 38 and 115,
www.academicpresentations.com
Figure 6-6, Cessna 150, pages 47 and 125,
www.fsimcafe.com/assets/images/c150f_01.jpg
Figure 7-2, Wacom stylus and writing pad, pages 53 and 129,
techdigest.tv/2005/05/Wacom_bamboo_co.html
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Figure 7-9, Original version and the edited version…pages 62 and 136. Photo editing provided
by Lee Schuette, Arts Department, Kimball Union Academy, Meriden, NH
Figure 7-12, Right image of NECKRA drop in membership, pages 63 and 138, the elements of
this slide were produced by Claire Feldman-Reich, Kimball Union Academy, Meriden, NH
Figure 7-17, Boxplot image, pages 66 and 140, the elements of this
slide were produced by Kyle Lyons, Kimball Union Academy, Meriden, NH
Figure 7-19, Windchill table, pages 67 and 142, this table was produced by Lawrence MacLeod,
Kimball Union Academy, Meriden, NH
Figure 7-22, Less is More slides, pages 68 and 143, the elements of these
slides were produced by Sean Johnson, Kimball Union Academy, Meriden, NH
Figure 9-1, Sample handout page, page 75, Photographs by James Nachtwey, December
2006, National Geographic Magazine, http://ngm.nationalgeographic.com/ngm/0612
Figure 11-1, Image of Juha Mieto from Elava Arkisto, page 80,
http://ngm.nationalgeographic.com/ngm/0612/feature3/gallery2.html
Figure 14-2, Screenshot of a PDF file in Notes Page view, page 93
Slide sorter screen shot, page 88, Photographs by James Nachtwey, December 2006,
National Geographic Magazine, http://ngm.nationalgeographic.com/ngm/0612/feature3
All other photographs and images produced by William Landon Farrell using Nikon® digital
cameras and the available graphic features of Microsoft® PowerPoint,
Academic Presentations, www.academicpresentations.com
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Suggested Reading
Beyond Bullet Points: Using Microsoft PowerPoint to Create Presentations That Inform,
Motivate and Inspire, 2005, Microsoft Press,
Cliff Atkinson
ISBN 0-7356-2052-0
Beyond Bullet Points, 2008, Microsoft Press,
Cliff Atkinson
ISBN 978-0-7356-2387-3
A Whole New Mind: Why Right-Brainers Will Rule the Future, 2006, Penguin Group, Daniel H.
Pink
ISBN 978-1-59448-171-0
Clear and to the Point, 2007, Oxford Press,
Stephen M. Kosslyn
ISBN 978-0-19-532069-5
Multimedia Learning, 2001, Cambridge University Press,
Richard E. Mayer
ISBN0-521-78749-1
Visual Language: Global Communication for the 21st Century, 1998, MacroVU Press,
Robert E. Horn
ISBN 1-892637-09-X
Presentations Zen: Simple Ideas on Presentation Design and Delivery, 2008New Riders,
Garr Reynolds
ISBN 978-0-321-52565-9
Giving Academic Presentations, 2005, The University of Michigan Press,
Susan M. Reinhart
ISBN 0-472-08884-X
Using Microsoft Office PowerPoint 2003, 2004, Que Publishing,
Tom Mucciolo
ISBN 0-7897-2957-1
Using Microsoft Office PowerPoint 2007, 2007, Que Publishing, Patrice-Anne Rutledge,
Geetesh Bajaj, Tom Mucciolo, Patrice-Anne Rutledge and Jim Grey,
ISBN 0-7897-3607-1
Presenting to Win: The Art of Telling Your Story, 2003, Financial Times Press,
Jerry Weissman
ISBN 0-13-046413-9
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Index

A
Academic Presentations experience, 69, 71,
93
Academic Presentations Story Template, 24,
25, 38, 56, 100, 121
Academic Presentations Plan, 1, 2, 24, 78,
106, 168, 171
Academic Presentations slide formatter,
40-45, 75, 113-119, 145, 153, 161
Academic Presentations story template, 2430, 41, 93-110, 163
Academic Presentations story template
printout, 38,112,153
age range of your students, 86
aligned left headline, 54, 128
aligned center headline, 54, 128
alignment, 7, 69, 153
Apple Macintosh, 163
Ard Schenk, 53-54,127-128
Arial text, 43, 117, 153, 157-158
art of writing your dialogue, 51, 125
Atkinson, Cliff, see introduction
automated approach, 34, 100

case for projector, 82
CD, 74
Cessna 150, 49, 123
Charts, 63-68, 137-143,
Checklist, 76, 84
citing photographs, 58, 132
cleaned up holding document, 35-43,
109-117
climax , 34, 108
clip art , 58, 131-132
clogging a channel, 7
closing credit slide, 56, 58, 130, 132
cognitive guide, 3, 7, 14, 18, 21
Colozzi, John, 94
combination approach, 26, 100
comfort details, 81
compact disk, 74
companion CD, 40, 114
compressing photographs, 73, 91, 134
concentricity of a wheel, 69
conclusion section, 34, 108
conditioned carriage return, 54, 128
contact sheet, 57, 131
contrast, 61, 127
Corbis, 57, 123
crop, 45, 58-59, 88

D

B
background music, 81,86
bailing wire, 84
bar charts, 63, 138
bathrooms, 81
beginning the process of writing, 27, 102
Bellows Falls, Vermont, 22, 166
Berklee College of Music, 22
bicycle wheel analogy, 69, 167
big picture, 23, 37, 53, 98
body language, 1, 9, 49, 83, 85, 86, 124
boundaries when presenting, 79
boxplots, 66, 140
“Build Presentation”, 32
building a slide formatter in 2003, 157
building a slide formatter in 2007, 153

C
Calibri text, 43, 117

dark bookend slides, 45-47, 116-118
default PowerPoint, 39-41, 113-115
desired result, 34, 102, 108
developing your dialogue, 46, 48, 117, 119
developing your story, 23, 97
diagrams, 63, 137
different look slides, 60, 135
digital camera, 56, 130
duct tape, 84
Dylan, Bob, 32, 106

E
effective slide, 53-54, 135-136
electronic storage systems, 74
elevator pitch speech, 29
e-mail, 89-93
empathy (empathetic), 2-3
empty space, 61-62, 136
equipment failure, 75
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esteemed professor, 5
extension cords, 86
eye contact, 5, 6, 49, 86, 124

I

F
Farrell, Anne C., 94
Farrell, Christopher L., 94
Farrell, Kelly J., 94
Farrell, Shelly Decker, 94
fax, 83
Feldman-Reich, Claire, 63, 138
fine tuning a single slide, 70
fine tuning the order of slides, 69
fine tuning your slides, 69
fire exits, 81
five basic steps of multimedia, 1, 8, 14
flash cards, 73, 76, 74
forty-five degree stance, 174
Fredericks, Jim, 94
Freund, Elizabeth and Alex, see cover
front of the triangle, 85
further details, 29, 31, 103, 105
further explanations , 25-37, 99-105

G
Gallagher, Michael, 94
Getty Images, 57, 131
Godaddy.com, 94
Google Images, 56-57, 130-131
Gore, Al, 21
graphics, 59, 68, 132, 134
Guggenheim, David , 21

H
handwritten approach, 26, 100
handwritten presentation building kit,
145-148
hard copy storage, 73
hardware store story, 23, 97
Hastert, Dennis, 21
Herma, 57, 131
Histograms, 65, 140
holding document, 25, 35-42, 99-116
Horn, Robert E., see introduction
house-left presenter's triangle, 79-80
174

how form, 30-32, 104-106
humor , 86

Illustration section, 58, 132
Images from photographs, 62, 137
Inconvenient Truth, 21
information presenter, 2
inserting pictures, 58, 132
interdependence, 69
introduction for presenting, 83
introduction section, 27, 101
iStockphoto, 57, 131

J
Johnson, Sean, 68, 143
jokes, 86
JPEG Images, 56, 130

K
Kalustian, Rick, 48, 123
Kimball Union Academy, see introduction
Kensington® Wireless Presenter, 83
Knox, Elizabeth, see acknowledgement

L
laptop computer, 82
layout of the room, 80
Leatherman®, 84
lectern, 79, 84
lighting, 81
lighting principle, 81
line graphs, 67, 141
link cable, 74, 84
logo positioning, 61, 135
Lyons, Kyle, 66, 140

M
MacLeod, Lawrence, 67, 142
Maher, Jennifer (Farrell) dedication page
magic changes, 70
major points section, 29-38, 103-112
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Microsoft Office button, 41
middle of the triangle, 85
Minaert, Dr. Walter J., 94
Morse, Erle H., 94
Mortenson, Greg, 22
Mucciolo, Tom, see introduction, 79, 83
multimedia principle , 5
multimedia principle test, 16
music, 81

N
name tags, 84
National Geographic, 16, 131
negative space, 61-62, 136
Neumann, Jeff, 61-62, 136
new direction, 1
newspapers, 57, 131
Nobel Peace Prize, 21
noise, 84
normal view, 45, 119
notes master in 2003, 113
notes master in 2007, 39
notes page handouts, 75
notes page view, 45 ,119

power position, 85
PowerPoint Presentation format, 73
PowerPoint Show format, 73
PowerPoint template, 40, 41, 156
prepare, prepare, prepare, 48, 131
presentations story sketchpad, 145
presentations notes pages, 148
presentations story headline template,
38, 112, 154
presenter's triangle, 80
preview of three major points, 29, 103
Primo PDF download, 94
printout of your storyboard, 48, 132
projector, 82
purpose, 86

Q
question purpose, 87-88
question repeating, 87-88
questions, 87-88
questions parking lot, 87-88
questions students asking, 87-88
questions teaching moments, 87-88
questions unknown zone, 87-88

O

R

obstacle, 28, 102
offering handouts, 73

Ring, Richard L., 94
reading from notes, 49, 124
reading on-screen text, 7
rear of the triangle, 85
rebuild major point slides, 60, 135
red reference slides, 45-46, 130
rehearing your presentation, 77
rehearse timings, 77
remember students, 61, 135
remote control, 83
resize, 88
resolution, adjusting, 82
retreating to an important slide, 86
revisit the desired result, 34, 108
revisit the obstacle, 34, 108
risks with electronic storage, 74
room layout, 83
room lighting , 81

P
packaging handouts , 73
packaging presentations, 73
Pakistan, 22
Passel, 31, 105, 149
password to modify, 92
password to open, 92
passwords, 92
paste special dialogue box, 36, 109
permission fo photographs, 58, 132
photo printing wizard, 57, 131
physical appearance, 85
physical gestures, 86
pie charts, 64-65, 138-139
pool of digital photographs, 57, 131
positioning yourself, 85
possible solution, 29, 103
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S
San Serif text style, 42, 153
Scatterplots, 66, 141
school directory, 94
Schuette, Lee, 62, 136
screen, 82
screen shots, 59, 133
selecting visuals from pictures, 10
selecting words from dialogue, 8
selecting words from text, 8
sensory memory, 7
sensory memory toll booth, 7
separate storage drives, 74
Serif text style, 42, 153
sharing presentations, 91
shims, 82
shoulder angle, 85
Siple and Passel, 31, 149
Sister Charles Francis, 94
Sixteen-Seventy Rule, 53, 128
sketchpad, 145
slide master in 2003 , 157
slide master in 2007, 153
slide page handouts , 75
slide sorter view, 45, 119
stage-right presenter's triangle, 77, 79
stance , 85
state the climax, 34, 108
state the resolution, 34, 108
Stock.XCHNG, 57, 131
Story, 19
story template, 25, 99
storyboard, 45-48, 119-122
straightness, 69
story sketchpad, 145
summary of packaging, 76
Sweet Baby James lyrics, 22

T

U
unedited holding document, 36, 110
unknown zone, 87-89

V
video tape your presentation, 77
visual editing features, 59, 133

W
Wacom Bamboo writing tablet, 55 , 129
water for students, 81, 84
web based storage, 74
website sharing, 94
Website Tonight®, 94
what form, 30-32, 104-106
what is the obstacle?, 28, 102
what is the possible solution?, 29, 103
where and when?, 28, 102
who or what?, 28, 102
why form, 30-32, 104-106
windchill, 149-152
Witherall, Warren, 94
Word 2007 document, 42
write out your introduction, 83
writing dialogue in normal view, 50, 124
writing dialogue in notes page view, 50, 125
writing tablet, 55, 129

Z

tables, 58, 67, 78, 124, 142
tablet computer, 55, 129
Taylor, James, 22
testing the multimedia principle, 5
Three Cups of Tea, 22
three major points section, 29-38, 103-112
three working views, 45, 119
TI-84 graphing calculator, 68, 142
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Times New Roman text, 42, 117
title and byline, 20, 101
title only layout, 153, 159
transferring headlines, 35, 39, 109, 113
transitions, 61, 135
trends, 67, 141
turning point, 20, 34, 108

zoom, 47, 88, 121
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Creating Better

Academic Presentations
Our Students Learn Better with Pictures and Words

Creating Better Academic Presentations is
primarily directed to those educators who have
a strong desire to help their students learn
better. This text encourages, or perhaps
compels educators to find a new direction by
becoming crafty storytellers and create and
deliver inspiring classroom presentations. It
directs educators to become Cognitive Guides
by unlocking the underrated and often abused
potential of Microsoft® PowerPoint® as a
creative learning tool.
This fourteen chapter journey begins with
understanding how our students select and
process information received through their
visual and auditory channels. Once the five
basic steps of multimedia learning are
understood, educators can begin to develop
their messages through a well structured
story that will be delivered with
PowerPoint® slides using headlines,
relevant visuals and a personal dialogue.
When educators begin to embrace the
researched lessons in this text and fully
engage in the Academic Presentations
Plan, great things will begin to happen.
Students will become inspired and begin to
experience more meaningful learning.

William Landon Farrell is an
experienced educator, athlete, coach
and communicator. He engages his
students through a full range of
teaching styles. He is a mathematics
teacher and the recipient of two
faculty cup awards at Kimball Union
Academy in Meriden, NH.
Farrell encourages his students
to be creative, research diligently,
develop interesting stories and
deliver inspiring presentations.

To arrange for a presentation
or an in-service workshop
personally conducted by Mr.
Farrell, please send an e-mail to:
bill@academicpresentations.com
Updates and revisions of this text
can be found on:
www.academicpresentations.com
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